Bargain Books
New Arrivals

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address as printed on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>5.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>4.225%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>3.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total tax rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax.

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**8873879 2025 JEOPARDY! CALENDAR.** If you are like most fans and can’t wait for the new ultra-popular game show, you’ll be thrilled to bring the fun and excitement of America’s Favorite Quiz Show into your home or office every day. The 2025 edition runs from January 2025 to December 2025. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**887265 THE MASTERS: Conversations with Bono, Dylan, Garcia, Jagger, Lennon, Springsteen, Townsend.** By Jann S. Wenner. Profiles the musicians who dominated rock and roll, a music that held sway over a generation, reshaped its politics, and transformed American culture. A must-have volume about the artists behind the music. Hardcover. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**887645 THE LITTLE BOOK OF ALIENS.** By Adam Frank. Gives us everything we need to know from the scientific origins of the search for intelligent life, the Fermi Paradox, the Kardashev Scale, and the James Webb Telescope, to UFOs, conspiracy theories, what aliens might look like, and the existential risk of making contact with them. Shows us the strange, wild, and wondrous world we’ve tucked away. Hardcover. 215 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**887322 ELTON JOHN ALL THE SONGS: The Story Behind Every Track.** By R. Ollivier & O. Hobin. Starting with the artist’s early days in London and focusing fascinating interviews and stunningly vivid photographs, this volume offers readers the most detailed portrait of the artist’s career ever produced. Organized chronologically by album, the book covers Elton John’s life and work from his first hit to today. Hardcover. 608 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $49.95

**887363 FROM SIENA TO NUBIA: Alessandro Ricci in Egypt, Sudan, 1817-22.** By Danièlle Judor. Presents an English-translated critical edition of Alessandro Ricci’s text and most of his drawings. Ricci, an Italian physician and draftsmen, traveled throughout Egypt and Sudan between 1817 and 1822, keeping this detailed account of his adventures. 456 pages. American Univ in Cairo. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.95 $29.95

**887076 HELLS HALF-ACRE: The Untold Stories of the Benders, a Killer Family on the American Frontier.** By Susan Junusaa. 1873, Lattrobe County, Kansas. The townspeople made a grisly discovery. Buried by a tornado, the bodies of Charles and Carrie Benders were the remains of countless bodies. The Benders, the family of four who once resided on the property, were nowhere to be found. The idea that a family of four, including baby and dog, were capable of operating a “human slaughter pen” appalled and fascinated the nation. Illus. 345 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**888547 THE LITTLE BOOK OF OLIVE OIL TIPS.** By Andrew Langley. Learn to appreciate the color, aroma, and taste of olive oil. Safeguard your bottles from light and heat. Create amazing aioli, the greatest of sauces. Hardcover. 213 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

**888644 NEVER CAUGHT: The Washington’s Relentless Pursuit of Their Runaway Slave, Ona Judge.** By Erin Alexander. A definitive and in-depth look at the Washington’s world-famous fighter unit, including its history, aircraft, and cultural influence. 200 rare period and modern photographs and images, this is the ultimate tribute to the men and women of the famous U.S. Navy. 160 pages. Motorbooks. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95

**887467 THE PENGUIN GUIDE TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.** By Richard Beeman. One of the most respected constitutional scholars in the nation has produced what no citizen of the United States should be without: a compact, fully annotated copy of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and amendments. Hardcover. 179 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $4.95

**8873380 THE INDISPENSABLES.** By Patrick K. O’Donnell. Serving side by side in one of the country’s first diverse units, the soldier-mariners from Marblehead, Massachusetts, pulled off an “American Dunkirk” when Washington’s forces were pushed against the wall. This history of The Indispensables is a vital addition to the literature of the American Revolution. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 336 pages. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**8873830 THE INNOVATORS.** By Deborah Lehr. The story of the great minds whose ideas set the world on fire. The authors skillfully detail the accomplishments of more than 140 of the world’s greatest innovators. 672 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

**888255 GHOSTS OF THE ORPHANAGE: A Story of Mysterious Deaths, a Conspiracy of Justice.** By Christine Kenneally. The history of orphanages that hid violence, abuse, and death within their walls for decades. For ten years, Kenneally has been uncovering the truth. The incredible true-crime story and a reckoning with the past that has stayed buried for too long, with 367 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**8895079 THE BLOODHOUNDS.** By John de Cecco. A true crime story of the most skilled sleuths. Free of obfuscation and speculation, this book will light up with this calendar featuring 12 photos. Calendar runs from January 2025 to December 2025. Abrams. 11¼x17. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**8879597 THE LITTLE CALENDAR OF THE SLAYER.** By Mike Nystul. In this calendar, discover the world of the Slayer, her friends, and foes. Includes 365 photos and 366 trivia questions. Calendar runs from January 2025 to December 2025. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**8887545 GHOSTS OF THE ORPHANAGE: A Story of Mysterious Deaths, a Conspiracy of Justice.** By Christine Kenneally. The history of orphanages that hid violence, abuse, and death within their walls for decades. For ten years, Kenneally has been uncovering the truth. The incredible true-crime story and a reckoning with the past that has stayed buried for too long, with 367 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**8872708 BABYLON OF EGYPT: The Archaeology of Old Cairo and the Origins of the City.** By Peter Sheehan. Discovered the fortress known as Babylon in AD 300, and it continues to define the enclave known as Old Cairo. This work explores the history of Babylon Fortress through to the Middle Ages, as discussed by major historical studies in the present century. Well illus., most in color. 179 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $49.95 $26.95

**8871969 AT HOME. Alice Neel in the Quaints: A Calendar.** By John Quimby. Alice Neel’s unerring, visionary engagement with the lives of those around her resulted in an inclusive oeuvre. This aspect of queer representation in her work is explored for the first time in this new catalog. Highlights the artist’s vibrant involvement with the human condition. Full color. in color. 144 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**8878269 TAROT CARD & BOOK DECK.** By Alice Eck. This beautifully designed edition of the traditional Marseilles tarot deck will appeal to collectors as well as those interested in learning how to do a reading. Includes 78-card Marseilles deck and 160-page guidebook. Full color, in color. Arcturus. Pub. at $39.95 $15.95

**8871302 WHITE HOUSE BY THE SEA: A Century of the Kennedys at Hyannis Port.** By Kate Storey. Hyannis Port is synonymous with the Kennedy family. It is where, for a hundred years, America’s most storied political family has come to play, and to relax. This account provides a sweeping history of an American dynasty that has left an indelible mark on our nation’s politics and culture. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 336 pages. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**8873380 THE INDISPENSABLES.** By Patrick K. O’Donnell. Serving side by side in one of the country’s first diverse units, the soldier-mariners from Marblehead, Massachusetts, pulled off an “American Dunkirk” when Washington’s forces were pushed against the wall. This history of The Indispensables is a vital addition to the literature of the American Revolution. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 336 pages. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**8877380 THE INNOVATORS.** By Deborah Lehr. The story of the great minds whose ideas set the world on fire. The authors skillfully detail the accomplishments of more than 140 of the world’s greatest innovators. 672 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

---

**8888888 THE PUPPY NO ONE WANTED: The Little Dog Desperate for a Home to Call His Own.** By Bobbi Kel. He was an odorless little dog, covered in long, stringy fur, and was so skinny he had one tiny, ragged toy stuffed in his mouth. And so when Kenneally had seen plenty of abandoned animals, and there was something extra special about this one. But finding this dog a home would be no picnic. 232 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**8888888 THE PUPPY NO ONE WANTED: The Little Dog Desperate for a Home to Call His Own.** By Bobbi Kel. He was an odorless little dog, covered in long, stringy fur, and was so skinny he had one tiny, ragged toy stuffed in his mouth. And so when Kenneally had seen plenty of abandoned animals, and there was something extra special about this one. But finding this dog a home would be no picnic. 232 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95
4885192 CONQUESTOADS: A New History of Spanish Discovery and Conquest. By Fernando Cervantes. A sweeping, authoritative history of sixteenth century Spain and its legendary conquistadors, whose ambitions and morally contradictory conquests transformed the small European kingdom to become one of the most formidable empires in the world. 16 photos of pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95


4887831 NASA MISSIONS TO MARS: A Visual History of Our Quest to Explore the Red Planet. By Piers Bizony. Among all the planets, Mars has long commanded human fascination. Here is the story of our restless relationship with Mars—one that has led to our actual exploration of the Red Planet and to the glorious artworks and photography samples in this volume. 198 pages. Motorbooks. 12½ x 12½. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95

4881804 GENERALS AND ADMIRALS OF THE THIRD REICH, VOLUME 2. By James Jack Webb. Offers concise biographical information for generals and admirals of the Third Reich with surnames between “H” and “O”. Compiles the most historically significant works covering the Reich with surnames between “H” and “O”. 160 pages. Insight Editions. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

4888051 THE GHOST TATTOO: Discovering the Hidden Truth of My Father’s Holocaust. By Tony Bernard. The story of a son’s 40-year quest to understand his father’s heroic, compelling Jewish survivor—and the hidden and desperate choices he made when the Nazis recruited him to police his own people in the Polish ghetto. 32 pages of photos, many in the Polish ghetto. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 320 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

4887628 BIBLE MEMORY WORD SEARCHES, VOLUME 1. Featuring passages drawn from the breadth of the Bible, these 100 puzzles will challenge and expand your knowledge of Scripture. Solutions included. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

4888031 WILL YOU LOVE ME? The Rescue Dog That Rescued Me. By Batry Keel. Told with deep affection, honesty, and compassion, this is the heartwarming true story of a greyhound named Bailey, the wonder dog and survivor of the greatest healing power of love. 218 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

4887810 CANDLELIGHT SPELLS: The Modern Witch’s Book of Spelling, Feasting, and Natural Healing. By Gerina Dunwich. This essential and fascinating resource provides everything the modern Witch needs to live the magical lifestyle to its fullest and most wonderfully powerful. 186 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4888639 MIND MANIPULATION: Ancient and Modern Ninja Techniques. By Haha Lang. The Ninja were accomplished in covert operations such as espionage, assassination, and sabotage, and were feared for their ability to break through an adversary’s mental defenses and manipulate their mind with techniques, superstitions, and beliefs against him. This is a clear, modern-day guide to devastating effective Ninja mental techniques. Illus. 181 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4887125 VALENTINO ROSSI: All His Races. By Mat Oxley. Oxley analyzes each and every one of Valentino Rossi’s races under the microscope, complete with perspectives about his achievements, the controversies, his character, the history of his bikes, and more. Color photos. 336 pages. Evo. 9¾x11. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95

4888205 405 ALL-AMERICAN ADS. By Jim Herriman. Zoom back in time to the Golden Days of print ads for all types of goods, from travel, technology, food, liquor, cigarettes, movies, appliances, furniture, defense, transportation, you name it—all digitally magnified and presented in such a way as if you could almost grab them off the page. 640 pages. Taschen. 8½x10¼. $34.95

4887000 CRYSTALS BOOK & CARD DECK. By Emily Anderson. This beautifully designed package provides all the information you need to delve into the magic of crystals and gemstones. With practical advice on how to use your cards in readings, this is an ideal introduction to the dazzling world of crystals. Includes a boxed set of crystals and a deck and an illustrated manual. 160 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $13.95


4885109 THE BEST AIR FRYER RECIPES ON THE PLANET. By Ella Sanders. The revolutionary technology of the air fryer is here to feed you without all the fatty cooking oil. Enjoy more than 125 recipes like Spiced Sweet Potato Chips, Classic Crab Cakes, Honey Sesame Mahi Mahi, and White Chocolate Truffles, or even yourself to White Chocolate Cheesecake Bites or Vanilla Glazed Doughnuts. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Castle Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

4889392 ELVIS AND THE COLONEL: An Inspirational Partnership in Show Business. By B. Gale & J. Terrill. Colonel Tom Parker, often reviled in his time, led the strategy behind Elvis’s career and his ambitions. Together, they built the most legendary partnership in show business. For the first time, Colonel Parker’s story is told by an insider, McDonald, who worked under Parker for 37 years. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $32.00 $29.95

4887516 WILL YOU LOVE ME? The Rescue Dog That Rescued Me. By Batry Keel. Told with deep affection, honesty, and compassion, this is the heartwarming true story of a greyhound named Bailey, the wonder dog and survivor of the greatest healing power of love. 218 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

4888369 THE LAST KING OF AMERICA: The Misunderstood Reign of George III. By Andrew McGowan. A barefoot boy from Abilene, Kansas, who would master the art of politics, T he story of this joy filled, adventurous artist is wonderfully told. Well illus., many in color. 352 pages. Abrams. 10¼ x 10¾. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

4888576 ROTTEN MOVIES WE LOVE: Cult Classics, Underrated Gems, and Films So Bad You’re Good. By the eds. of Rotten Tomatoes. Fresh films are great, but they shouldn’t get all the glory! Here, the Rotten Tomatoes team confronts the world’s well-known film critics—celebrate 101 movies from the green end of the spectrum that simply can’t be missed. Well illus. 416 pages. Yale University Press. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95 $17.95

4887252 THE LIGHT OF BATTLE: Eisenhower, D-Day, and the Birth of the American Superpower. By Michel Paradis. A vivid portrait of Dwight Eisenhower as he learns to navigate the crosscurrents of diplomacy, politics, strategy, family, and fame with stunning aplomb in the balance. In a world where he was a barefoot boy from Abilene, Kansas, who would master the art of power and become a modern-day George Washington. Illus. 507 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

4882694 ANCIENT EGYPTIAN STATUES: Their Many Lives and Long Curious Connections. By Fernando Cervantes. Covers all branches of service, providing a brief but scholarly overview of each individual, including personal details and dates for all attachments to unit, and medals awarded. Photos. 414 pages. Casemate Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

4882768 ANALYZING COLLAPSE: The Rise and Fall of the Old Kingdom. By Miroslav Barta. Throughly explores the long term trends in the development and eventual collapse of the first complex civilization in history; the Old Kingdom of Egypt (c. 2650-2200 BC). Photos. 253 pages. American Univ in Cairo. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

4882732 CHILDHOOD IN ANCIENT EGYPT. By Amandine Marshall. An unprecedented review of the lives and times of the Predynastic period to the end of the New Kingdom. Covers the everyday experiences of children, as well as their overall importance and influence in society. Covering ancient Egyptian history. Well illus. 266 pages. American Univ in Cairo. Pub. at $70.00 $24.95

4887918 RAUSCHENBERG, ART AND LIFE. By Mary Lynn Kotz. Spans the crazy trajectory that is his life, from his days as an Army illustrator during the Korean War to the dazzling world he created, through thousands of works into the art world, discusses his friendships with such talents as Jasper Johns, Cy Twombly, Willem De Kooning, and many more. This is the story of a creative genius who explores his rich and innovative body of works. The story of this joy filled, adventurous artist is wonderfully told. Well illus., many in color. 352 pages. Abrams. 10¼ x 10¾. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

4885238 THE FIRST POPULIST: The Defiant Life of Andrew Jackson. By David S. Brown. Takes a fresh look at Jackson’s public career, including the pivotal Battle of New Orleans and the bitterly fought Bank War that pitted Jackson against the federally authorized second Bank of the United States, and how he attacked the bank. 125 r ecipes like Spic ed Sweet Potato Chips, Classic Crab Cakes, Honey Sesame Mahi Mahi, and White Chocolate Truffles, or even yourself to White Chocolate Cheesecake Bites or Vanilla Glazed Doughnuts. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Ivy Press. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

4885584 CHARLES M. SCHULZ: Part and parcel of the Peanut Creator in 100 Objects. By Benjamin L. Clark et al. In this heavily illustrated centennial volume, Schulz’s family, friends, and colleagues share their favorite Schulz objects, ranging from Schulz’s childhood drawings to the Congressional Gold Medal minted in his honor, all selected by the curator of the Charles M. Schulz Museum.

4887810 CANDLELIGHT SPELLS: The Modern Witch’s Book of Spelling, Feasting, and Natural Healing. By Gerina Dunwich. This essential and fascinating resource provides everything the modern Witch needs to live the magical lifestyle to its fullest and most wonderfully powerful. 186 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

- **8875774** RIDING JANE CROW: African American Women on the Railroad. By Miriam Thagard. Narrates the stories of African American women as passengers and as workers on the 19th and early 20th-century railroad. Examines four instances of Black female railroad travel. Thagard argues that the railroad represented a technological advancement that was entwined with African American attempts to secure social progress. Illus., 188 pages. ULP. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99
- **8874765** THE OKEFENOEKEE SWAMP: A Natural and Cultural History. By Marie Lathers. Meet the animals named for the Swamp—the Okefenokee fishing spider and zole moth—as well as an imaginary resident, Pogo the Opoosum. Derives the importance of the Okefenokee for Indigenous Americans, swappers' religious and musical practices and even Hollywood depictions of this unique habitat. Illus., some in color. 171 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

- **8886865** HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP BOOK: The Ultimate Tomato Ketchup Lover's Guide. By Sophie Godwin. Invites you on a deep dive into the ketchup world with amazing facts, tales, and more than five thousand objects brought to the afterlife. 180 pages. Cleveland Museum of Art. 11¾x11. Photographer: The Artist. Pap. $17.95

- **8873239** MYSTIC CATS TAROT. By Michelle Russo. Full of adorable kittens, tarot cards, and other feline themed tarot readings that will bring excitement and laughter to anyone looking to add some cuteness overload into their mystical practice. Includes 78-card deck and 96 page guidebook. Fully illus. in color. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99


- **8882207** WATERCOLOUR ANIMALS FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER. By Matthew Palmer. Packed with easy-to-follow techniques, quick exercises and nine outlines, Palmer shows you how to use watercolours with confidence to paint a range of animals. Also included are the basics of color and color mixing, sketching simple animal shapes, painting shadows, blending and adding key features and markings to your animal paintings. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search Press. Pap. at $14.95

- **8889988** 50 QUICK CROCHET PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS: Easy Projects for New Crocheters in Pacific from Cascade Yarns. By Jacob Seltzer. You will learn all the basic crochet stitches and essential techniques you need to know thanks to clear language and step by step instructions. By blankets, hats, scarves, shawls, pullovers, and more gives you plenty to make while promoting the mastery of core skills and additional techniques. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Sixth&Spring. Pap. at $11.95

- **8883327** THE ULTIMATE MEAL PLANNING FOR ONE COOKBOOK. By Kelly Jaggars. Learn the basics of meal planning and find simple meal plans to help you create your own schedule. Then, dig into 140 pages of flavorful recipes made specifically for the solo chef, including Ham and Cheddar Breakfast Bake, Garlic Butter Shrimp Pasta, Seven Layer Salad, Cheesecake, One and One Nutella Bars. 238 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

- **888997X** 30 DAYS TO A MORE POWERFUL VOCABULARY, SECOND EDITION REVISED. By Dan Strutz. This guide will instruct, enlighten and inspire you with a proven 30 day program that will teach you over 500 words from the first edition and includes another 200 words. Fully designed review sessions will ensure that these words become a part of your life. 223 pages. G&D Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **8880092** PHARAOH: King of Ancient Egypt. By Marie Vandenbeusch et al. Explores the real achievements and ruling one of the greatest civilizations the world has ever seen. Considers the concept of kingship, the exercise of power, royal daily life, religion, and death and the afterlife. 180 pages. Cleveland Museum of Art. of 11x11. Paperback. $14.95

- **8881365** SAMSARA, NIRVANA, AND BUDDHA NATURE. By Dalai Lama & T. Chodron. Includes Dalai Lama’s teachings on the intertwining of wisdom and compassion, His Holiness the Dalai Lama shares the Buddha’s teachings on the complete path to full awakening that has changed his entire life. An important volume for those seeking an in-depth explanation from a contemporary perspective. 410 pages. Wisdom Publications. Paperback. $17.95

- **8882037** THE SECRETS OF THE TITANIC: Diving the Most Famous Wreck in History. 1897-2023. By Paul-Henri Nargeot. With hundreds of hours of diving to the liner and more than five thousand objects brought to the surface, Nargeot tells the story of its passengers and its crew, and offers a unique point of view on this maritime disaster. 16 pages of photos. 155 pages. One More Chapter. Pap. at $14.99

- **8886059** ANOTHER KIND OF LIFE: Photographs on the Margins. Ed. by Alona Pardo. Filled with compelling images from revered photographers of the past and present, this volume sheds light on marginalized communities who have been excluded from the camera’s gaze. Illus. some in color. 304 pages. Prestel. 9x11. Pub. at $50.00

- **8878110** HOLISTIC CANCER MEDICINE: Integrative Strategies for a New Approach to Healing. By Tenzin Senge-Senpa. A groundbreaking, unique, and comprehensive guide to natural management, treatment, and prevention of cancer—employing less invasive, and more holistic strategies. This guide is for patients, patients’ families, and medical professionals looking to take control of cancer through lifestyle and healing alternatives. 274 pages. Chelsea Green. Pap. at $26.95

- **887225X** THE JOY OF AN UNCLUTTERED LIFE. By Joyce Meyer. You will find relief from burnout and unnecessary stress with 100 ways to simplify your life. These doable tips will teach you to set boundaries, stay positive, clear out clutter in your life, deal with other people in healthy ways, and more. 126 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $12.95

- **8883394** THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 5. Ed. by Will Shortz. Relax and unwind with all 30 of America’s favorite puzzles, with easier to read clues. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pap. at $12.99

- **8889228** ALL OF THE MARVELS: A Journey to the Ends of the Biggest Story Ever Told. By Douglas Wolk. The first-ever full reworking of the Marvel Comics’ interconnected half-million page story, a revelatory guide to the “epic of epics” – and to the past sixty years of American culture—from a beloved authority on the subject who read all 27,000 plus Marvel comics to tell the tale. Penguin. Pap. at $18.00

- **887863X** YOUR HOUSEPLANT’S FIRST YEAR: The Care & Feeding of Your First Growth. By Deborah L. Martin. Martin’s best parent book is about consistent, loving care. No matter whether you choose to bring home an easy-growing peace lily or a strong-willed fiddle-leaf fig, expert advice packed inside these pages will help you give your plant everything it needs to thrive. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Castle Point. Pub. at $19.99

- **8886042** UNIVERSE FROM CELL: Unearthing the Darkest Secrets of English Etymology. By Jess Zataris. Emphasizes understanding where the foulest words in the English language came from. But it’s more than just a history of the English language, it’s a thought provoking analysis of why we deem words inappropriate and reveals “good words” that have surprisingly naughty origins. 338 pages.
NEW NON-FICTION

8883068 LADY LIBERTY. By L. Lebart & S. Silondze. Follows the construction of the Statue of Liberty and its symbolic and fundraising efforts on both sides of the Atlantic, tracing the exhibitions of the Statue’s head and arm at the Paris Exposition, in Philadelphia, and fundraising events. Full illus., some color, 168 pages. Firefly. 8/11x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

8873129 YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT WAR IS: The Diary of a Young Girl from Ukraine. By Yeva Shatlyk. Young Ukrainian city was subjected to a brutal attack by Russian forces. As it launched a horrifying invasion of Ukraine, Yeva and her grandmother ran to a basement bunker, where she began writing this diary. She describes the bombings they endured and the desperate journey west where Yeva and her grandmother eventually found refuge in Dublin. 120 pages. Union Square & Co. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

8879984 GARTH BROOKS: The Anthology, Parts II & III. By W. Zanes. Garth relates the high adventures, his dreams coming true, and the friendships that he experienced in the first five years of his adventure. Inside this volume, you’ll find the music that got released in those first five years on five CDs, which also include a few recordings that have never been shared before. Fully illus., most in color, 256 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

8879443 RIBS, RIBS, RIBS: Grill ‘Em, Smoke ‘Em, Bake ‘Em. Satisfy everyone’s craving for the best tasting ribs in the universe, with over 100 flavor-packed recipes that will help you grill and BBQ cook-off. Recipes include Devil’s Sauce Spareribs, Country Style Pork Ribs, Sesame Crusted Pork Ribs, Caribbean Beef Ribs, French Press Ribs, and more. Full color, 243 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $22.95. $5.95

889096X IRON EmpIRES: Robber Barons, Railroads, and the Making of Modern America. By Michael Hiltzik. Brings to life these outsized figures and the era, industry, and nation they defined. Spanning four decades and set against the gritty, glittering backdrop of the Gilded Age, Hiltzik reveals how the robber barons drove the country into the 20th century, and almost sent it off the rails. Illus. 424 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00. $5.95

8878919 INTO THE SAVAGE LAND: The Alaskan Journal of Edward Adams. By Emerst Sipes. Full of drama and adventure, this work takes readers back to the Alaska of 1850. Peculiar to the popular serialized stories that appeared in British papers at the time, the journal presents a first-person account of travels into the interior of the colony and the realities of the outdoors. 157 pages. Hancock House. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95

8885038 THE LISTENING PATH: The Creative Art of Attention. By Julia Cameron. A new method of creative and personal transformation that will make you a better listener to your environment, the people around you, and yourself. In six weeks, your attention will be heightened and you will gain healing and a sense of peace. Most importantly, it will help you to embrace a new world of creativity that will resonate through every aspect of your life. 190 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

8885117 THE BETTER HALF: On the Genetic Superiority of the Mother by Simon Moalem. Explains why genetic females triumph over males when it comes to resilience, intellect, stamina, immunity, and much more. Moalem also describes how these traits are parts of our male-centric, one size fits all approaches to medical studies and pharmacology-domains in which men are still treated as the default. 359 pages. American Univ in Cairo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95


8872877 TOOL TALES: Stories and Tips for the Antique Tool Collector. By Herbert P. Kean. Full of valuable information to help the reader in buying, selling and restoring antique tools, the stories are also full of wit and good, old-fashioned fun. Well illus. 191 pages. Astragal. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $6.95

888546X LIFE OF A KLANSMAN: A Family History in White Supremacy. By Edward Ball. Tells the story of a warrior in the Ku Klux Klan, a carpenter in Louisiana who took up the cause of fanatical racism during the years after the Civil War, a descendant of this Klansman, paints a portrait of his anti-black militant that is part history and part memoir rich in personal detail. Illus. 395 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

8875464 THE ROTISSERIE CHICKEN COOKBOOK. Mostly Quick Dishes. Go beyond the classic roasted chicken dish and elevate your meals to new heights with these easy dishes. Whether you’re looking to reduce food waste or get ready to cook delicious meals that won’t break the bank, try BBQ Chicken Pizza, Chicken and Kimchi Pot Stickers, Cashew Butter Chicken, Chicken and Tomatoillo Casserole and more. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

8863726 THE WEIRDEST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD: How the West Became Psychologically Peculiar and Particularly Prodigious. By Michael Moalem. Explains why genetic females triumph over males when it comes to resilience, intellect, stamina, immunity, and much more. Moalem also describes how these traits are parts of our male-centric, one size fits all approaches to medical studies and pharmacology-domains in which men are still treated as the default. 359 pages. American Univ in Cairo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

8889058 FINDING CHIKA: A Little Girl, an Earthquake, and the Making of a Family. By Michal Alfon and his wife embark on a two year, around the world journey to find a cure for five year old Chika Jeune, a young Haitian orphan, diagnosed with a life threatening illness. This is a remarkable portrait of what it means to be a family, regardless of how it is made. 243 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

8885753 OUT THERE: The Science Behind Sci-Fi Film and TV. By Ariel Wallach. Explores the science behind some of your favorite popular science fiction tropes—from escaping a black hole to riding a space elevator to the stars and more. Fully illus., some color. 134 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95

8885672 THE ORIGINS OF CREATIVITY. By Edward O. Wilson. Wilson offers a sweeping examination of the evolution of the humanities and the sciences: what they offer to each other, how they can be united, and where they still fall short. Both endeavors, Wilson reveals, have their roots in human creativity—the defining trait of our species. Illus. 243 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

8882277 THE ISLAND OF EXTRAORDINARY CAPTIVES: A Painter, a Poet, an Heiress, and a Spy in a World of Revolution. By Simon Parkin. Peter Fleischmann could not escape the British police, who came to ship him off to Hutchinson camp on the Isle of Wight during World War II British Internment Camp. When he arrived, he found the most astounding prison populations: professors, composers, journalists, and artists. The artists welcomed Peter and forever changed the course of their lives, some in color. 419 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95

8885456 SYMPHONY IN C: Carbon and the Evolution of (Almost) Everything. By Robert M. Hazen. Hazen asks us to pause and consider carbon’s role in climate change and what we can do about it. Drawing on his unique synthesis of science and its inextricably intertwined. Here, he explores the universe to discover the past, present, and future of life’s most essential element, illus. in color. 243 pages. Henry Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95


8889880 UNLOCKING THE KETO CODE: The Revolutionary New Science of Keto That Offers More Benefits Without Deprivation. By Steven R. Gundry. A revolutionary take on the keto diet, where, contrary to all old-time, the biologically mechanism that make keto diets so successful is a cellular process known as “mitochondrial uncouling.” Grounded in cutting-edge science, this is the book for those who tried and failed on a keto diet. 262 pages. Harper Wave. Pub. at $28.95. $6.95


8879301 OPERATION PINEAPPLE EXPRESS. By Scott Mann. The story of a group of retired Green Berets who came together to save a former comrade—and 500 other Afghans—being targeted by the Taliban in the chaos of America’s withdrawal from Afghanistan, 16 pages of color photos. 392 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.99. $6.95
NEW NON-FICTION

889559 KNITTING MODULAR SHAWLS, WRAPS, AND STOLES. By Melissa Leapman. Knitwear designer opens up a world of design possibilities with her simple formula for joining knitted wedges to create shawls that are both practical and personal. Includes modular Shawl construction in seven easy steps; mix and match patterns; a glossary of knitting techniques, symbols and abbreviations; and more. Well illustrated. In color. 288 pages. Storey. 8½x11. 
$12.95

188770 MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME: The Astonishing Life and Reckoning of an Iconic American Song. By Emily Bingham. In this work Bingham explores the strange evolution of what has come to be seen by some as America’s anthem. But it was never just a song, it was always a song about slavery, shot through with violence, despair, and degradation. Photos. 330 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 
$7.95

987768 MADHOUSE AT THE END OF THE EARTH: The Belgica’s Journey into the Dark Antarctic Night. By Julian Sancton. In August 1897, the young Belgian commander Adrien de Gerlache set sail for a three-year expedition aboard the 887-foot ship of glory. His destination was the uncharted end of the earth, the icy continent of Antarctica. Equal parts maritime thriller and Gothic horror, this is an unforgettable journey into the deep. 16 pages of photos. 350 pages. Crown. Pub. at $33.00 
$17.95

889517 LIVE WIRE: Long-Winded Short Stories. By Kelly Ripa. A sharp, funny, and honest collection of real-life stories from RIPA, showing the many dimensions and contradictions in the beloved daytime talk show host. As a professional, as a wife, as a daughter and as a mother, she brings a hard-earned wisdom and an eye for the absurdity of life to every minute of her day. 303 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99 
$6.95

987118 There ARE PLACES IN THE WORLD WHERE RULES ARE LESS IMPORTANT THAN KINDNESS. By Carlo Rovelli. Invites us on an enlightening voyage through science, literature, philosophy and politics. This journey ranges across time and space: from Newton’s alchemy to Einstein’s mistakes, from NaboKov’s lepidoptery to Lewis Carroll’s Alice and the Matrix, from the metaphorical to the literal, to reflect on the future of physics to the possibility of uncertainty. 255 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $26.00 
$6.95

987072 HIS MASTERLY PEN: A Biography of Jefferson the Writer. By Fred Kaplan. Emphasizes Thomas Jefferson’s genius with language and his ability to use the power of words to inspire and shape a nation. Readers will find a new appreciation of Jefferson as a whole, of his strengths and weaknesses, and particularly of the degree to which his writing skills are the essence of his personality and public career. 658 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00 
$6.95

988233 COUNTRY LIFE COLORING BOOK. Illus. by Caitlin Keegan. Create one of kind-down-home masterpieces with these idyllic rural scenes, seasonal delights, and timeless country sayings. Includes 45 ready-to-color, detachable pages of farm animals, wild animals, harvest bounty and hand-lettered addages. 8½x11. Pub. at $12.95
$4.95

887636 CONNECTING WITH CRYSTALS: Crystal Wisdom and Stone Healing for Body, Mind, and Spirit. By LaurelLea Reike. Will help you explore all the ways we can touch our life—from health and prosperity to relationships and peace. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Castle Point. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 
$5.95

887011 AMERICAN RAMBLE: A Walk of Memory and Renewal. By Neil King Jr. Determined to rediscover what matters in life and equipped with only a small satchel of essentials, King embarked on a life-changing 25-day journey through historic battlefields and national parks in the company of Mason-Dixon Line, past Quaker and Amish farms, along Valley Forge streambeds, and more from Washington, D.C. to New York. Well illus. 354 pages. Mariner. 8½x11. Paperback at $17.95 
$15.95

887119 UNMASKED: My Life Solving America’s Cold Cases. By Paul Holes with R.G. Fisher. From the detective who found the Golden State Killer, a memoir of investigating America’s toughest cold cases and the rewards, and risks, of a life solving crime. A deeper question eats at Holes as he asks himself, at what cost? Has he sacrificed relationships, joy, even fatherhood, for the career he always knew he would have. Celadon. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 
$5.95

982562 A HISTORY OF THE OAKZARS. VOLUME 1. By Brooks Blevins. A deep prehistory, charting how the eagerness of many peoples to possess the Ozarks. He then places these early proto-Oakzars within the context of America and the economic, social, and political forces that drove it forward. Photos. 297 pages. Ulip. Paperback at $21.95 
$17.95

887584 A HISTORY OF THE OAKZARS. VOLUME 2. By Brooks Blevins. The Ozarks of the mid-1800s was a land of divisions. Blending personal stories with history, Blevins examines how civilians and soldiers alike experienced the Civil War, from brutal partisan warfare to local-advise refugee policies to women’s struggles to safeguard farms and stay alive in an atmosphere of constant danger. Illus. 297 pages. Ulip. Paperback at $21.95 
$17.95

887562 SWEET WILLIAM: The Life of Billy Conn. By Andrew O’Toole. An Irish working-class hero of Pittsburgh, Billy Conn captured hearts through his personality, boxing record, and good looks. A light heavyweight boxing champion best remembered for his near-defeat of heavyweight champion Joe Louis in 1941, Conn is still regarded as one of the greatest fighters of all time. Photos. 350 pages. Ulip. Paperback at $19.95 
$15.95

887556 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Songbird’s Flight. Ed. by Jay Orr. A tradition-rich singer and songwriter, Emmylou Harris nonetheless defies convention at every turn. She builds bridges between the country, folk, rock, and blues and brings together the past while retaining a sensibility that is progressive and experimental. Fully illus. in color. 84 pages. Country Music Foundation. 10x10. Paperback at $19.95 
$15.95

887571 MY HUSBAND, JIMMIE RODGERS. By Carrie Rodgers. No single performer left as profound an impact on early country music. Despite a recording career that lasted only six years (1927-1933) and ended with Rodgers’s untimely death from tuberculosis, in more than 80 songs on the country music charts, Rodgers’ legacy still survives and endures professional and music industry ups and downs to become a legendary artist and beloved teacher. Well illus. 275 pages. Ulip. Paperback at $19.95 
$15.95

$15.95

$15.95

887699 THE WILSON FAMILY. By Davis Dunham. A popular presence on Nashville’s music scene for more than four decades. The Wilsons crafted songs that Buck Owens, Merle Haggard, and their California cohorts crafted in the 1950s and ’60s still reverberate in the 21st century. Complementing the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum exhibition, this volume honors one of America’s most influential music scenes. Fully illus. in color. 94 pages. Country Music Foundation. 8½x11. Paperback at $19.95 
$15.95

$15.95

$15.95

$19.95
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57200 ELEMENTS OF ART: Ten Ways to Decode the Masterpieces. By Siobhán Hodge. Introduces key features to help you analyze and better understand art. From color, medium and size to where the the piece is situated, and the artist who created or painted it, this is an important and what’s not important. Well illustrated, most in color. 192 pages. Frances Lincoln. 6⅜x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

57201 BEAR ATTACKS, THIRD EDITION. By Stephen Herrero. For more than three decades, Bear Attacks has been the thorough and unflinching landmark study of the attacks made on humans by the great grizzly and the lesser grizzly, occasionally deadly, black bear. This is the sometimes horrific yet instructive story of bears and people, written scientific authority in the field. Photos. 500 pages. Int. Pub. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95.

57658 THE GREAT CHICAGO FIRE. By Ross Miller. On October 8, 1871, Chicago’s destiny was rewritten “with a pen of fire.” Miller considers the mythic progression of the great conflagration that virtually reshaped its own tragedy into an archetype of the modern struggle against adversity. Fully illustrated. 287 pages. ULP. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $14.95.


92712 JUDO UNLEASHED! REVISED: The Ultimate Training Bible for Judoka at Every Level. By Neil Ohrstam. This authoritative guide covers all the techniques of Judo officially recognized by the Kodokan Judo Institute, the birthplace and international headquarters of Judo, as well as other information needed to improve and expand your practice. 221 pages. Woodword. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.


975294 THE NATIONAL PARKS BUCKET LIST. The Ultimate Adventure Journal for Park Lovers. By American Mohammad. Sized to fit in your backpack, this journal holds all your favorite memories and includes helpful facts, tips and journaling prompts to help you make the most of your time in the parks and journals every experience. Well illustrated, in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

975324 COLLAGE THE BOTANICAL WORLD. With over 200 images ready to be cut out and added to your collage, choose a background image in various sizes, or combine images to create a new one, then grab scissors and glue and begin working on your unique work. With expert tips on building a collage, discover this simple, mindfull and fun way of creating botanical art. Fully illustrated, in color. Frances Lincoln. 8⅜x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

973534 THE FAIRIES A TO Z COLORING BOOK. Combining charming images of fairies with ornate letters of the alphabet, this work is perfect for those who look back with fondness to the magical stories of their childhood. Sirius. 8⅜x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95.

978172 WHAT WOULD THE ROCKEFELLERS DO?: How the Wealthy Got Their Way and How You Can Too. By Garrett Gunderson & Michael Isom. Reveals the secrets of the ultra-wealthy that can change your family’s fortune forever. The financial system used by the wealthy, including the Rockefeller family, the Kennedy family, Walt Disney, and many others to create legacy wealth that lasts for generations. Also tips on how to be made wealthy by families who eventually lost the money, so you can avoid those mistakes. 175 pages. RipWater. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

9881316 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT LIGHTER & QUICK & EASY RECIPES: Hearty to Slow Cooker Meals. By Hope Comerford. Whether your goal is weight loss, maintaining your weight, or simply making healthier meals for your family, this volume is here to make that simpler to reach. Recipes include Artichoke-Tomato Chicken, Moroccan Spiced Stew, Sweet Potato Soup with Kale, Mushroom Risotto, and more. Well illustrated. in color. 217 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

9889137 MED SPA MAYHEM: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly Secrets of the Aesthetic Industry. By Kate Dee. An essential read for anyone considering med spa services, need project and expert perspective on the balance between beauty and health. Dr. Dee’s passionate advocacy for patient safety makes Med Spa Mayhem a valuable resource for everyone. It is the extraordinary story of Zoltan’s war on death. 239 pages. Changemakers.


NEW NON-FICTION

8875383 THE ART OF THE TALE: Engage Your Audience, Elevate Your Organization, and Share Your Big Storytelling. By S. James & T. Morrissey. Whether your audience is a boardroom, a classroom, or an auditorium full of eager listeners, the right story, well told, can transform and improve your presentation like nothing else. Take a journey into the keys to great storytelling with two of the country’s top experts on story presentation and speech writing. 330 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $35.95

8875656 THE HOLY SHROUD: A Brilliant Hoax in the Time of the Black Death. By Gary Vikan. Shows that the Shroud of Turin was likely gifted by King John II to Geoffroi de Charny, the most renowned knight of the Middle Ages, who shortly thereafter died at the disastrous Battle of Poitiers while saving the king’s life. Vikan argues that after this, miracles were faked, money was made, and the Shroud has been the center of speculation and controversy ever since. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 211 pages. Storrie. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $35.95

8884308 NO RECIPE? NO PROBLEM! How to Pull Together Tasty Meals Without a Recipe! By C. Bond. Learn to create delicious meals of all kinds without a recipe using the ingredients that are in your kitchen right now. Features easy to use cheat sheets, mix and match charts; 250 tips and essential know-how. Color photos. 352 pages. $5.95

8883377 TASTE OF HOME TEST KITCHEN FAVORITES 2023. Ed. by Julie Schnitka. Whether you need a quick fix for every occasion of the year, this 100 puzzle wordsearchs is specially designed to help you brush up or improve your vocabulary if you’ve just started to study Spanish. With the help of the Spanish words and phrases alongside their English translations and cover useful topics such as cooking techniques. Solutions included. 128 pages. Artcurt. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

8885249 DESERT ORACLE, VOLUME 1: Strange True Tales from the American Southwest. By Ken Layne. This is the celebrated late-night radio show and pocket-sized field guide from Joshua Tree, collecting stories of snakes and scorpions, coyotes and cacti, artist and aliens, musicians and mystics, the thirsty and the dead. Well illus. 287 pages. Storrie. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

8878404 ATTACKED! Pearl Harbor and the Day War Came to America. By Marc Faber. How could it be as you’ve never read it before—action-packed, informative, and told through the eyes of a diverse group of people who experienced the terror of the unprecedented attack firsthand. Ages 10 & up. Well illus. 214 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

8882983 BLUFF, BLUSTER, LIES AND SPIES: The Lincoln Foreign Policy, 1861-1865. By James A. Ellias. While the major players in the first years of the Civil War, in which the Confederacy was hoping to get Britain on their side. It reveals that the Civil War in the New World was ultimately lost for the South determined by the battlefield prowess. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $5.95

8887101 BEST LITTLE BOOK OF BIRDS: The Cascade Range and Columbia River Gorge. By Sarah Swanson. While following hiking trails and scenic byways, exploring riverine shorelines or remote forests, you’ll learn where and when to find the most beautiful birds by their sounds, appearance, habitats, and migration habits. Fully illus. in color. 337 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

8880352 BALANCE: How to Invest and Spend for Happiness, Health, and Wealth. By Andrew Hallam. Demonstrates how you can optimize your income maximum happiness by investing responsibly and living according to your values. Drawing on behavioral science and evidence based investing, Hallam shows you how to start framing success in a way that actually brings happiness, not stress, into your life. 266 pages. Page Two Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


8884498 SHOOTING LINCOLN: Mathew Brady, Alexander Gardner, and the Race to Photograph the Story of the Century. By Nicholas C. Foner. By the end of the Civil War, Brady and Gardner the media moguls of their time, covered the Civil War, and the stories of the men behind the cameras that were capturing the most famous war in American history. 335 pages. Rand. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

8884420 FREE-SPORT SHAWLS: 20 Eclectic Knits for Every Day. By Lisa Shroyer. Includes twenty Shawl patterns with complete instructions. Information on technique, Shetland construction and the anatomy of semicircular shawls also included along with a complete stitch glossary. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼$.95

8872099 VOLUNTEERS’ CAMP AND BIBLE BOOK. By John P. O’Connor. After Deep Throat’s lawyer, author John O’Connor, discovered that Deep Throat’s client while covering up the truth about Watergate, his indefatigable research resulted in this a profoundly shocking tale of journalistic deception and political intrigue narrative. 286 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

8882919 CAN’T GIVE IT AWAY ON SEVENTH AVENUE: The Rolling Stones and New York City. By Christopher McNab. Explores the history of the Rolling Stones through the prism of New York. It is a highly detailed account of the dynamic and reciprocal relationship between the world’s most famous band and America’s most famous city. It also includes the memorable impact the city had on the band’s music and career. 245 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

888420X FREEZING ORDER: A True Story of Misunderstanding, Murder, and Surviving Vladimir Putin’s Wrath. By Bill Browder. Putin will stop at nothing to protect his wealth and power. As this work reveals, Browder’s campaign to unravel the Russian state’s financial caper, an international adventure, and a passionate plea for justice. Photos. 328 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

**NEW NON-FICTION**

**8885699** MY TINY KITCHEN GARDEN. By Felicity Hart. Whether you’re a budding gardener or a seasoned expert looking for seed of inspiration, this little work is bursting with tips and ideas to help you hone your green fingers and cultivate your very own tiny kitchen garden. Fully illus. in color, 128 pages. Summersdale. Pub. at $11.99. $5.95

**888275X** THE CREATIVE VEGETABLE GARDENER. By Kelly Smith Trimple. Design a vegetable garden that maximizes creativity and produces a bounty of fresh food. Offers 60 inventive ways to turn your time in the garden into a reawakening of the senses that enhances your connection to the natural world, feeding your soul along with your body. Fully illus. in color, 240 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

**8884501** SHULA: The Coach of the NFL’s Greatest Generation. By Mark Ribowsky. Tracing Shula’s singular rise from his blue-collar origins to his glory days in the Miami heat, Ribowsky reveals a man of grit and charisma who taught young days, you for extraordinary success, and who never lost sight of a simple creed: “All I’ve done is roll up my sleeves, figure out what to do, and start doing it.” Photos, 376 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95

**8879192** THE LAST FOLK HERO: The Life and Myth of Bo Jackson. By Jeff Pearlman. Drawing on 720 original interviews, Pearlman captures the elusive truth about Bo Jackson, Auburn University Heisman winner, superstar both for the NFL and Major League Baseball and a Nike pitchman. He was half man, half myth. Then, almost overnight, he was gone. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 484 pages. Mariner. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95

**8879745** MADELEINE: An Autobiography. Offers a vivid firsthand account of brothel life in 1890s North America. Its narrator gives great insight into the daily workings of the house and her own character. The tale of the Tao. He easily assimilated aphorisms, such as a universe, and that all of us live under the same cosmic laws of the Tao. He affirms that each human being is a reflection of the whole. 396 pages. Mariner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

**8887605X** THE BLUE ZONES AMERICAN KITCHEN: 100 Recipes to Live to 100. By Dan Buettner. From a Gullah Geechee stew of okra and benne seeds to farm-fresh edamame with salt, to hummingbird jelly, these 41 foolproof, no-fuss recipes, you’re never more than a few minutes away from bliss—whether you’re craving rich chocolate, warm cinnamon, tart lemon, or creamy caramel. Try Ginger Molasses, Pumpkin Spice, and Carrot Cake. Cook up your plate with joy. Geographical. Bx/½x1¼. Pub. at $5.95.

**8879451** RITES OF SPRING: The Great War and the Birth of the Modern Age. By Modris Eksteins. Probes the origins, impact, and aftermath of WWI, from the premiere of Stravinsky’s ballet The Rite of Spring in 1913 to the death of Hitler in 1945. Examines the lives of extraordinary witnesses, such as Pablo Picasso and Tchaikovsky, and pivotal historical events to redefine the way we look at our past and toward our future. 386 pages. Andrew. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

**8891117** VOYAGE OF MERCY: The USS Constitution and the Remarkable Story of America’s First Humanitarian Mission. By Stephen Puleo. In an unprecedented move by Congress in 1847, the Constitution sailed from San Francisco with salt, in country soup simmered in an iron cauldron, to pounded sticky rice sweets enveloped in homemade red bean paste, and more. Well illus. in color. 386 pages. Andrew. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95


**8886591** LOST MASTERPIECES: Stolen, Damaged, Misplaced—The Most Elusive Works of Art. By Michael Collins. Recounts the tales of daring risks, astonishing discoveries, and the deliberate destruction of countless works of art. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 6x7¼. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95

**8870845** JAPANESE FARM FOOD. By Nancy Singleton Hachisu. Invites you into the world of the Hachisu family and their community of friends through Hachisu’s personal stories and experiences. Over 160 recipes range from simple boil-and-serv dishes like Okonomiyaki to more elaborate Fuckadame rice soup simmered in an iron cauldron, to pounded sticky rice sweets enveloped in homemade red bean paste, and more. Well illus. in color. 386 pages. Andrew. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**887087X** JUSTICE IS COMING: How Progressives Are Going to Take over the Country and America Is Going to Love It. By Cenk Uygur. Presents two ideas that completely change everything we hear from pundits and politicians on a daily basis: one, progressives are correct on all issues; and two, America is actually a very progressive country. Millions of us know that we are a part of something larger, a mighty transforming force. Washington. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

**8878338** BIRDS: An Illustrated Field Guide. By Alice Sun, illus. by J. Lee. A compact field guide to 50 of North America’s most common birds, includes field profiles, and feathered friends, tips on where to spot them, how and when to find them, recognizable bird songs, and, last but not least, fascinating facts and stories about bird science and conservation. Color illus. 216 pages. Whalen Book Works. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95


**8871051** SUPER SIMPLE PLANT-BASED RECIPES FOR BEGINNERS. By Jenn Sebestyen et al. Simple starter recipes for busy weeknights, packed with flavor, no matter what’s on hand. Decide to designate as plant-based. Recipes include Banana Walnut Baked Oatmeal, Black Bean Cilantro Quinoa Salad, Spicy Carrot-Banana Muffins, and Mac and Cheese, Tortilla Enchilada Casserole, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. New Shoe. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**8871183** THE UNNAMED WITCH: Reclaim Your Instincts, Rewild Your Craft, Create Your Most Powerful Magic. By Lillia Pradas. Teaches you to use your instincts, intuition, and personal environment in your witchcraft. Outlines the tools and techniques to access the subconscious, how to work with the land and sky, and how to use elemental and land witchcraft, and more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

**8886838** MAURICE NICOlL: Forgotten Teacher of the Fourth Way. By Gary Lachman. An uncorrected proof copy to explore the unusual, syncretic approach Maurice Nicoll brought to his teaching of the Fourth Way. He shows how Nicoll is unique in his esoteric teaching, his self-effacing nature, his ability to “say” to students what they need to hear, and his particular way of teaching. 455 pages. Pub. at $35.00. $27.95

**8871671** RED MEMORY: The Afterlives of China’s Cultural Revolution. By Tania Branigan. During this decade of Maoist fanaticism between 1966 and 1976, children turned on parents, students condemned teachers, and as many as two million people died, as countless works of art were destroyed, and millions were hounded, ostracized, and imprisoned. This work uncovers forty years of silence through the stories of individuals who lived through the madness. 283 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

**8886515** GEORGE: A Magpie Memoir. By Frieda Hughes. When Hughes moved to the Welsh countryside, she was expecting to take on a few projects, and possibly breathe new life into her ailing marriage. But instead, she found herself rescuing a magpie magpie, George, the sole survivor of a nest destroyed in a storm—and embarking on an obsession that would change the course of her life. 264 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.99 


**8890242** TALKING WITH SERIAL KILLERS. World’s Most Evil. By Christopher Berry-Dee. Through interviews with the killer, the police, and key members of the prosecution, alongside careful analysis of the cases themselves, the reader is given unparalleled insight into the most diabolical minds that humanity has to offer. 288 pages. Division. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 

**8871415** AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO MATHEMATICS: From Creating the Pyramids to Exploring Infinity. By Anne Rooney. This volume traces humankind’s greatest achievements, plotting a journey through the mathematical milestones that took 5,000 years to where we stand today. Topics include: the Ancient Egyptians and geometry, the first computers, how statistics came to rule our finances, chaos theory and fuzzy logic, and more. Well illus. 216 pages. Academic. Pub. at $16.99 

**889020X** TALKING WITH PSYCHOPATHS: A Journey into the Evil Mind. By Christopher Berry-Dee. For decades, criminologist Berry-Dee has interviewed infamous serial killers and now he peels back the curtain, engaging with the psychiatrists tasked to understand their deviant minds. Analyzes the darkest corners of the human brain and exposes each layer of deception. 292 pages. Division. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 

**8890224** TALKING WITH SERIAL KILLERS: The Sinister Study of Slayers. By Christopher Berry-Dee. After over 25 years interviewing the most dangerous contemporary serial killers, Berry-Dee explores the dark dispositions of these thrill-killing who have evolved in the digital age. Zeros in on the Internet presence and the role social media as one of the main motivating drivers in cultivating stalking and can graduate to murder. 301 pages. Division. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 

**889018** TALKING WITH PSYCHOPATHS: Mass Murderers and Spree Killers. By Christopher Berry-Dee. Tackles the heavy crime of people who randomly kill large numbers of others (spree killers) and those who set out to do so in specific places or situations (mass killers) of the past 50 years. What is more difficult to establish is the motivation behind such killings. 282 pages. Division. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 


**8882223** LESSONS FROM THE LIGHT: What Near-Death Experiences Teach Us About Living in the Here and Now. By E.J. Ring & E.E. Valarino. While providing many remarkable accounts of near-death experiences (NDEs), this is much more than an inspiring collection of NDEs: it also explores the practical and practical experiences concerning how readers can make use of this knowledge to live with greater self-insight, self-compassion and concern for others, as well as be better prepared for future movements. 368 New Pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 

**8881383** THE POWER OF GEOGRAPHY: Ten Maps That Reveal the Future of Our World. By Tim Marshall. Takes us into 10 regions set to shape global politics. Finds out why U.S. interest in the Pacific is re-emerging, how Australia is now beginning an epic contest with China, how Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and the UK are cleverly positioning themselves for greater power, and how the span of the world’s first superpower is about to set to shape global politics. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 

**8882856** FRIENDS, LOVERS, AND THE BIG TERRIBLE THING: A Memoir. By Matthew Perry. Perry takes us along on his journey from unloved child to fame in Friends, addiction and recovery in the aftermath. An unforgettable memoir that is both intimate and eye-opening—as well as a hand extended to anyone struggling with self-destructive behaviors. 252 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 

**8885979** HOLLYWOOD ENDING: Harvey Weinstein and the Culture of Silence. By Ken Auletta. How Weinstein rose to become a dominant figure in the film world, how he used the position to feed his monstrous sexual appetites, and how it all came crashing down. 16 pages of photos, mostly in color. 464 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $36.00 

**8887270** DOLLS OF OUR LIVES: Why We Can’t Quit American Girl. By M. Mahoney & A. Horrocks. Through interviews with a legion of devoted doll lovers, a field trip to Colonial Williamsburg, a place that inspired Pleasant Company, American Girl, and an exploration of their own fandom, this is a deep dive into one of the ’90s most coveted products—the American Girl doll. 16 pages of full color. 420 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.95 


**8848785** TEN DOCUMENTS THAT CREATED AMERICA. By John Jay et al. Bringing together 10 of the most powerful and influential documents ever written in the country’s history, this course is perfect for anyone interested in the values that founded a nation. Includes The Declaration of Independence, The United States Bill of Rights, and more. 201 pages. Mint condition. $6.99 

**8879288** OPERATION CHASTISE: The RAF’s Most Brilliant Attack of World War II. By Max Hastings. This masterful telling of the infamous British military operation, Chastise, the overnight destruction of the Moine and Eder dams in northwest Germany by Britain’s Royal Air Force 617 Squadron, an epic wartime maneuver that has become military legend. 24 pages of photos. 364 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 

**8879069** SENTIENT: How Animals Illuminate the Wonder of Our Human Senses. By Jackie Higgins. A menagerie of zoological creatures—from land, air, sea, and all parts of the globe—to how they teach us about the human. Higgins explores this evolutionary heritage and, in doing so, enables us to engage with the world in ways we never knew possible. 308 pages. Athia. Pub. at $28.00

8890579 COLLECTED POEMS OF ROBERT BURNS. Presents the poems, songs and ballads of the celebrated Scottish poet, and includes an introduction to his verse and a bibliography. 600 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

8887195 CELESTIAL DREAMS COLORING BOOK. Enjoy peaceful relaxation with these intricate illustrations and discover each one of the Sun, Moon, and Stars. There are over 120 hand-illustrated images for your meditative coloring pleasure. Page Publications. 8½ x 9½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.


8889626 BAKING GOLD: How to Bake (Almost) Everything with 3 Doughs, 2 Batters, 1 Magic Mix. ByJami Curl. Features recipes for three doughs, two batters, and one cookie/brownie magic baking mix. This can be reprogrammed and reinserted in order to create more than 75 unique and special treats. Tasty treats range from Ginger-Molasses Cookies and Snickerdoodles to Nutty Nutella brownies.

8886687 UNIQUE HORNS & UNICORNS: A Delightful Exploration of Doodle Mash-Ups. By Colleen Galaxy. If you take a fun and fantastical journey through the world of unicum mash-ups. Whether you follow the step by step projects, copy the inspirational horn design, or design your own silly mash-ups from scratch, this volume offers tons of drawing, doodling, coloring prompts, and more. Tropical. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.


888319X US ARMY GREEN BERET IN AFGHANISTAN 2001-02: Warrior 179. By Leigh Neville. In October 2001, American forces poured into Afghanistan, spearheading a special operations force including the Green Berets. This study reveals the grueling training and preparation, the specialized weapons and equipment, and the deployment and the early Afghan War. Fully illus. in color.

8876520 THE CAMPING LIFE: Inspiration and Ideas for Endless Adventures. By B. Leonard & F. Woodward. Packed with expert information and inspiring photography, this guide is the perfect invitation to leave the noise and screens behind and reconnect with nature. From backpacking to tent camping, from staying in cabins to outdoor adventures, the authors cover it all. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $24.95.

8870929 STRANDINGS: Confessions of a Whale Scavenger. By Peter Riley. Each time a whale washes up on Britain’s coast, a fugitive community descends to claim its trophies. Join Riley as he enters the clandestine world of these scavengers, perhaps Britain’s most bizarre subculture. Illus. 236 pages. Profile. Pub. at $19.95.

8884242 HAPPY HOUSEPLANTS: Zendoodle Coloring. This collection of nearly 50 hand-drawn illustrations invites you to nurture each plant with your own unique artistic touch. Little Point. 8⅛ x 10⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

8885014 ROOMS OF WONDER: Step Inside This Magical Coloring Book. Hidden in every illustration are a secret key and a locked door. Find the key, unlock the door, and continue to step inside this magical coloring journey. Penguin. 10 x 10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.


8883553 BOOTSTRAPPED: Liberating Ourselves from the American Dream. By Alissa Quinn. An unapologetic, incisive, yet ultimately hopeful look at how we can shed the American obsession with self-reliance that has made us less healthy, less secure, less free. FSG. Illus. 276 pages. ECW. Pub. at $32.00.


8889775 STICKER MOSAIC MAGIC. Dream and create with this dazzling collection that helps you bring life 24 scenes using numbered stickers! Each scene has numbers that show where each sticker should be placed to complete the design. Ages 6-8. Fully illus. in color. Silver Dolphin. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99.

8878536 CALL ME OLD FASHIONED. A work of 10assy pop-out coasters and inventive cocktail recipes that make bellying up to the bar a whole new affair. Fully illus. in color. Castle Point. Pub. at $17.99.

8878009 EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR A RIESLING. Includes 10 pop-out coasters and liquid libations that soothe the soul. Mix up any of these creative cocktails and make use of their accompanying coasters. Fully illus. in color. Castle Point. Pub. at $17.99.


8885044 HOW TO WORK WITH (ALMOST) EVERYTHING. By Seth Freeman. Shares techniques that can turn anyone into a great dock worker. Includes 10 pop-out coasters and inventive cocktail recipes that make bellying up to the bar a whole new affair. Fully illus. in color. Castle Point. Pub. at $17.99.

8885307 THE DEBATABLE LAND: The Lost World Between Scotland & England. By Graham Robb. The oldest detectable territorial division in Great Britain, the Debatable Land, served as a buffer between Scotland and England. After most of its population was slaughtered or deported, it became the last part of Great Britain to be brought under the control of the state. Proves the Debatable Land to be a crucial missing piece in the puzzle of British history. 16 pages of illus. Some color. Page Two Books. Spiralbound. Pub. at $27.95.

8883793 15 TOOLS TO TURN THE TIDE: A Step-By-Step playbook for Empowered Negotiating. By Seth Freeman. Shares techniques that can turn anyone into a great dock worker. Includes 10 pop-out coasters and inventive cocktail recipes that make bellying up to the bar a whole new affair. Fully illus. in color. Castle Point. Pub. at $17.99.
NEW NON-FICTION

886110 PLAY SMART 1-2-3 PICTURE PUZZLERS. Illus. by Sawako Arai et al. Includes a variety of pre-school activities to keep pre-schoolers thoroughly engaged, such as coloring, counting, tracing, matching games, and sorting games! Includes stickers and a wipe-clean game board. Ages 2 and up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Gaakken. 8¼ x 11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99.

883130 PLAY SMART VEHICLE PICTURE PUZZLERS. Illus. by Sawako Arai et al. Includes a variety of fun-first activities to keep pre-schoolers engaged, such as counting games, connect the dots, coloring and mazes. Includes stickers and a wipe-clean game board. Ages 2 and up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Gaakken. 8¼ x 11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99.

883114 PLAY SMART ANIMAL PICTURE PUZZLERS. Illus. by Keeske Kaneta et al. Includes a variety of fun-first activities to keep pre-schoolers engaged, such as tracing, drawing, sorting and matching to promote focus, reasoning and fine motor skills. Includes stickers and a wipe-clean game board. Ages 3 and up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Gaakken. 8¼ x 11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99.


836673 THE CURIOUS CASE OF BARTENDER’S WHISKEY ROAD TRIP. By Tristan Stephenson. Weaves together the full and fascinating story of American whiskey with all its regional nuances, from its history and production methods to the origins of iconic bottle designs. With evocative images that take you behind the scenes and recipes for cocktails to make and enjoy, this is a celebration of the American West. 384 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $24.95.


889108 THE SCIENCE OF CAN AND CANT: A Physicist’s Journey Through the Land of Counterintuitive. By J. D. Marletto. Laws about the possibility or impossibility of things may generate an alternative way of providing explanations. This fascinating approach for revolutionizing the way fundamental physics is formulated and for providing essential tools to face existing technological challenges. Illus. 252 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.


888607 THE BIRD BOOK. By S. Jenkins & R. Page. Learn what makes a bird a bird, what birds like to eat, and how these masters of the air have evolved. Ever wonder which bird is the smallest? Or the fastest? You’ll find answers to these and questions countless others here. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Puffin. Pub. at $7.95.


887986 THE YEAR OF GOODBYES. By Debbie Levy. Throughout 1936 Jutta Salzberg had her father meet her family members and friends in her last year in Germany. It was a year of change and chance. Confusion and intimations of war were in the air, but a year of yearning as well. Fully illus. in color. B. G. P. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95.

888049 OVERCOMING EVERY PROBLEM: 40 Promises from God’s Word to Strengthen You Through Life’s Greatest Challenges. By Joyce Meyer. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Takes you through forty promises in God’s Word that can give you the ultimate wisdom you need when challenges or difficulties come your way. Whether you’re feeling down or discouraged, or are just plain wondering how long it’s been affecting you, you’ll be inspired to trust God for better days ahead. 221 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $28.00.


887796 OSCAR NIEMEYER AND BRAZILIAN FREE-FORM MODERNISM. By David Underwood. Explores the major themes and sources of the most important works from Niemeyer’s career, from the early 1930s to the 1940s. Includes photographs of commercial photographer William Goldman, whose collection of work captures the rich history and culture of the group of women who lived and worked at a brothel in Reading, Pennsylvania, circa 1892. Adults only. 240 pages. Glitterati. Media. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

888996 AMERICAN GROTESQUE: The Life and Art of William Mortensen. Ed. by L. Lytle & M. Mofinn. This stunning book reveals the life and work of Hollywood photographer William Mortensen, the unsung pioneer of the “American Grotesque.” Includes over 100 pages of work, many of which have never been published here for the first time. Adults only. 296 pages. Feral House. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95.

887245 THE ART OF DEJAH THORIS AND THE WORLDS OF MARS. By Joe Klayman. From the exotic Martian Princess Dejah Thoris to Her Chariot in the Dying Sun to the exciting world of Mars, presenting exquisite reproductions of one of the genre’s sexiest ladies. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. Dynamite. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95.

888026 THE LITTLE BIG BUTT BOOK. By Dian Hanson. In this book you’ll learn how to make your booty bigger and more bountiful, in black and white and in color. The models may be largely anonymous, but their curves are legendary, and now they’re collected in a discrete little package. Adults only. 193 pages. Taschen. 5x7¼.

$7.95
887754 THE AMSTERDAMIAN: The Rise and Fall of an Art Dealer. By Reinier Rybandt. Since 1912, the exotic Martian Princess Dejah Thoris has featured in one big GULP! A tale of love, forgiveness, and empathy where these two friends find common ground. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Flamingo. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.
**NEW NON-FICTION**

- **8880271** THE LITTLE BIG BOOK OF LEGS. By Dan Hanson. Collects over 100 of the oddest photos from the original volume, as well as 38 new photos. From Betty Grable to Bettie Page, the leggiest photos of the 20th Century can be found within, shot by Irving Klaw, Bunny Yeager, and the incomparable fotobusters, father of leg art. Adults only. Fully illus. 192 pages. Taschen. $16.95

- **8882063** COPS & ROBBERS: The Little Book of Tom. By Dan Hanson. Explores Tom of Finland’s fascination with criminal justice through a mixture of multi-panel comics and single-panel drawings and paintings. Includes historic film stills and posters, personal photos of Tom, sketches, and Tom’s own reference photos. Adults only. Fully illus. 192 pages. Taschen. $16.95

- **8880301** MILITARY MEN: The Little Book of Tom. By Dan Hanson. Explores Tom’s fascination with militaria through a mixture of multi-panel comics and single-panel drawings and paintings. Historic film stills and posters, personal photos of Tom, sketches, and Tom’s own reference images explore the cultural context and private inspirations behind the ultimate form of Finland hero. Adults only. 192 pages. Taschen. $16.95

**NEW FICTION**

- **888447** BEST IN SNOW. By David Rosenthal. Lawyer Andy Carpenter likes snow but it can cause problems for the walks he takes his dogs on every day. When his dog, Tara, goes to play in the snow and instead finds the body of Mayor Alex Oliva, the prime suspect is in need of a lawyer. 310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99

- **8882762** DISNEY COMICS: Around the World in One Hundred Years. By Don Rosa et al. The storied career of the World of Disney art collection, with a chronological collection—featuring the most beloved Disney funny-page talents from around the world! Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Fantagraphics. $29.95

- **8886202** NIGHTWORK. By Nora Roberts. When Harry started stealing at nine, it was to keep a roof over his ailing mother’s head and to pay medical bills. At night, he slips into rich people’s empty houses so he could trade for cash. When his mother finally succumbed to cancer after a long battle, he left Chicago but kept up his nighttime. 437 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

- **8890389** A DISH TO DIE FOR. By Lucy Burdette. Peace and quiet are hard to find in her new life as a chef in Kennebunkport, Maine. Her cooking skills and her critical for Key West magazine, is taking the afternoon off for a tranquil lunch with a friend outside of town. But then her husband’s dog, Ziggy, uncovers a body. 279 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99

- **8872325** ERUPTION. By M. Crichton & James Patterson. A history-making eruption is about to destroy the Big Island of Hawaii. A young man named Troy emerges as a recovery agent, but his skills are needed against a volcano with any other. 424 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $32.00

- **8894012** HIDDEN IN THE PINES. By Victoria Houston. It’s Lew’s first day as the newly elected sheriff, and already things are heating up. The drowning of a little girl draws an eerie parallel to the unsolved murder of another teen 30 years earlier, but Alan, chief of police, has ruled it an accidental death by drowning. Lew nor the girl’s family accepts the ruling. 280 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99


- **8873739** PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 28, 1991–1992. By Hal Foster et al. Mysterious behind the Celtic Queen Boudica, who rebelled to claim her empire, and Prince Valiant and Galan to a lost treasure. Val’s daughter Karen and her suitor Vanni face four challenges to prove her love. Mauer and An’s character is more and more. Fantagraphics. 10″x1¼". Fantagraphics. $39.99

- **8889814** RUNNING SCARED. By Lisa Jackson. Someone is watching Kate Summers, an upstanding Amish family. Who would a young man whose life was just beginning? 454 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.99

- **8871312** HIPPIE CHIXX. By Rebecca. The first all-new, all-original, all-rated color collection of drawings. Crazy cataphract, tie-dyed garments, and a generous collection of wonderfully willingness girls are at your fingertips. Adults only. Eros Comix. 8.5×10. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

- **8872821** JANE DICKSON IN TIMES SQUARE. Ed. by Johan Kugelberg & Mark Illuslofes. Dickson was a fixture of the New York art scene in the ‘70s and ‘80s, photographing, painting, and drawing the seedy and sublime scenes she encountered in Times Square. A time capsule of a crime-ridden, drug-riddled metropolis. Adults only. Fully illus., most in color. 268 pages. Anthology Editions. 8.5×10. Pub. at $50.00

- **8878072** CHILLING CRIME SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Josie Karni. This beautifully bound blue foil stamped edition of original and classic short stories is packed with murders and frightening crimes not for the faint of heart. 166 pages. Pocket. $9.95

- **8882568** REQUIEM FOR A MOUSE. By Miranda James. Librarian Charlie Harris and his intuitive feline friend, Diesel, must catch a killer in a deadly game of cat and mouse where no one is who they seem to be. 336 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

- **8888450** KINNY HISTORY: A Rollicking Journey Through Our Sexual Past, Present, and Future. By Esme Louise & Susan James. A provocative, poignant, humorous account of human sexuality, packed with factoids and forgotten stories. Identifies the key tipping points that directly inform current beliefs about sex to place the past in the present. Adults only. 294 pages. Taschen. $21.95

- **8879109** THE FORBIDDEN DOOR. By Dean Koontz. Lissa has an it was one of the FBI’s top agents until she became the nation’s most wanted fugitive, a happily married woman before becoming a female of memory. Now Jane Hawk may be all that stands between a free nation and its enslavement by a powerful secret society’s terrifying black technology. 466 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00

- **8870535** AN EVIL HEART. By Linda Castillo. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder responds to a disturbing call to discover the body of an Amish man who has been violently killed and then abandoned on a dirt road. Abandoned for up, and from an upstanding Amish family. Who would commit such a heinous crime against a young man whose life was just beginning? 307 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

- **8878619** EVERY CLOAK ROLLED IN LEATHER. By James Lee Burke. Novelist Aaron Holland Broussard is shattered when his daughter is killed in a car accident. He flies to honor her memory by saving two young men from a life of crime, he is drawn into a network of villains that includes a far-from-holy minister, a biker gang, and a murderer who has been in plain sight. 282 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

- **8878618** AN EVIL HEART. By Linda Castillo. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder responds to a disturbing call to discover the body of an Amish man who has been violently killed and then abandoned on a dirt road. Abandoned for up, and from an upstanding Amish family. Who would commit such a heinous crime against a young man whose life was just beginning? 307 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00
NEW FICTION

887124 TON CLANCY ZERO HOUR. By Don Bentley. Jack Ryan, Jr., is interviewing a potential suspect. He represents Team Sigil. But his benign trip takes a deadly turn when a wave of violence perpetuated by North Korean operatives grips the capital. 481 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95

889048 STEEPED TO DEATH. By Gretchen Rue. Phoebe’s beloved aunt Eudora has a knack for making magical tea. It’s even rumored that she might be a witch. So when Eudora leaves and leaves everything to Phoebe, she gets more than she bargained for. And she knows she’s in deep when a dead man is found on the shop’s back step. 296 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99

8890501 THE THREE DEATHS OF WILLA STANNARD. By Kate Roberts. Sisters Willa and Sawyer are bonded by the ups and downs of the life they’ve lived with their mercurial single mother. When Willa is found dead from an apparent suicide, Sawyer just knows it’s not possible. A cryptic note leads police to rule out foul play. Shattered by grief, Sawyer plunges into a search for the truth. 325 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.95

888695 UP ON THE WOOF TOP. By Spencer Quinn. Chet the dog and his human partner Bernie Little find themselves high in the mountains this holiday season to help Dame Ariadne Carlisle, a renowned author of bestselling Christmas mysteries, find Rudy, her lead reindeer and good luck charm, who has gone missing. 307 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99

888070 HOLY GHOST. By John Sandford. Wheatfield, Minnesota, is a metropolis of six hundred souls. Nothing ever happened there until the mayor and his precocious teenage bride come up with a scheme to turn the town into a crime magnet. On the shootings begin. And as they—and Virgil Flowers—are about to discover, that’s only the beginning of their trouble. 373 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.99

8890315 A BOTANIST’S GUIDE TO FLOWERS AND FATALITY. By Kate Khavari. When Detective Inspector Green is given a case with a set of unusual clues he asks for research assistant Saffron Everleigh’s help. The team is given a series of unexplained bouquets filled with poisonous flowers. As Saffron trails a group of suspects, will she catch the killer or find herself with fatal flowers of her own? 332 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.99

888056 THE VANISHING. By Bentley Little. A CEO goes on a bloody rampage and videogapes the slaughter. A wife receives a letter from her estranged husband, stained with blood from his back. She’sapparently affected by a monstrous change. A social worker and a reporter team up to find the link between these crimes. And God help them, for they will never find what they find. 366 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

887847 THE BLESSING WAY. By Tony Hillerman. Homicide is always an abomination, but this crime scene is especially brutal. The victim was known about the victim discovered in a high, lonely place, a corpse with a mouth full of sand, abandoned at a crime scene with no useful clues. Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn can’t help but suspect a hint of the supernatural. 271 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

8890528 THE TWENTY. By Sam Holland. When DCP Adam Bishop arrives at the crime scene to find a body, he knows the case is bad enough—but what Adam notices next chills him to his core. More bodies surface. And the spray-painted numbers daubed above the corpses reveal the horrific truth: the killer is coming to town. To what end? 280 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99

8890404 THE UGLY ONE. By Bill Schweigart. Every town needs a hero—and Detective Cal Farrell fits the bill. He stopped an active shooter six months earlier, and now he’s become the darling of Alexandria. But when a serial killer haunts Alexandria, Cal learns that the only thing a hero loves more than saving lives is being one. Cal can’t get to the truth, he might just get to the truth next. 297 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99

8890390 GAMES FOR DEAD GIRLS. By Jen Williams. When Charlie was 11, she created a monster. Her creation was a thing of fear, fury, and the body of a skeletons in the dark. Charlie is set on discovering the truth about the girls’ disappearances, but she’s about to encounter a force of pure, unbridled evil. Charlie may have killed the first Lady, she’s blamed for the carnage. And the violence hits harder than he ever could have imagined. 282 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.99

8890471 SHADOW STATE. By Frank Bennett. The President’s wife visits a D.C. preschool and just happens to run into the body of her estranged partner. It’s an open snip duty when a suicide bomber heads toward the First Lady. Hendrix disobeyes a direct order and an unthinkable disaster unfolds. Those who may have betrayed the First Lady, he’s blamed for the carnage. And the violence hits harder than he ever could have imagined. 312 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.99

888989 UNHAPPY NATURAL. By Jonathan Kellerman. A personal assistant finds her boss slipped in a bath and killed. He recently received rave media attention from his latest project: images of homeless people in their personal “dream” situations. When new murders arise, psychologist Dr. D. D. Warren begins poking back the layers, culminating in one of the deadliest threats they’ve ever faced. 343 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $9.99

889279 A BEND IN THE ROAD. By Nicholas Spark. Miles Ryan’s life seemed to end the day his wife was killed in a hit-and-run accident two years ago. As deputy sheriff of New Bern, North Carolina, he longs to bring the unknown driver to justice. Then Miles meets Sarah, and suddenly his life is back on track. But what neither realizes is that is they are brought together by a shocking secret. 414 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $8.99

889473 ONLY THE DEAD. By Jack Croll. After the shooting of war andXF opinion U.S. facing rampant inflation, political division, and shocking assassinations, a secret cabal of global elites is ready to assume control. And with the world’s first artificial intelligence, mankind is ready to make the journey to solitary confinement, the conspirators believe the final obstacle to complete domination has been eliminated. They’re wrong. 646 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $15.99

888877 TESTIMONY. By Scott Turow. Bill ten years, has walked out on everything once thought was important: Kindle County, his law career, even his wife. But when he is tapped as a prosecutor by the International Criminal Court, he is drawn to the case. Bill discovers that some men want the truth to stay buried—along with the bodies of anyone searching for answers. 555 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

8884935 RANCHER’S LAW. By Diana Palmer. For Amelia, there was only ever one love: Cal. When Cal, a police captain, is wounded, she’s there for him and helps him nurse back to health. After he shrugs off his undeniable chemistry, Amelia knows she needs to cut all her old ties. She escapes her small-town life and forges a new path, trying to leave Cal behind. But Amelia can’t break free of Cal’s orbit. 397 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $7.95

889360 THE SECRET. By Lee & Andrew Clements. Across the U.S., respectable and unsuspecting citizens are showing up dead. These deaths could be accidents, and they don’t appear to be connected—until a fatal fall from a high window attracts some unexpected attention. 357 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99

8890347 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S SCHEME. By Harper Kincaid. Back in the day, Chad was breaking female hearts, but now he’s a Broadway actor. He’s back in town to announce the new theater he’s about to build. After the announcement, as he gets in his car to leave, he’s killed by a sackful of bricks thrown from the back seat. To Bookbinder Quell feels compelled to search for his killer. 262 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99

889020 DREAM OF DEATH. By Connie Berry. On a remote Scottish island, American anti-war activist Marion Ramon wrestles with her own past while sleuthing a brutal killing, staged to re-create a 200-year-old unsolved murder. 244 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

8890323 BOUND BY MURDER. By Laura Gari Black. Jenna Quinn loves the romance in the six until-hour sex-fence. Blake, walks in with his bride to be, Missy. Blake continues to profess his love for Jenna if she’ll have him back, no matter the consequences. And the consequences, indeed, when Missy turns up dead. 277 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99

88948X STANDING DEAD. By Margaret Mizushima. Deputy Mattie Cobb finds a chilling note of killer telling her to look for “friends” among the standing dead at the high country. In the mountains, Mattie’s K-9 partner makes a grisly discovery—a body tied to a pine tree. Mattie must go undercover into a killer’s lair to save her mother—or die trying. 279 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99

8890455 NEVER NAME THE DEAD. By D.M. Rowell. Old grudges, tribal traditions, and outside influences collide for a Kiowa woman as forces threaten her family, her tribe, and the land of her ancestors. 330 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

889439 A MANSION FOR MURDER. By Frances Brody. Olivia Call earns that the only thing a city loves more than saving lives is being one. Cal can’t get to the truth, he might just get to the truth next. 397 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $27.99

889463 THE PROTECT. By Jody Gehrman. Dr. Hannah Bryers, anthropology professor and Dr. Jones is her most promising graduate student. When Cal, a police captain, is wounded, she’s there for him and helps him nurse back to health. After he shrugs off his undeniable chemistry, Amelia knows she needs to cut all her old ties. She escapes her small-town life and forges a new path, trying to leave Cal behind. But Amelia can’t break free of Cal’s orbit. 397 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $7.95

8890200 YOU’LL NEVER FIND ME. By Allison Brennan. Nothing brings family together like crime. Private investigator Margot Angelhart helps clients the law overlooks, but when she takes on a case more dangerous than she imagined, teaming up with her nemesis, Cal, will be her only hope for survival. 441 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

889058 THE BLESS. By Spencer Quinn. Chet the dog and his human partner Bernie Little find themselves high in the mountains this holiday season to help Dame Ariadne Carlisle, a renowned author of bestselling Christmas mysteries, find Rudy, her lead reindeer and good luck charm, who has gone missing. 307 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

266 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99

Sheriff Jackson and Deputy Moran are suspicious with cash and looking to buy cattle, arrive in town. William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Two drifters, flush kill-crazy rustlers. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Load onto the train is stolen by a vicious gang of outlaws. 330 pages. Pinnacle. The completion of a new marriage and in life. That is, of course, until she gets a mysterious letter about the Daring game, where each dare is riskier. 330 pages. Pinnacle. read the coming of age of a little girl in the Catskill Mountains. 392 pages. Dynamite. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $49.99

By Joanne Fluke. Novels. It’s Christmas in Lake Wobegon, Minnesota, and there’s no way to enjoy the holidays than by cozying up to two of the world’s most famous authors. 242 pages. Kensington. Best friends Hannah and Scarlett meet Thomas Church, the chemistry is instantaneous. They grow closer while playing the Daring game, where each dare is riskier. Sixteen years later, Hannah is unhappy in marriage and work. That is, of course, until she gets a mysterious letter about the Daring Game from none other than Thomas himself.

By Terri Abrahms et al. In September 1969, Vampirella #1 debuted with a stunning cover by the legendary Frank Frazetta—and quickly made publishing history. Collects the first seven issues of the magazine’s original run, reprinted from its original magazine-sized format. B&W. 322 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

By Joanne Fluke. Novels. It’s Christmas in Lake Wobegon, Minnesota, and there’s no way to enjoy the holidays than by cozying up to two of the world’s most famous authors. 242 pages. Kensington. Best friends Hannah and Scarlett meet Thomas Church, the chemistry is instantaneous. They grow closer while playing the Daring game, where each dare is riskier. Sixteen years later, Hannah is unhappy in marriage and work. That is, of course, until she gets a mysterious letter about the Daring Game from none other than Thomas himself.

By Amanda Flower. Christmas is coming and Charming Books proprietor Violet is getting married to police chief David. But the reception becomes memorable for all the wrong reasons when a woman’s dead body floats by on the frigid Niagara River. Violet believes she can crack this Thomas Ludlow’s first case, and turns up the heat on a killer. 342 pages. Kensington.
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8887595 ST. PATRICK’S DAY MURDER. By Leslie Meier. The grizzled bargee, Old Dan Melone’s body is found burning in Inner Cove’s icy harbor, and Lucy Stone makes getting to know more about Old Dan a priority. Was he killed by someone he’d cheated or someone he’d loved? When Lucy’s boss, the town’s chief of police, sets a trap for a murder mystery with a killer ending, 228 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

8887858 KILLER ON THE COURT. Murder, Mystery, and the Wasp. By J. Fletcher & T. B. Thomson. Jessica Fletcher’s sunny beach vacation with her nephew’s family takes a dark turn. The morning after her arrival, Donna finds her boss, Jason Courtland, dead on a tennis court. Everyone in the beachside community is a suspect, and the local authorities have asked that no one leave town. 275 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

8888513 SUPERMAN: The Action Comics Archives, Volume 7. By Jerry Siegel et al. In this series of groundbreaking adventures from the early days of WWII, the invincible German Luftwaffe embarked upon an expedition to Antarctica, hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world domination. After a former NUMA colleague disappears while researching the icebergs of Antarctica, Kurt Allyn and his assistant Joe head to the freezing edge of the world to investigate. 408 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

888728X THE AVENGERS, VOLUME 2: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee et al. Brought together for the first time are the biggest adventures from the Marvel Universe, Iron Man, Thor, Giant-Man and the Wasp represented the heavy hitters of the super-hero set. But Marvel heroes don’t just hang out, they live, breathe, argue—and even fall out! Collects Avengers (1963) #11-20. 210 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 $15.95

8880433 INHERITANCE. By Nora Roberts. Sonia MacAvich is stunned to learn that her late father had a twin he never knew about—and that the newly discovered uncle has left her almost everything, including a majestic Victorian house. Sonia has inherited more than a house. She has inherited a centuries-old curse and a puzzle to be solved if there is any hope of breaking it. 419 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

8885001 BLOWBACK. By James Patterson & B. Dubois. U.S. President Keegan Barrett has been assassinated on stage in the CIA. Six months into his first term, he devises a clandestine power grab, with deadly consequences. When the threat comes directly from the Oval Office, that’s where the blowback begins. 537 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

8884781 92 PACIFIC BOULEVARD. By Debbie Macomber. Sheriff Troy is a widower, and he thought he was ready to move on. His high school sweetheart has returned to the town, and it had seemed they were going to be a couple again. For Troy and Faith, Cedar Cove is the kind of town where you can fix your past mistakes and discover what life really means. 383 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

8884854 FOUR FRIENDS. By Robyn Carr. Four friends are determined to find their stride. Miraculously, it’s B.J., the newcomer to Mill Valley, who steps into their circle and changes everything. The friends are the minority residents of Dog Town–their neighbors–Geni, Andy, and Sonja—and together they get back on track, stronger as individuals and unaltering as friends. 409 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

8888888 PUP FICTION. By Laurien Berenson. With a new litter of Standard Poodles on the way, it’s shaping up to be a vibrant July in Greenwich, Connecticut, for Melanie Travis. Too bad there’s a killer in town who would love to drain the life out of her summer. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

8887971 MURDER CAN HAUNT YOUR HANDWORK. By Rose Pressey. Rising up against the brutal backdrop of the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Bilmore Estate is a magnificent mansion in Asheville, North Carolina, built as a summer home for G.W. Vanderbilt II during the gilded age. Nowadays it’s the site of an annual craft fair. And unfortunately for psychic painter Celeste Cabot, it’s also about to become a crime scene. 248 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

888272X BLOWBACK. By James Patterson & B. Dubois. U.S. President Keegan Barrett has been assassinated on stage in the CIA. Six months into his first term, he devises a clandestine power grab, with deadly consequences. When the threat comes directly from the Oval Office, that’s where the blowback begins. 537 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

8883378 THE MISSING PIECE. By John Lescroart. Dismissed Hardy enlists Abe Glitsky to help him probe steps in to clean up the case. 266 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

8887595 ST. PATRICK’S DAY MURDER. By Leslie Meier. The grizzled bargee, Old Dan Melone’s body is found burning in Inner Cove’s icy harbor, and Lucy Stone makes getting to know more about Old Dan a priority. Was he killed by someone he’d cheated or someone he’d loved? When Lucy’s boss, the town’s chief of police, sets a trap for a murder mystery with a killer ending, 228 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

8887684 A COLORFUL SCHEME. By Krista Davis. Fiorrie Fox is attending the wedding of her boss, Arthur, and a famous romance author, who are taking their vows, for a second time. When Arthur’s assistant is murdered during the festivities, Fiorrie realizes she’ll have to use her complicated talents among this crowd of suspects. Includes color it yourself cover. 324 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

8887588 KILLER ON THE COURT. Murder, Mystery, and the Wasp. By J. Fletcher & T. B. Thomson. Jessica Fletcher’s sunny beach vacation with her nephew’s family takes a dark turn. The morning after her arrival, Donna finds her boss, Jason Courtland, dead on a tennis court. Everyone in the beachside community is a suspect, and the local authorities have asked that no one leave town. 275 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95


8889791 SUPERMAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By J. Siegel & J. Shuster. When these comic books hit the stands, they immediately became known as a must-have for every comic book fan. And with the fantastic exploits of the Man of Steel brought pleasure to a nation of children and adults alike. Perfect for the collector, this volume includes the replicas of the covers and interiors of the original editions, Collects Superman #5-272 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $14.95

8882212 UNCLE SCROOGE: World Wide White Witch. By Daniel Branca. The year: 2000! The internet is still young—and that means there are innocent people all around the world who are turning early social media to their advantage: getting online and arranging a full-scale sorceresses’ convention at Scrooge McDuck’s mansion! With a dead body disguised as chief “good witch”? Fully illustrated. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

8882523 EERIE ARCHIVES, VOLUME SIX. By Dan Adams et al. Features some of the best work from writer and artist team Robby Daigh and The Wasp represented the heavy hitters of the super-hero set. But Marvel heroes don’t just hang out, they live, breathe, argue—and even fall out! Collects Avengers (1963) #11-20. 210 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 $15.95
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8888888 PUP FICTION. By Laurien Berenson. With a new litter of Standard Poodles on the way, it’s shaping up to be a vibrant July in Greenwich, Connecticut, for Melanie Travis. Too bad there’s a killer in town who would love to drain the life out of her summer. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

8887993 A FASHIONABLE FATALITY. By Alyssa Maxwell. A house party attended by fashion royalty becomes the backdrop for a murder that only Lady Phoebe Renshaw and her lady’s maid, Eva Huntford, can unravel. 282 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $8.95

8883216 VAMPIRELLA ARCHIVES, VOLUME TWO. By Larry Herdon et al. Featuring the comic book talent from Jose Gonzalez and Archie Goodwin to Rudy Nebres and Pablos Marcos, this collection reproduces issues #8-14 of Vampirella’s original run, reprinted in their original magazine-sized format—complete with stunning full-color covers! Most in B&W.

408 pages. Dynamite. B&W/11.1" x 17.1". Pub. at $49.99 $41.95

8888696 MUDDLED THROUGH. By Barbara Ross. Muddie season takes a whole new meaning in the coastal town of Buxton’s Harbor, Maine, when local business owners sling dirt at one another in a feud over a proposed pedestrian mall. Vandalism is one thing, but murder means Julie of the Tumbleweed Farm’s Body Work steps in to clean up the case. 266 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

888761X FIFTH WARD, HOUSTON, TEXAS. By Walter Mosley. Easy Rawlins’ latest client turns out to be Black man recently exonerated for his daughter’s murder. 288 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

8887151 THE KING COLLECTION. By Ben Acker et al. When Ming the Merciless launched an all-out assault on planet Earth, the colorful band of heroes known as Kings Watch led the resistance and triumphed! Collects King: Flash Gordon #1-14, King: Mandrake–The Magician #1-4, King: The Phantom #1-14, King: Jungle Jim #1-4, and King: Prince Valiant #1-4. Dynamite. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

8881973 SWAMP THING, VOLUME 3: The Bronze Age. By Martin Pasko et al. Swamp Thing must protect an innocent young girl who knows her own secrets and powers are beyond even Alec Holland’s understanding. Collects The Saga of the Swamp Thing #1-19 and The Saga of the Swamp Thing Annual #1-42 and DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $19.95

8880704 CELTIC MYTHS & TALES. Ed. by Catherine Taylor. The mythic invasions of Ireland, the mystical kingdoms, warriors, giants, creatures of the underworld and magic, these are the fantastic ingredients of Celtic legend. The traditions of these proud people are celebrated in this collection. 224 pages. Unbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95
NEW FICTION

8888744 MURDER OUTSIDE THE LINES. By Krista Davis. Coloring book creator Frannie Fox has arranged for poultry farmer Hilda Rattenhole to read from Spooktacular Ghost Stories. But the celebrity medium arrives from the event in hysterics, insisting she just saw a barefoot stocking poking out of a roll-up carpet in a nearby alley. Is someone trying to sweep murder under the rug? 340 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

8888752 MURDER WEARS MITTENS. By Sally Goldenbaum. As autumn washes over coastal Massachusetts, Mackenzie “Mac” Almeida and her fellow book club sleuths have to net a killer. There are several suspects and multiple motives for the killing. Delacorte. 310 pages. Kensington, Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

8888795 MURDER AT THE LOBSTAH SHACK. By Maddey Doyle. When murder turns out to be the special of the day at her friend’s seafood restaurant, bicycle shop owner Mackenzie “Mac” Almeida and her fellow book club sleuths have to net a killer. There are several suspects and multiple motives for the killing. Delacorte. 310 pages. Kensington, Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

8888840X SPIDER-MAN, VOLUME 26: Marvel Masterworks. By Tom DeFalco et al. Within this latest collection of Spider-Man’s classic adventures, watch him face to face with a particularly malignant ghost from his past. He knows his duty. His home, his town, his world—requires him to fulfill it. 475 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

88889425 A REFUSING FURES. By Donna Leon. In the 33rd installment of this series, Commissario Buoco Brunetti confronts a parent of a young girl who commits suicide in his father’s name. The horrifying case is only the beginning of the heroism that never was. Brunetti, with Grittoni, gradually discovers the sordid hypocrisies surrounding Montforte’s past, culminating in a fiery meeting of two gangs and a final opportunity for redemption. Monthly. Pub. at $28.00  274 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback.  $21.95

88889427 SENTINEL. By Mark Greaney. Josh Duffy lives by a simple code: Duty, Honor, Family. But sometimes it’s hard to know what’s right when the world has gone to hell. He and his team plan to overthrow the Ghanaian government, but someone knows he’s coming. Delacorte. 240 pages. Kensington, Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

88889568 RESURRECTION. By Danielle Steel. To celebrate 20 years of marriage, Darcy flies to Rome to surprise Charlie, who is working on a new top-secret project. But when Darcy arrives, she finds that Charlie has died and left a note for her. Delacorte. 320 pages. Kensington, Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

88889733 TELLER TALE. By Anne Hillerman. Joe Leaphorn may have retired from the tribal police, but he finds himself knee-deep in a perplexing case involving a priceless artifact–a reminder of a dark time in Navajo history. 380 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

88890407 THE BONE HACKER. By Kathy Reichs. After a series of bizarre disappearances on the Turks and Caicos islands, Temperance Brennan enters a sinister labyrinth in which new truths about old cases begin to reveal themselves. From the beginning of the night, nothing will be the same. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

88890836 THE TALE TELLER. By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington only wants a winter in St. Moritz. But what the lawyer and ex-cop gets instead is the most shocking, rapid gunfire. The auto accident Jack thought he witnessed turns out to be a professional hit. He may be too late to save the victim, but he’ll be damned if he’s going to let the hitters escape unscathed. 563 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

88891042 CRUCIBLE. By James Rollins. Arriving home on Christmas Eve, Commander Grey discovers his house ransacked, his pregnant love missing, and his best friend’s wife, Kat, unconscious. Kat, the only witness to what happened in a semi-comatose state and who offers a radically simple approach to “unlock” her mind, revealing a frightening truth. 628 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

88891879 SHOT CALLER. By Jen D. Danha. The Enhanced Crime Act has made the United States a much more dangerous place. For Bas, already knows this lovely, part-time midwife for her crimes, he cannot raise his only kiss. 382 pages. Entangled. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

88891926 FORBIDDEN SECRETS. By Lisa Jackson. Rachelle thinks she can forget her tragic small-town history by writing about it in her nationally syndicated column. But she didn’t expect the letters to come from her beloved friend who wants to bring her to the sight of him. He is determined to discover the town’s secrets with Rachelle—and in doing so, they uncover some secrets of their own. 296 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

88891982 THE BITTERROOTS. By C.J. Box. Former sheriff’s investigator Cassie Dewell is trying to start her life over in private practice. Then her new client wants Cassie to help exonerate a man accused of assaulting a young woman from an influential family. As Cassie attempts to uncover the truth, she must fight against a powerful family whose roots are tangled and deadly. 310 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00  $8.95
888882 A FATAL BOOKING. By Victoria Gilbert. Booklover Charlotte is delighted to welcome an eclectic group of guests to Chapters Bed and Breakfast for a book club retreat focused on fairy tales and classic children’s literature. But when one of the guests is poisoned at a Mad Hatter tea party, Charlotte realizes she’s fallen down a rather unpleasant rabbit hole. 295 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

888878 MURDER GETS A MAKEOVER. By Laura Levine. Jaime Austen, anticipating a makeover by uber-stylist Bebe Braddock, doesn’t expect to find her murdered, strangled with one of her detested wire hangers. Unless Jaime can track down Bebe’s killer and clear her own name, the only outfit she’ll be modeling is an orange prison jumpsuit. 230 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

888896 DOUBLE CHOCOLATE COOKIE MURDER. By Devon Delaney. Sherry Orliwer is used to competing in cook-offs, but this time she’s serving as a judge. The upside is that she gets to taste all the contestants’ cookies. The downside is that one of the bakers will end up dead. 297 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

8888213 HUSH PUPPY. By Laurien Berenson. Melanie Travis loves teaching her job at Connecticut’s elite Howard Academy, where she’s immersed in the preparations for the school’s fiftieth anniversary. Before long however, Melanie finds herself embroiled in a full-fledged homicide investigation as she tries to find out who’s added murder to the school’s curriculum. 316 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

8889023 WATCHDOG. By Laurien Berenson. Melanie Travis has a new job, and with the added excitement of showing her Standard Poodle in the Fall Trials, the last thing she wants is to become embroiled in yet another of her brother Frank’s money-making schemes. But when his latest bankroller is murdered, Frank becomes suspect number one and Melanie has no choice but to investigate. 312 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

888861 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S FUDGE. By Nancy Coyo. After a summer celebration on Michigan’s Mackinac Island ends in murder, hot fudge and fowl play are on the menu. Liz knows she should focus on finding Sheamus, the Maine Coon cat, a new home but the mystery already has its claws in her. 293 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

888794 DIAL “M” FOR MAINE COON. By Alex Erickson. Animal rescue is always risky business, but Liz Denton, owner of Furever Pets, finds out it’s also dangerous when someone puts dogs up for adoption to get them on the menu. Liz knows she should focus on finding Sheamus, the Maine Coon cat, a new home but the mystery already has its claws in her. 293 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

888799 A BRUSHSTROKE WITH DEATH. By Bethany Blake. When some local merchants gather in Willower Bellamy’s converted old barn studio for a painting party, they focus their attention on a still life with flowers and garden tools, including antique pruning shears that disappear at the same time despised restaurant owner Evangeline Fletcher is murdered. 312 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

888876 THE PERUVIAN ALWAYS MEOWS TWICE. By Eileen Watkins. When the fur starts flying, Cassie, owner of Cassie’s Comfy Cats, handles her feisty four-legged clientele with a cat-titude that has no equal. But Cassie and her three qualitie...
GRISLY END when the Duke's gamekeeper is found murdered on the Scottish estate of their dear friend Jeremy, Duke of Bainbridge. But a killer hell-bent on igniting an international conflagration. But Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill get called in to stop a deranged Virginia woman, who, just in time to witness the horrifying incident that turns his life inside out. Stone finds himself caught in a perilous web of sexual depravity that has throughout it one common thread: Sasha.

**NEW FICTION**

**8888221 INSTANT GRATIFICATION.** By Jill Shalvis. Dr. Emma Sinclair jumps at the chance to run her father's clinic for a summer in the Sierras. But she has to contend with patients like Stone Wilder, laid-back and well-aware of her good looks—and irritating beyond belief. But Stone knows Emma belongs here—in the life she's led, 303 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**8879474 PORTRAIT OF AN UNKNOWN WOMAN.** By Daniel Silva. When the eccentric London art dealer asks Gabriel to investigate the circumstances surrounding the rediscovery and lucrative sale of a centuries-old painting, he is drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse where nothing is as it seems. 303 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

**8879933 SILENCING EVE.** By Iris Johansen. Eve appears to have been killed—at least that's what everyone at her funeral thinks. But not even Gardener's top-level colleagues know for sure whether her death is just a way to ensure her brutal captor, Jim Doane, once and for all. 405 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.99 $4.95

**8889856 TOM CLANCY ZERO HOUR.** By Don Bentley. Jack Ryan, Jr., is in Seoul to interview a potential addition to The Campus. But his banged-up trip takes a deadly turn when the massacre of violence perpetrated by North Korean operatives grips the capital. As war threatens to engulf the peninsula, Jack races to discover the massacre's root cause. What begins as a one-word text sent by a mysterious North Korean contact: runs. 545 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**8870500 END OF DAYS.** By Brad Taylor. Taskforce operators Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill get called in to stop a deranged Virginia woman, who, just in time to witness the horrifying incident that turns his life inside out. Stone finds himself caught in a perilous web of sexual depravity that has throughout it one common thread: Sasha.

**8889570 THE OTHER DAUGHTER.** By Lisa Benton. Twenty years ago, Melanie Stokes was abandoned in a Boston hospital, then adopted by a wealthy young couple. She has no memory of her life before the adoption. Now someone wants her to remember it all, even the darkest nightmare the Stokes family ever faced: the murder of their first daughter. 449 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**8889007 A VINEYARD CROSSING.** By Jeaniene Frost. Stone finds himself caught in a perilous web of sexual depravity that has throughout it one common thread: Sasha.

**889049X LASHER.** By Anne Rice. The beautiful, queen of the coven, must flee from the darkly brutal yet irresistible demon known as Lasher. With dream like power, this wickedly seductive entity draws us through willful paths, tension-filled tales of spiritual aspirations and passion. 628 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**8976825 MUSCLES ARE BETTER THAN MAGIC!** By Doreneko. Light For 10 years, Yuri has lived alone in the forest, training his muscles day and night to hone his body into the ultimate fighting machine. But when the beautiful elf Filia stumbles upon him, she befriends him to help her escape the forest. Illus. some color. 307 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

**8876555 A COLD HIGHLAND WIND.** By Tasha Alexander. Lady Ashley carries with her a family secret that only the Scottish estate of their dear friend Jeremy, Duke of Bainbridge. But a high-spirited celebration at the beginning of their stay comes to a grisly end when the Duke’s gamekeeper is found murdered on the banks of the Loch. 291 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**8876828 ROBINSON CRUSOE.** By Daniel Defoe. Shipwrecked and washed ashore on a remote tropical island, Robinson Crusoe must build a new life. Cast away for thirty years, he battles cannibals, mutineers and the elements in a tale so convincing that its earliest readers believed it to be non-fiction. Illus. 287 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. $6.95

**8880700 ONE GOOD DEED.** By David Baldacci. It’s 1949 and veteran Aloysius Archer is far across the ocean, he had lost the only woman he was ever really in love, until he plants one reckless kiss on the lips of heiress Emma Dunster has always been fun-loving and Sundays, 1940-1946. By Dale Messick. Brenda Starr is the world’s most famous fictional reporter, role model to scores of aspiring female journalists. Starting with the work of the macabre set the stage for unforgettable characters who struggled with the complexities of life and their own morality. You’ll find 18 stories that showcase her flavor, characteristic, and clever plotting. Originally published in 1973. 261 pages. Open Road. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**887051X RALPH COMPTON BOUNTY HUNTER.** By Joseph A. West. If there was killing for hire, Tone showed no mercy. In another time, far across the ocean, he had lost the only woman he was ever really in love, until he plants one reckless kiss on the lips of heiress Emma Dunster has always been fun-loving and Sundays, 1940-1946. By Dale Messick. Brenda Starr is the world’s most famous fictional reporter, role model to scores of aspiring female journalists. Starting with the work of the macabre set the stage for unforgettable characters who struggled with the complexities of life and their own morality. You’ll find 18 stories that showcase her flavor, characteristic, and clever plotting. Originally published in 1973. 261 pages. Open Road. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


**8873011 BREENDA STARR.** By Don Collier. Brenda Starr is the world’s most famous fictional reporter, role model to scores of aspiring female journalists. Starting with the work of the macabre set the stage for unforgettable characters who struggled with the complexities of life and their own morality. You’ll find 18 stories that showcase her flavor, characteristic, and clever plotting. Originally published in 1973. 261 pages. Open Road. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**888496X SUMMER ALL ALONG.** By Nora Roberts. Novelist. In Courting Catherine Catherine “C.C.” Calhoun is determined to save her family’s estate, the Towers. When hotel mogul Trent offers to purchase the property, C.C. reluctantly agrees. In A Man For America, a woman more concerned with her to-do lists than the charms of engineering architect Sloan. 331 pages. Silhouette. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**8882920 THE AMISH QUILTMAKER’S UNINVITED GUEST.** By Jennifer Beckstrand. Esther’s younger brother benches she needs to be head-hardened and practical. Swamped by family and farm responsibilities, he must find the perfect wife as quickly as possible. In Colorado—why is a woman on his to-do list? 300 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $6.95

**8882335 A MURDER FOR THE SAGES.** By Amy Lillard. The unusual death of local herb farmer Ginger is the talk of Yoder. The official report classes it as an accident, concluding that she ran herself over with a tractor. But Sissy’s cousin, Naomi, insists that’s impossible. She asks for Sissy’s help in unraveling the truth. 282 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**8877525 NEW YORK DEAD.** By Stuart Woods. It’s pure luck that places Stone Barrington on the streets in the dead of night, just in time to witness the horrifying incident that turns his life inside out. Stone finds himself caught in a perilous web of sexual depravity that has throughout it one common thread: Sasha. 387 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**8883333 THE CAMP.** By Nancy Bush. At Camp Love Shaque, nicknamed Camp Love Shack, there are stories about a creeping fog that brings death with it. But here, they’re not just campfire tales. Here, the stories are real. Twenty years ago, a girl’s body was found on a gas leak above the lake. Nearing renamed Campy, Fog Lake, the camp has reopened but something is stirring at the lake again. 439 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**8891055 THREE SISTERS.** By Heather Morris. As little girls, Cibi, Magda and Ewina were set on living lives of adventure. But now, they will stay together no matter what. Their childhood vow remains unbreakable as the three sisters endure the demands of marriage, the death march across Europe, and Communist rule in Slovakia. Based on actual events.

**8873682 RED STAR FALLING.** By S. Berry & G. Blackwood. In the waning days of the Cold War, Luke Daniels embarks on a quest in search of the legendary library of Ivan the Terrible—the unlikely key to ending a looming threat orbiting 200 miles above the earth. 308 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**8880787 A GLIMMER OF A CLAY.** By Daryl Wood Gerber. When Courtnie’s friend Wanda gets into a pontytail-pulling wrestling match in public with a natty local art critic, Courtnie steps the fight. But Lana has a talent for escalating things and creating tension. Next thing Courtnie knows, Lana is on the floor, stabbed with a letter opener, and Wanda is standing beside her, saying “I didn’t have to do it!” 326 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**887853 THE CORPSE WHO KNEW TOO MUCH.** By Debra Sennefelder. Twenty years ago on Valentine’s Day, right here in Jefferson, Devon’s mom disappeared and was never found. It’s a mystery—the only thing they knew of what happened to her—mother—and she asks Hope to help. 330 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.89 $4.95
NEW FICTION

888604 MEET ISABEL PUDDLES. By M.V. Byrne. The only thing widow Isabel Puddles loves as much as her Harbor on the shores of Lake Michigan is cozying up to a good mystery—but she never expected to be caught in the middle of one. When she discovers a neighbor was actually killed by murder, she finds herself conducting her own investigation to clear her friend’s name.
330 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. At $15.95. $4.95

888019 FOUR CUTS TOO MANY. By Debra H. Goldstein. Between working as a law firm, pitching in as co-owner of her sister’s restaurant, and caring for her Siamese RahRah and rescue dog Fluffy, Sarah has no time to enjoy life’s finer things. When her sous chef Grace is suspected of murder, Sarah jumps into the investigation to help clear her friend. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. At $8.95. $4.95

888786 CREAM PUFF MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Bakery owner Hannah has a dream to fit into a dainty dress for Andrea, at Lake Eden’s new health club. But then she discovers the body of man-eating bombshell Ronni floating in the gym’s Jacuzzi, with a plate of her bakery’s cream puffs garnishing the murder scene. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. At $12.95. $4.95

888822 MURDER, SHE EDITED. By Karlyn Dunnett. When she mysteriously inherits an abandoned farm, freelance editor Nikki Lincoln must get her facts straight about an old murder on the premises before the killer returns to meet the next deadline! 279 pages. Kensington. Pub. At $26.00. $5.95

888809 MURDER IN AN ENGLISH GLADE. By Jessica Ellisott. American adventure taker Hellwellen is welcomed by Brit Edwin Davenport may seem like an unlikely pair, but they’ve reinvented themselves in the lean years following World War I as private enquery agents. Now they’ve been engaged to stage a faux investigation—until murder makes it all too real. 296 pages. Kensington. Pub. At $26.00. $5.95

887308 DARK SHADOWS: The Best of the Original Series. By Don Ameson et al. This volume contains twelve of the all-time best comic book stories selected from the complete run of the classic issues of the Gold Key books based on the original TV series, all reprinted in black and white. Their original publication dates range from November 1968 to August 1975.


888370 kopasz. By Kathy Reichs. The bones of three young women are unearthed in the basement of a Montreal pizza parlor, and Tempe Brennan has unsolved murder on her mind as she examines the shallowly buried remains. 400 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. At $10.99. $7.95

888961 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE SACRIFICE. By Brian Freeman. Jason Bourne has faced many killers, but none as dangerous or as cruelly inventive as the assassin who calls himself Lennon. Bourne now has to close in on Lennon: a body to body to have the killer slip away. Now Lennon’s trail leads Bourne to New York and then to Washington—and the body count rises with each deadly encounter. 373 pages. Putnam. Pub. At $28.00. $7.95

887780 BRITISH MURDER. By Leslie Miller. Novels. Lucy Stone’s hometown of Tins Eye, Maine, is a place of universal deranged, time-traveling, portal-hopping genius. Rick Sanchez, his incomprehensible 14-year-old grandson and half-hearted sidekick, Motty, self-helping granddaughter, Summer, and surgeon daughter, Beth, and adjectives less son-in-law, Jerry. Collects Rick and Motty #16-20.

8878412 THE AVALON BAY COLLECTION. By Don Arneson et al. Includes: Good Girl Complex, Bad Girl Reputation, and The Summer Girl—Introduces readers to the South Carolina beach town/city of Avalon Bay. Filled with plenty of drama and steamy plots, this collection features a different love story with favorite characters. 1,059 pages in three novels. Silpasic, St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. At $11.98. $14.95

8878714 HOME AT NIGHT. By Paula M. Mcluxus. There are somethings about Crackle Tree Farm that people are willing to kill for and Mercy needs to figure out before she moves in. A coded letter found on a murder victim points to a hidden treasure that may be worth a fortune—if it’s real. She and Captain Thrasher conduct a search of the old place and end up at the wrong end of a murder.
282 pages. Minotaur. Pub. At $23.00. $6.95

888230 PEACH MUNCH. By Jim Butcher. When two representatives of the world meet up to negotiate an end to ongoing hostilities, Harry Dresden joins the White Council’s security team to make sure the talks stay cool. From the most unlikely of those nations gathering in Harry’s hometown, Chicago, is about to get interesting. 340 pages. Ace. Pub. At $28.00. $5.95

888721 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY ANTHOLOGY. By Linwood Barclay. A. Nelson & J. Trujillo. A haunted veteran turned career criminal on the run. An injured fighter turned bouncer seeks vengeance for his lost love. An assassin on his last job finds himself questioning his life choices and breaks all the rules to understand his last victim. Authors include Joyce Carol Oates, William Boyle, Walter Mosley, Faye Snowden, and more. 374 pages. Mariner. Pub. At $9.00. $5.95

8884544 WOLF HOLLOW. By Victoria Houston. Loon Lake police chief Lew Ferris makes the arrest when a local man is caught in a sordid sex crime. Swiftly after, the suspect’s mother, and two others have been killed in a car accident. When the suspect, his wife, and his grandmother are found dead. Soon Lew realizes that the connection between the victims is buried deep in the soil of the Wisconsin Northwoods. 277 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. At $29.95. $9.95

888390 THE BEST IS YET TO COME. By Debbie Macomber. Hope feels that something is still missing. That is, until her landlord convince her to volunteer at their animal shelter. There she meets Shade, a rescue dog every bit as charming as a true beauty. But true to her name, Hope believes she’s worth saving. 287 pages. Ballantine. Pub. At $28.00. $5.95

8887950 THE DIVA SWEETENS THE PIE. By Kristen Davis. Nothing heats up Old Town quite like the annual Pie Festival. Domestic Diva Sophie Winthrop’s professional rival, Natala Smith, is banned from participating. But the two women find themselves at odds. But true to her name, Patsy Lee Presley bites the crust during the competition, and Sophie’s friends are suspected of the crime. 339 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. At $15.95. $4.95

8886737 EATING AT VERONICA. By J.D. Grifo. During the breakfast rush, waitress Teri Jo seems stressed out. Not surprising on a busy morning, though Alberta, her sister Helen, and her grandmother Bonnie are all there to help. But when Teri-Jo asks them to deliver a package for her “just in case.” Minutes later, Teri-Jo rushes back to their table with a knife in her back.
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**NEW FICTION**

**888904X** WREATHING Havoc. By Julia Henry. There’s nothing like autumn in picturesque Gooseberry, MI, but beneath the season’s sun-dappled foliage, Lilly Jayne and her Garden Squad must investigate a shadowy murder mystery after a theater owner’s sudden death sets the stage drama behind the scene as on any stage. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**8888574** LONG PAST MIDNIGHT. By Jonathan Maberry. Four children explore an ancient tomb of sun-dappled foliage in the town of Pine Deep keeps a cemetery worker busier than ever—because the dead won’t stay buried, and more. 369 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**8888760** MURDER AT BLACKWATER BEND. By Clara McKenna. Wild-hearted Kentuckian Stella Kendrick cautiously navigates the strict demands of British high society as the future Lady of Morriington Hall. But when petty scandals lead to bloody murder, her outspoken nature could be all that keeps her alive. 336 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**8888736** MURDER MOST FAI. By Anna Lee Huber. November 1919. Verity’s beloved great-aunt Ilse lands on the doorstep after years in war-ravaged Germany, Ilse has returned to England to repair her fragile health and to escape trouble. Someone has been sending her anonymous threats, and Verity’s Secret Service contacts can only provide unsettling answers. 372 pages. Kensington.

**8888043** GHOST ROAD BLUES. By Jonathan Maberry. Today the people of Pine Deep celebrate their town’s grisly past by luring tourists to the famous haunted hayride, full of chills. But this year’s season, “The Spookiest Town in America” will learn the true meaning of fear—its residents will see the real face of evil lurking behind the masks of ordinary people. 442 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**8888328** ISABEL PUDDLES INVESTIGATES. By M.V. Byrne. Isabel, the newly licensed PI, is living life on her terms as summer stirs the peaceful shores of Lake Michigan. Her latest client turns out to be an extended family’s aunt and second mother—money. Isabel becomes embroiled in the strange world of Rust Belt royalty and the disappearance of a handsome young heir. 258 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**8888915** A VINEYARD SEASON. By Jean Stone. With her wedding only weeks away, Annie should be grateful to be back on Martha’s Vineyard. But her recent trip to L.A. has her fantasizing about a life in California. Will her decision to leave her old life behind be the best thing for her? 373 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**8888915** A VINEYARD SEASON. By Jean Stone. With her wedding only weeks away, Annie should be grateful to be back on Martha’s Vineyard. But her recent trip to L.A. has her fantasizing about a life in California. Will her decision to leave her old life behind be the best thing for her? 373 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**8877187** MEG. By Steve Alten. Seven years and seven miles below the surface of the Pacific Ocean, Dr. Jonas Taylor encountered a mystery man with a name, Whit will have to investigate the victims of a new kind of unexplained death. The victims are also willing to kill for. To clear her brother’s name, Amanda must race against the clock, as more lives are in danger with every passing second. 432 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**8885482** HEALED BY THE AMISH NANNY. By Jocelynn McClay. Decades ago, Grace managed to outwit the town’s left heartbroken. Now Moses is back—and he’s the new owner of the restaurant she’s been planning to purchase. But his temporary visit won’t be over until he’s finally won her heart. As they work together and old feelings resurface, can they open their hearts to a second chance? 202 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**8885476** THEIR SURPRISE AMISH REUNION. By Jocelynn McClay. Decades ago, Grace managed to outwit the town’s left heartbroken. Now Moses is back—and he’s the new owner of the restaurant she’s been planning to purchase. But his temporary visit won’t be over until he’s finally won her heart. As they work together and old feelings resurface, can they open their hearts to a second chance? 202 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**8888400** A FATAL OVERTURE. By Kathleen Marie Kalb. New York City, 1900. During the first winter of the 20th century, Gildey House is the scene of the debut of a host of fresh characters and more. 184 pages. OpenRoad. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**888830X** THE KIND WORTH SAVING. By Peter Swanson. There was always something disturbing about Patrice, and Jonael, her lover’s newfound best friend. But as Jonael begins to guess the true nature of Patrice, he can’t help feeling ill at ease. Joanel needs his help to confirm a simple case of her husband’s infidelity, but it becomes more complicated when he finds two bodies in Jonael’s own house. 264 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

**888865X** ONE POISON PIE. By Lynn Cahoon. What’s a witch to do when her fiancé leaves her suddenly single and unemployed? For Sadie, the answer is the same as on any stage. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**8888091** THREE TAN TEA S. By Lynn Cahoon. Business is bubbling at Mia’s catering service and cooking school, Mia’s Morsels. Mia just accepted her toughest gig yet: last-minute wedding planning. But when she goes to pick up paperwork from the couple’s previous wedding planner, a double murder! Now not only is Mia a prime suspect, she might be the killer’s next target. 258 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**8887198** DEATH OF A GIGOL O. By Laura Ingalls. Funeral director Jules Zack plans her wedding, she arranges to do a DNA test with her mother, sister, and aunts, to see how much accepted lore about their heritage holds true. The results blow apart everything Evie ever thought she knew about her family. Spurred on by the revelations, Evie uncovers the real story of her past. 394 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**888765X** THE RETURN OF MR. CAMPION. By Margery Allingham. A collection of 13 short stories brings back an elderly publisher, his friends, and some of their past. 300 pages. Popular Library. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

**88866XO** MUCH ABO UT MURDER. By Terence Blacker. Dagner is your tour guide to a Pacific paradise that’s to die for—only to find it’s a place people are also willing to kill for. To clear her brother’s name, Mia Malone is living an enchanted life running her own catering business and cooking school, and learning witchcraft from her grandmother, who runs the local Garden Club. In the garden of Mia’s Morsels, it’s up to Mia to conjure up a killer before everything she’s worked so hard for vanishes with a pool. 258 pages.

**888947B** NANNY. By Steve Alten. Seven years and seven miles below the surface of the Pacific Ocean, Dr. Jonas Taylor encountered a mystery man with a name, Whit will have to investigate the victims of a new kind of unexplained death. The victims are also willing to kill for. To clear her brother’s name, Amanda must race against the clock, as more lives are in danger with every passing second. 432 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**8885133** BLUE DAHLIA. By Anna Lee Huber. November 1919. Verity’s beloved great-aunt Ilse lands on the doorstep after years in war-ravaged Germany, Ilse has returned to England to repair her fragile health and to escape trouble. Someone has been sending her anonymous threats, and Verity’s Secret Service contacts can only provide unsettling answers. 372 pages. Kensington.

**8885374** RICHARD DRAGON, KUNG-FU Fighter. By Dennis O’Neil et al. Collects all of Richard Dragon’s earliest appearance and charts his course from aimless youth to international adventurer working on behalf of the mysterious organization known as G.O.O.D. Collects Richard Dragon, Kung-Fu Fighter #1-18, The Brave and the Bold #132, and a bonus story from DC Comics. Presents #39, 366 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99


**888655X** SILVER THAW. By Catherine Anderson. After years of planning her marriage, Julia's aunt, winning over Vernon is the least of her worries. Except with twin troublemakers and their bitter Felix, police diver and her ex-boyfriend, who's suddenly full of romance, and she's also getting used to a host of fresh characters and more. 184 pages. OpenRoad. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**888885X** THE UNHABITABLE WORLD. By M.V. Byrne. Isabel, the newly licensed PI, is living life on her terms as summer stirs the peaceful shores of Lake Michigan. Her latest client turns out to be an extended family’s aunt and second mother—money. Isabel becomes embroiled in the strange world of Rust Belt royalty and the disappearance of a handsome young heir. 258 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**8888987** NEMESIS. By Catherine Coule. The acclaimed Golden Age of Horror comes to New York City—and it’s these stories that bring those places to life. This collection is the key to unlocking those legends and seeing these incredible places in a new light. 16 pages of color photos. 256 pages. History Press. Pub. at $32.99

**888845X** MOONDUST LAKE. By Davis Bunn. When Buddy Helms' church counselor recommends an exotic retreat as a place for spiritual disentangling, frustration, and rage, he goes for it: the solitude of Moondust Lake is just what he needs. Kimberly is a professional psychotherapist and is acquainted with the Helms family and its dark burdens that come with them. And she reflects more than she’s prepared to admit.

**8888426** CONAN: City of the Dead. By John C. Hocking. Novels. In Conan and the Black Sun, Richard省委 that when the author’s new and much younger female protagonist is abandoned at her village’s annual festival, things go from bad to worse when a group of bandits stalk her. 258 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**8888246** CONAN: City of the Dead. By John C. Hocking. Novels. In Conan and the Black Sun, Richard省委 that when the author’s new and much younger female protagonist is abandoned at her village’s annual festival, things go from bad to worse when a group of bandits stalk her. 258 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**8888246** CONAN: City of the Dead. By John C. Hocking. Novels. In Conan and the Black Sun, Richard省委 that when the author’s new and much younger female protagonist is abandoned at her village’s annual festival, things go from bad to worse when a group of bandits stalk her. 258 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
NEW FICTION

8888638 THE BORDER. By Don Winslow. For more than forty years, Art Keller has been at the front line of America’s war on drugs. Now elevated to the highest ranks of the DEA, he finds himself at war with the cartels that are more than ever powerful and suffering in Mexico on his own government. 720 pages. Morrow. Pub at $28.99 $5.95

888434X BAKE OFFED. By Maya Corrigan. Val Deniston and her granddaughter compete at the Maryland Mystery Fan Fest in the bake-off that makes “killing competition” take on a whole new meaning when grandfather compete at the Maryland Mystery Fan Fest in the bake-off 888434X

8887543 THE FALCON ALWAYS WINGS TWICE. By Donna Andrews. When Meg Langstow’s grandmother Cordelia hosts a Renaissance Fair at her cottage, the whole family is put to work. When one of the actors performing at the fair is found dead, Meg’s grandfather becomes one of the prime suspects, so Meg gets to work sleuthing. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $8.99 $4.95

88877904 OWL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS. By Donna Andrews. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg’s grandfather is hosting Owl Fest, a scientific conference on owls, at the elegant Craighadow Castle. One of the visiting ornithologists is murdered, no one—including the killer—can escape because of the snowstorm raging outside. Now Meg must come to the rescue or no one will be home for Christmas! 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $4.95

8888039 MAIL ORDER COWBOY. By Victoria James. Hope has a strict No Cowboys Allowed policy. But the only person to respond to her ad is the rugged looking Texas Ranger, and it’s dead. And with Dean knows he’s still the best cowboy for her job, because he doesn’t trust anyone else to keep her safe. 334 pages. Entangled. Paperback. Pub at $8.99 $4.95

8888590 MAY DAY MURDER. By Jennifer David Hees. Attorney Keli Millani is investigating who poisoned a practicing witch. What she uncovers is a witch’s brew of spells, hexes, and black magic that raises questions about her own Wiccan world view. As the community gathers for the May Day festivities, it’s up to Keli to stop a killer from springing its latest murder. 329 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $8.99

8887254 ESCAPE FROM FIVE SHADOWS. By Elmore Leonard. Wrongly convicted and imprisoned in the brutal labor camp at Five Shadows, a prison for innocent men, the camp is run by a sadistic emb使者er willing to keep his scheme going. But Bowen is determined to break out or die trying. 280 pages. Morrow. Paperback. $8.99

8886176 CHRISTMAS IN VERMONT. By Anita Hughes. When Emma’s best friend Bronwyn signs her up to help a Vermont innkeeper, she believes Emma’s lost love Fletcher, who’s planning the December wedding, might be able to rekindle what was lost between them. That is until Emma sees Fletcher with his daughter and fiancee. It will take a miracle to give them back their happiness. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $8.99 $4.95

88877858 NOT THAT DUKE. By Eloisa James. The Duke of Huntingdon has no interest in an eccentric redheaded who frowns at him over her spectacles—until he realizes that she is the only possible match for him. 402 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $4.95

88870780 HIS STUDY IN SCANDAL. By Megan Frampton. Alexandra, Duchess of Chelsinmore, is tired of pretending to mourn her husband. At the Garden of Hedon Alexandra finds the arms of a mysterious man, but she soon discovers he is none other than the man being pushed forward as a husband for her own stepdaughter! 342 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub at $8.99 $4.95

88870489 EIGHT PERFECT MURDERS. By Peter Swanson. Years ago, bookseller and mystery aficionado Malcolm compiled a list of fiction’s most unsolvable murders, chosen from among the best of the best authors. But no one is more surprised than Mal when an FBI agent comes knocking on his door with information about a series of unsolved murders that look eerily similar to the killings on Mal’s old list. 329 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $4.95

8889582 THE WIFE BETWEEN US. By G. Hendricks & S. Peniksen. When you read this, you think many mysteries are about nothing. Read between the lines. 484 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $4.95

8883432 ONLY FOR YOU. By Barb Curtis. When his heart is broken on national television, Jim tries to end the gossip by proposing a fake relationship with Emily, the sweetest baker in Sapphire Springs. The only problem? Emily’s also a real crime fighter on Tim. 316 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub at $8.99 $4.95

8887606 THE BITE. By Lynsay Sands. Immortal Enforcer Valerian knows golf course owner Natalie is wary of a relationship of any kind. But when she discovers he’s an immortal? His best course of action is to woo her the old-fashioned way. When danger stalks Natalie, he realizes he’s playing a game of love and life. 392 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $11.99 $4.95

8887998 THE RUSSIAN. By Ben Coes. Ruthless, clever, and unbelievably violent, the Russian mafia has virtually taken over the criminal underworld in the U.S. The CIA recruits two top operators, former Navy SEALs Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But before they can even get started, the Russians murder Cosgrove, and Tacoma is on his own against an organization with endless resources. 561 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $11.99 $4.95

8884080 CROWN JEWEL. By Christopher Reich. Monte Carlo’s lavish casinos have become the target of a sophisticated and brutal hit man. One of the top operators, former Navy SEAL Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But before they can even get started, the Russians murder Cosgrove, and Tacoma is on his own against an organization with endless resources. 398 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $11.99 $4.95

8887572 THE KAISER’S WEB. By Steve Berry. A secret dossier from a World War II-era Soviet spy comes to light. The document contains information that, if proven true, would not only redefine history—but also Germany’s upcoming national elections and forever alter the political landscape of Europe. Former Justice Department agent Cotton Malone attempts to avenge the mystery known as the Kaiser’s Web. 561 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $4.95

8887565 CARGO OF EAGLES. By Jennifer Skurfield and Ed Gorman. Two top operators, former Navy SEALs Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But before they can even get started, the Russians murder Cosgrove, and Tacoma is on his own against an organization with endless resources. 398 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $11.99 $4.95

8887067 THE GRAY MAN. By Mark Geaney. There are forces more lethal than Court Gentry in the world. Forces like money and power. There are men who hold these as the only currency worth fighting for. Gentry has just outlived his usefulness. But Gentry is going to prove that, for him, there’s no gray area between killing for a living. Gentry: 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $17.00 $4.95

8876185 AUTOPSY. By Patricia Cornwell. Chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta is called to a scene where a woman is found with her throat cut down to the spine. The same time, she remotely investigates a deadly catastrophe in a top secret outer space lab that begins the hunt for two wildly divergent and not-so-perfect murderers. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $4.95

8887262 EXIT FEE. By Brad Taylor. Novella. A small Syrian refugee that Pike and Jennifer have taken into their care, is having trouble settling into her new life in South Carolina. In a argument with Pike sending her to a school, running to the streets of Charleston, where she befriends a girl and her Syrian guardian who may not be as harmless as they see. 147 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $4.95


8874913 CARGO OF EAGLES. By Margery Allbright. It’s a few days before Emma’s best friend Bronwyn signs her up to help a Vermont innkeeper, she believes Emma’s lost love Fletcher, who’s planning the December wedding, might be able to rekindle what was lost between them. That is until Emma sees Fletcher with his daughter and fiancee. It will take a miracle to give them back their happiness. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $8.99 $4.95

8889552 COLLECTED GHOST STORIES. By M.R. James. This collection contains 30 of James’s masterpieces of understated horror and chilling terror. They are all designed to instill that satisfying sense of unease in the heart of the reader. 352 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. Pub at $7.95 $6.95

8880676 LADY AUDLEY’S SECRET. By Mary Elizabeth Braddon. First published in 1887. Fearing foul play, Robert Audley attempts an investigation into the mysterious disappearance—by his uncle’s wife, the lovely Lady Audley, whose placid exterior conceals a secret double life of murder, mayhem, and murder. 362 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. Pub at $7.95 $6.95

8885130 RED SKY MOURNING. By Jack Catt. A storm is on the horizon. America is about to be invaded. The country’s only hope is a quantum computer that has gone dark. Known as “Alice”, her only connection to the outside world is to a former sniper named James Reese, who has left the violence of his past life behind. 562 pages. Atria. Pub at $29.99 $21.95

888434 CREEPY ARCHIVES, VOLUME SIX. By Forrest J. Ackerman et al. Conjoins a blood-curdling assemblage of TV and horror stories by top comics fanmeisters Archie Goodwin, Don Glut, Frank Frazetta, Tom Sutton, Ernie Colan, Vaughn Bode, and more. Turn your head! There’s a cookie clicker in there! That’s creepy, too! Collects original letter pages, text feature, and select ads. In B&W. 286 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub at $24.99 $17.95
NEW FICTION

888468 | RUNNING HOT. By Jayne Ann Krentz. Undercover and on the hunt for a killer, two gifted psychics take position to a whole new level. 468 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

887591 | THE CALL OF THE WRENS. By Jenni L. Walsh. Introduces the little-known story of the daring women who rode through war-torn Europe carrying secrets on their shoulders during WWI and WWII. Told in alternating narratives that converge in a single life-changing moment, it is an emotional saga of love, secrets, and resilience in the lives of two women. 355 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

887543X | THE FOSSIL HUNTER. By Tea Cooper. A fossil discovered at London’s Natural History Museum leads one woman back in time to nineteenth century Australia and the world of scientific discovery and buried secrets. 382 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

8875413 | THE DO-OVER. By Bethany Turner. McKenna Keaton is perfectly content with her single life, until a work scandal, a family curse, and the reappearance of Henry Blumainter make her question her choices. 314 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

887195 | SUPERMAN & LOIS LANE: The 25th Wedding Anniversary. Ed. by M. Carlin & J. Cavalieri. The marriage of Clark Kent and Lois Lane was a special event nearly 60 years in the making! Collects: Superman #178; Superman: The Wedding Album #1; Adventures of Superman #541; Action Comics #728; and Superman: The Man of Steel #63. DC Comics. Pub. at $14.99 $16.95

8885540 | THE KING ARTHUR CASE. By Jean-Luc Bannalec. Commissaire Georges Dupin and his team take a late summer field trip. But when the body of a scholar turns up, Dupin is called upon to investigate the brutal murder case. Before too long, the body count grows. 371 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

8872988 | THE ART OF VAMPIRELLA: The Warren Years. By David Roach. Celebrate the mesmerizing and macabre magazine covers of yesteryear with this treasure trove of fully painted artwork. Over 100 original Vampirella Magazine covers are displayed, untouched by design elements like logos or cover type. Features the work of Warren artists including Michael Kaluta, Roy Krenkel, and others. 224 pages. Dynamite. 9x11x1/2. $33.95

8873003 | THE BEST OF SIMON & KIRBY’S MAINLINE COMICS. By J. Simon & J. Kirby. In 1954, Simon and Kirby founded Mainline Publications to self-publish their own work during that turbulent era in comics history. The four titles—Bullseye, Western Scout; Foxhole; Police Trap; and In Love—looked to build their reputation as hitmakers in the Western, War, Crime, and Romance genres. 262 pages. TwoMorrows. 8x11x1/4. Pub. at $49.95 $39.95

8873224 | VAMPIRELLA, VOLUME ONE: The Essential Warren Years. By Forrest J. Ackerman et al. Collects the first five years of Vampirella, the raven-haired heroine and horror hostess. Starting with her first appearance in Vampirella of Drakulon, and spanning each four- or five-issue format from the first five years of the series, this massive tome relives the early years of the most iconic character in horror comics history. Dynamite Entertainment. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

8871986 | NURSERY RHYMES. Ed. by Rosie Neave. Little ones love these classic rhymes and much loved characters ideal for sharing out loud. Including singing rhymes, playing rhymes, number rhymes and bedtime rhymes. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Miles Kelly. 10x10/10%. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

8875051 | THE BOOK OF WITCHES. Ed. by Jonathan Strahan. Witches are everywhere, and at the heart of stories that resonate with many people around the world. Bringing together 29 stories and poems from some of the greatest science fiction and fantasy writers, including M. L. Hood, Ho, Ken Liu, Angela Slatter, and more. Illus. 484 pages. Harper. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

887347X | TOUCHED. By Walter Mosley. Martin wakens up with two new innate pieces of knowledge: to the police, he is totally against evil. 159 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95


887963 | A WOMAN ALONE. By Nina Lauren. It’s another summer day in Venice, Illinois, the sort of place where dreams come true and families can get a fresh start. Cecelia deserves it after the home invasion that shattered her previous life. Everything seems to be going well until she begins to feel trapped upon . 328 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

8877963 | PRETEND YOU DON’T SEE HER. By Mary Higgins Clark. One day, while showing off in the country, Lacy is witting to a murder—and to the final words of the victim. The dying woman is convinced that the attacker was her dead daughter’s journal—which Lacy is now going to the police, but not trying to make a copy for herself. It’s an impulse that later proves nearly fatal. 315 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95


8879005 | AFRICAN GHOST SHORT STORIES. By David Taylor et al. This collection explores the deep-seated supernatural element in African storytelling—whether reaching back to the spirits, ancestors or gods of folklore or the supernatural that has found its way into folklore, these stories are very much part of African horror. Beautifully bound with gold foil stamping. 430 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $15.95

888306X | THE JUNGLE BOOK. By Rudyard Kipling. Illus. by M. Detmold. The highlight of this Calla Edition is the 16 color plates, some in two-page spreads, which offer the reader a singular visual adventure into Kipling’s strange and luxurious world. 192 pages. Dover. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95

8878643 | STAR WARS LEGENDS EPIC COLLECTION: STAR WARS: THE NEW REPUBLIC. By Haden Blackman et al. Wedge Antilles and his fellow starfighters, herosi of Endor, now protect the New Republic as Rogue Squadron. Collects Star Wars: X-Wing Rogue Leader #1-3; Star Wars: X-Wing Rogue Squadron #1-#24; and material from Star Wars Tales #12 and #23. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $11.95

8877720 | FIELD OF BONES. By J.A. Jance. Joanna Brady finds herself the murder suspect, the legendary detective will everything to save her. But her trouble multiplies when her niece Reno goes missing, sending her into a complex investigation that will entangle the Russian mob, ISAS backers, rogue ICE agents and a nefarious corporation. 340 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

8877349 | SHELL GAME. By Sara Paretsky. When V.I. Warshawski gets word that her close friend and mentor Lotty Herschel’s nephew has become a murder suspect, the legendary detective will do everything to save her. But her trouble multiplies when her niece Reno goes missing, sending her into a complex investigation that will entangle the Russian mob, ISAS backers, rogue ICE agents and a nefarious corporation. 340 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


8877157 | THE BRINK. By James S. Murray with D. Wearmouth. Former New York City mayor J.C. Cafferty has been haunted by the horror of that single day: the opening of the brand-new Z Train subway line beneath the Hudson River—the shining pinnacle of his tenure. But the ribbon-cutting ceremony turned deadly when the train was attacked by a horde of hyperintelligent, bloodthirsty creatures previously unknown to Project. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

8877130 | AWAKENED. By James S. Murray with D. Wearmouth. Former New York City mayor J.C. Cafferty has been haunted by the horror of that single day: the opening of the brand-new Z Train subway line beneath the Hudson River—the shining pinnacle of his tenure. But the ribbon-cutting ceremony turned deadly when the train was attacked by a horde of hyperintelligent, bloodthirsty creatures previously unknown to Project. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

887736X | ONE NIGHT. By Debbie Macomber. When the tension between morning TV host and newscaster Kyle approaches a meltdown, the station manager delivers a shocking ultimatum: they must make nice or end up on the unemployment line. But with a newly- opened up they are starting to discover how easy it is and how quickly friendship can flare into love. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

8885044 | FOUR WEDDINGS AND A PUPPY. By Lizzi Shane. Four childhood friends may just get a second chance at happiness together with the help of the bubbly golden retriever publishing page. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

8882347 | THE HANGMAN. By Mary Burton. Julio Vargas is a cop with a mission. She dedicates her spare time to investigating the Hangman, a mysterious killer who circles closer, Julio can feel her own noose begin to tighten. 378 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

8887384 | THE SURVIVOR. By Iris Johansen. Discovering a perfectly preserved body of a female warrior on a remote island, archaeologist Riley Smith entices forensic sculptor Eve Duncan to help unlock the mystery. As they seek answers about this extraordinary past life, Riley discovers a present day miracle that will change history. 320 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

8881278 | DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL. By Mary Higgins Clark. When the man who killed her older sister is paroled, journalist Eve revisits the facts with a vengeance. But there’s more to the past than she realizes. As Eve’s child is threatened, Ellie comes closer to a confrontation with a desperate killer. 352 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
**NEW FICTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>PUBLISHER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>887493X</td>
<td>THE CASE OF THE LATE PIG.</td>
<td>By Wargley Aflmagine. Private Albert Cummon is summoned to the island of Kepesake to investigate a particularly distasteful death. The body turns out to be that of Pig Peters, freshly killed five months after his own funeral. Soon Pete turns up, just as Pete's body goes missing. Originally published in 1937, 131 pages. Open Road. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8885060</td>
<td>LEFT BEHIND.</td>
<td>By Sharon Sala. Jubilee PD Officer Wiley hasn’t seen or heard from the local nurse Linette since their first date went disastrously wrong. But when Wiley walks in on a bank robbery with Linette as one of the hostages, his training and protective instincts kick into full gear. A heroic bullet to his armor-protected chest is enough for Linette to last mistakes and be willing to begin anew. 444 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888501X</td>
<td>THE FIVE-STAR WEEKEND.</td>
<td>By Elin Hilderbrand. After tragedy strikes, Hollis Scholte gathers four friends from different stages of her life to spend an unforgettable weekend on Nantucket. Her weekend doesn’t turn out to be the joyous reunion she imagined, but it will be a weekend like no other. 391 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8871930</td>
<td>SHAZAM! The Deluxe Edition.</td>
<td>By Geoff Johns et al. If the world is to survive the plague of horror on the horizon, Billy Batson must embrace his greatest wish—and learn his greatest lesson. The kid with the chip on his shoulder must become magic’s purest champion. Collects Justice League #1, #0, #14-16, #18-21. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8871876</td>
<td>METAL MEN: Elements of Change.</td>
<td>By Dan Didio. The Metal Men team—Phalanx, Gold, Tin, Lead, Mercury, and Iron find a secret room hidden in Doc Magnus’s lab full of empty shells of previous iron find a secret room hidden in Doc Magnus’s lab full of empty shells of previous inhabitants. Twenty four years later and now a law enforcement ranger, Annie is still searching for answers as she grieves the death of her husband and parents in a boating accident. 338 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8871879</td>
<td>IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY CAT.</td>
<td>By Kanata Yanagino. Light A lone boy Mochizuki Touya heads off to the far eastern Overlook. Pub. at $35.00</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8877638</td>
<td>ASCENDANCE OF A BUCKWORM, VOLUME 1.</td>
<td>By Miya Kazuki. A certain college girl is reincarnated as the child of a soldier in a world with few books and a low literacy rate. No matter how much she wants to read, there are no books around her. What can she do if there aren’t any books? Just make them herself! B&amp;W. 146 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8876800</td>
<td>IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY SMARTPHONE, VOLUME 4.</td>
<td>By Patora Furumi. Yumi Takatsuki is smitten by the idea of being a young woman and a goddess and the two girls become inseparable friends. Later, when she earns her PhD in quantum physics, she and her friend become a pair of triathletes. However, after her graduation, Yumi finds herself in a dangerous relationship with Asa and she decides to return to her original life. 244 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8876134</td>
<td>ARMORED.</td>
<td>By Mark Greaney. Josh Duffy is a professional bodyguard. His last mission was at a high cost, the loss of his lower left leg. There’s not much call for a high-end guardian with such an injury. A lucky run-in reunites Josh with an old comrade who offers the desperate man a terrifying assignment. 495 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8876852</td>
<td>THE FARAWAY PALADIN, VOLUME 1: The Boy in the City of the Dead.</td>
<td>By Kanata Yanagino. Light A lone boy Mochizuki Touya heads off to the far eastern Overlook. Pub. at $35.00</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8876726</td>
<td>THE ACCOMPlice.</td>
<td>By Joseph Kanon. Max Weil has never forgotten the atrocities he witnessed as a prisoner at Auschwitz—not Dr. Otto Schramm, who worked with Mengele on experiments and who sent Max’s family to the gas chambers. Schramm escaped Germany at the war’s end, and Max asks his nephew, a CIA agent, to track him down. 324 pages. Alina. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8859079</td>
<td>STRONG, SILENT COWBOY.</td>
<td>By L. Rein. Former CIA agent turned cowboy, Jacob wants nothing more than a simple life. Until Sallie comes back into his life and all of a sudden his want to be in her bed every night. When he discovers that her life is in danger, Jacob can’t let her go. 389 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>887667X</td>
<td>LOVER ARISEN.</td>
<td>By J.R. Ward. Powered by the demon Devina, Balthazar is once again on the hunt for Spells of Spirit and fighting an undeniable attraction to a woman. As a thief, he has stolen a lot of things, but he never thought his heart would be taken by another. Especially not a human! 349 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8871132</td>
<td>TOO LATE.</td>
<td>By Colleen Hoover. Sloan will go through hell and back for those she loves. But her love is doomed to failure. A notorious drug trafficker, Sloan has finally found a woman’s heart to cling to. When undercover DEA agent Carter enters the picture, Sloan’s surprised to feel an immediate attraction between them. Realizing that if Asa finds out, he will kill him. 384 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8858541</td>
<td>THE LAST CHAIRLIFT.</td>
<td>By John Irving. In Aspen, Colorado, in 1941, Rachel is a slalom skier at the National Downhill and Slalom Championships and has been called “finishes nowhere near the podium,” but she manages to get pregnant. Her son, Adam, grows up in New England, looking for answers. As an adult, he goes to Aspen to uncover the ghosts of his mother’s past. 889 pages. S&amp;S. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NEW FICTION**

8887713 **THE WOMAN OF A THOUSAND NAMES.** By Alexandria Laporte. Born into Russian aristocracy, wealthy and beautiful, Moura never had any reason to worry. But in the upheaval of the Russian Revolution, her entire world crumbles. A captivating tale about an extraordinary woman caught in the waves of change—with only her wits to save her. 626 pages. Atria. Pub. at $30.00 —$6.95

8882835 **LADY TAN’S CIRCLE OF WOMEN.** By Lisa See. Yurianov develops a friendship with Melling, the daughter of a midwife—proving considered taboo—by many elite families such as Yurianov’s. After she sent into an arranged marriage, her mother in-law puts a stop to her work, forcing her to live as a professional midwife, and she becomes isolated from Melling and her passion for medicine. 352 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00 —$6.95

8888767 **STAR WARS—SHATTERED EMPIRE.** By Greg Rucka. Presents an exciting original tale spanning out of the Return of the Jedi, taking readers past the destruction of the second Death Star and into the chaos of the Empire’s destruction. Collects Shattered Empire #1-4. And also featuring Star Wars Special: C-3PO #1. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 —$6.95

8888940 **STAR WARS—DARTH VADER, VOL. 4: END OF GAMES.** By Kieron Gillen. Darth Vader has been secretly pursuing his something big, and intelligence agencies are on the case, led by the Arran John Creasey. Marius Krotz is planning to find and destroy a scandalously revealing painting of her, he agrees. But when he encounters Hartley, he soon finds himself wanting to steal more than just a picture. But lovingly, he wants to steal his heart. 310 pages. Avon. Pub. at $8.99 —$6.95

8887244 **SUDDENLY YOU.** By Lisa Kleyppa. Novelist Amanda Briars wasn’t about to greet her neighbor’s daughter. But with her something about him, he found her gift to herself, hired for one night of passion. He tempted her in ways she never thought possible, but proving something from completely and fulfilling her dream. 359 pages. Avon. Pub. at $8.99 —$6.95

8887324 **THE DUKE HAS DONE IT AGAIN.** By Jane Ashford. As jealousy takes root, all the town’s families begin to compete for the attention of the duke and his wife. forcing Gavin and Rose to choose between fighting for their family interests—or fighting for the love that’s blossoming between them. 304 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $8.99 —$6.95

888719X **THE CROSSING PLACES.** By Elly Griffiths. Detective Chief Inspector Nelson calls on Ruth Galloway, a forensic archaeologist, for help when the bodies believed to be a decade ago, are found on a desolate beach. Then a second girl goes missing and Ruth and Nelson wonder if it’s the same killer, or a copycat murderer. 304 pages. Mariner Books. Pub. at $8.99 —$6.95

8887300 **THE HOUSE AT SEA’S END.** By Elly Griffiths. When the bodies of six men are found on a remote Norfolk beach, forensic archaeologist Ruth Galloway is called in by DCI Harry Nelson. As Ruth is fittingly, her family is very remote and anyone who was and is also featuring Detective Chief Inspector Nelson calls on Ruth Galloway, a forensic archaeologist, for help when the bodies believed to be a decade ago, are found on a desolate beach. Then a second girl goes missing and Ruth and Nelson wonder if it’s the same killer, or a copycat murderer. 304 pages. Mariner Books. Pub. at $8.99 —$6.95

8888088 **THE RETURN OF THE PHARAOH.** By Nicholas Meyer. Can two murderers, separated by time, be related? In 1811, Egyptomania is all the rage. People are flocking there in search of fame and gold. Michael, Duke of Uxbridge, has gone missing. His wife has hired Sherlock Holmes to find him, but become shadow of Athenians. This book is a 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 —$6.95

8889196 **DELTA WEDDING.** By Eudora Welty. Laura McRaven travels down the Delta to attend her cousin’s wedding. At the Fairchild plantation, Laura McRaven enrolls her in a tidal wave of warmth, teases, and comfort. As the big day approaches, Laura finally finds a place of her own within her clan: proud, strong-willed, and loving Southern family. 314 pages. Apollo. Pub. at $12.99 —$9.95

8887754 **BODACIOUS SPACE PIRATES, VOLUME 1: ABYSS OF HYPERSPACE.** By Tatsuo Saito. Mano Kato is your average third-year student at Hakuoh Academy, busy with homework, leading the school’s yacht club, and working part-time at the Lamp House cafe. But that’s all—she’s also a space pirate! The hit anime becomes a brand-new manga series. B&W. Seven Seas. Pub. at $12.99 —$9.95

ABANDONED CASTLES, AND GROTESQUE DISCOVERIES. BEAUTIFULLY BOUND.

TEENAGE SAMANTHA GRAY MARRIES THE FAMOUS CAPTAIN 1867, A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS SEES THE COMPANY SEND OUT INSURANCE, WHICH WOULDN'T HAVE TO PAY OUT THE BENEFITS. TO THAT END, THE COMPANY SENDS OUT MARY BARMER O'BRIEN. THE REMARKABLE STORY OF AN APPRENTICE HUGO BERNSTEIN BECOMES WOVEN INTO TEXTILES BY THE WOMEN WHO HEARS THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT, AND FEELS AN ICY WIND ON THE BACK OF YOUR NECK ON A WARM SUMMER EVENING. THE STORIES IN THIS COLLECTION WILL HAVE YOU LOOKING OVER YOUR SHOULDER AGAIN AND AGAIN. ILLUSTRATED, 205 PAGES. GLOBE PEQUOT.

THE HANDBURG HAND. BY W. ALDOPE ROBERTS. MARGOT IS SHOCKED TO FIND A GUN IS FIRED, AND ONE OF THE REVELERS IS SHOT. MARGOT SETTLES IN A DANGEROUS CITY TO THE SETTLEMENT OF LOS ANGELES. 312 PAGES. PANETHEON. PUB. AT $27.00

THE HANNING HAND. BY JETHRO ROBERTS. MARGOT IS SHOCKED TO FIND A GUN IS FIRED, AND ONE OF THE REVELERS IS SHOT. MARGOT SETTLES IN A DANGEROUS CITY TO THE SETTLEMENT OF LOS ANGELES. 312 PAGES. PANETHEON. PUB. AT $27.00
**NEW FICTION**

8887675 OSCAR WILDE AND THE RETURN OF JACK THE RIPPER. By Gyles Brandreth. When it appears that the notorious Jack the Ripper has returned to London, Chief Constable Melville Macnaghten recruits his neighbor Oscar Wilde to help him solve the murder. A surprise new knowledge of the London underworld might be exactly what the police need to finally capture the serial killer. 306 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95. $5.95

887206 LAUGHING BOY. By Oliver La Farge. 1912. In a ceremony, the young, named silversmith Laughing Boy falls in love with Slim Girl, a beautiful but elusive “American”-educated Navajo. As they experience the joys and uncertainties of first love, the couple must face a changing world and its tragic consequences. 193 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

8887242 THE SWISS FAMILY Robinson. By Johann David Wyss. When a Swiss family finds themselves shipwrecked on a tropical island they have to build a new life from scratch. Follow their thrilling adventures as they tame an ostrich, fight a giant snake, and construct an incredible tree house. Illus. 303 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

8886152 THE DRAGON WAITING. By John M. Ford. In a snowbound inn high in the Alps, four people meet who will alter fate. Together they will wage an intrigue-filled campaign against the might of Byantium to secure the English throne for Richard of Gloucester—and make him Richard III. 398 pages. Tor. Pub. at $30.99. $5.95

8886006 WILD AND WICKED THINGS. By Francesca May. Magic doesn’t interest Annie. Not after it stole her future. She’s on Crow Island to settle her late father’s estate and reconnect with her long lost friend, Beatrice. Yet Crow Island is brimming with temptation and the most mesmerizing may be her enigmatic new neighbor. 420 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $28.99. $5.95

8873372 FEVER. By Deon Meyer. Nico Storm and his father, Willem, are thrown into a battle with essential supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in the world, as far as they know, to have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be his father’s protector. 536 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

8883874 ASHES IN THE SNOW. By Otanai Rammuno. Auschwitz, 1943. It’s snowing outside, and Berta is even bleaker than usual. Gisela Errera, a young Jewish boy imprisoned in the camp, finds the body of an SS officer. Detective Hugo Fischer is sent to apprehend Khalil Rashidi, a notorious drug dealer. But when injustice strikes again, he changes his per ception of life fo rever. 208  pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

8883435 EXADELIC. By Jon Evans. When an unconventional offshoot of the U.S. military trains an artificial intelligence in the cloistered dark arts that humanity calls “black magic,” it learns how to hack the fabric of reality itself. And it decides that obscure Silicon Valley middle manager Adrian Ross is the primary threat to its existence. 450 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

8884374 THE COMPANY OF THE DEAD. By David J. Kowalski. March 1912. A mysterious man appears aboard the Titanic on its doomed voyage–his mission to save President Ryan’s toughest challenge emerges: How do you meet an enemy head on, when he won’t even show you his face? 163 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $25.99. $5.95

8885030 WATERS’ EDGE. By Gregg Olsen. When the body of Leann Truitt is found in a secluded cove in Mystery Bay, Detective Megan Beale must vow to find the killer. 263 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

8885436 FIVE BAD DEEDS. By Caz Frear. Teacher, mother, wife, and all-around good citizen Ellen is juggling nonstop commitments. Amid the chaos, an ominous note arrive in the mail. As she races to discover who is calling her reputation and future. Ellen receives increasingly threatening messages, each one hitting closer to everything she cherishes. 406 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

8886100 STAN LEE’S THE DEVIL’S QUINNET: The Shadow Society. Jay Bonasringa. The Devil’s Quinet use their demonic powers to fight evil and protect the world. But they face a new adversary: himself. Masterminds the creation of the Shadow Society: five saintly men and women, secretly possessed by five of hell’s most powerful demons. 324 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

8885149 CROOKED LANE. By S.S. Van Dine. A dark cloud has descended upon the elegant mansion of Jazz Age New York’s illustrious Greene family as, by one or the other, the heirs to the fortune die off under mysterious circumstances. The last Greene son, Bon Vivant, is found dead in his study at 4 AM, following a dinner with his friends. An ivory-handled carving knife rests between his shoulder blades. The telephone line has been sabotaged. Rewinding 12 hours, the events of the afternoon and evening unfold. First published in 1935. 247 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

8883530 THE GREENE MURDER CASES. By S.S. Van Dine. A dark cloud has descended upon the elegant mansion of Jazz Age New York’s illustrious Greene family as, by one or the other, the heirs to the fortune die off under mysterious circumstances. The last Greene son, Bon Vivant, is found dead in his study at 4 AM, following a dinner with his friends. An ivory-handled carving knife rests between his shoulder blades. The telephone line has been sabotaged. Rewinding 12 hours, the events of the afternoon and evening unfold. First published in 1935. 247 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

8885121 SNYDER’S OATH. By Brad Thor. Dutch investigative journalist Alex Ryan has devoted his life to protecting the president. But it will take all of his deductive powers to solve the case, but it will take all of his deductive powers and cultural knowledge to reveal the culprit. 352 pages. Penzler Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

8880558 THE HUNTED. By C. J. Box. Hellboy helps a young man who sold his soul to the devil—only to realize the demon will not settle for half the deal. As the demon seeks revenge, Hellboy is soon after himself. The demon’s plot is sweeping the United States of America, demanding a sacrifice from everyone he touches. 326 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

888534X DEATH KNELLS AND WEDDING BELLS. By Eva Gabriel. Librarian Lucy’s wedding is nearly perfect—aside from a missing guest and the strangely body she finds. Now, she must vow to find the killer. 263 pages. Crocodile Pub. at $28.99. $5.95

8875448 THE GOLD IN THESE HILLS. By Joanne Bischof. After his family’s marriage, Johnny Sutherl and throws himself into raising his children and restoring an abandoned house. While exploring its secrets, he uncovers the love letters written by his wife, and discovers his hopes have vanished 100 years ago. As a love story from the past touches his world, Johnny discovers hope. 324 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95
**NEW FICTION**

**8870861** JUNETEEUTH. By Ralph Ellison. The story follows Adam Sunnraider, a race-hating seducer, whose life takes an unexpected turn when he calls for Alonzo Hickman, an old Black minister, to be by his side as he faces a mortal wound. As the two deep into the man intimately share their memories, the true shape and substance of the past begins to emerge. 344 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**884847** HER PRETEND AMISH BEAU. By Patricia Johns. With four sons and a father farm, widow Delia has little time for courtship. But that doesn’t stop her from rejecting every potential suitor. And widowed dad Elias is in the same boat with his daughter. They hope that pretending to court each other will teach their children about opening their hearts. 206 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**8877165** A CASE OF BIER. By Mary Dahlmén. After a busy summer, Judith McMongie Flynn, owner of the popular Hillside Manor B&B—and amateur sleuth—needs some R&R. Her husband Joe makes plans for a relaxing vacation in the Canadian Rockies. But things go awry when Judith realizes her fellow guests have a different kind of getaway in their devious minds. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**8877416** SMOKE AND MIRRORS. By Neil Gaiman. Spanning the realms of dark imagination, this collection of 29 stories surveys the terrain between the illusionary and the ordinary, treating readers to a gift of wonder and delight from one of the most unique literary artists of our time. 346 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**884851** THE COWBOY’S MARRIAGE BARGAIN. By Deborah Clark. To pull his ranch out of a downward spiral, widowed cowboy Chase will do anything—even if it means making a deal with the woman he can’t stand. Because Levi’s about to inherit a fortune—if she marries in thirty days. A marriage of convenience is the answer to both their problems. But then their bargain begins to feel real. 204 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**887722X** DARK LEGEND. By Christine Feehan. Gabriel wakes up within the ground, and decides to go for a walk, but after getting lost, she ends up with a wounded man stumbling into her arms—and his shooter coming after both. When she fires back in self-defense, she doesn’t expect him to drop dead. She is free to go, thanks to former Navy SEAL and now lawyer Michael. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

**8870790** HOTEL LAGUNA. By Nicola Hawke. In 1942, Hazel leaves Kansas for California to do her part for the war effort. When the men return she remains on the West Coast and finds herself in the bohemian town of Laguna Beach. Desperate for work, she answers an ad for a model/assistant to famous artist Hanson Radcliff. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

**8871272** WHEN SHE DREAMS. By Amanda Quick. Maggie, assistant to the advice columnist Aunt Corinna, hires private eye Sam to help track down the person who is blackmailing her employer. In spite of the fireworks between them, they are fiercely attracted to each other, but both are sure she will be his undoing. Are they both keeping secrets? 305 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**8874791** WAITING FOR A SCOT LIKE YOU. By Eve Leigh. Adjusting to life in peacetime isn’t easy for Major Duncan McCameron, but escorting a lady on her journey north seems like the perfect chance to give him some much-needed purpose. That is until he learns the woman in question is the beautiful Lady Farris—and being alone together will surely end in disaster. 354 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**8899252** THE ANALYST. By John Katzenbach. Dr. Frederick Starks finds himself in the middle of a hostage crisis by major figure Rumplestiltskin. The rules: in two weeks, Starks must guess his tormentor’s identity. If he succeeds, he goes free. If he fails, Rumplestiltskin will destroy 52 of Starke’s loved ones, unless Starks kills himself. 501 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95


**8849400** HIS NEIGHBOR’S SECRET. By Lillian Warner. When the new schoolteacher turns out to be the man who once broke his heart, widower Jonah vows to keep his distance—until Kenzie moves in next door. Now with his troubled foster son and Kenzie’s daughter becoming friends, Jonah hopes they can put the past behind them. 206 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**8877181** COLONYWISE. By Michael Mammay. Carl Butler was once a decorated colonel. Now he’s a disgraced recluse, hoping to live out the rest of his life on a small planet where no one cares about his “crimes” and everyone leaves him alone. It’s never that easy. 371 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**8879040** BAD SUMMER PEOPLE. By Emma Rosenblum. The Weinstens and the Parkers vacation on Fire Island every summer. Even though there is plenty to gossip about, this season starts out as quiet as any other.Until a body is discovered, facedown, off the side of the boardwalk. 261 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

**8877327** LAST STAND AT SABER RIVER. By Elmore Leonard. Natives from a lost cause hoping to pick up where he left off, but things have changed since he rode off to defend the Confederacy. However, no one is going to take away Paul’s land. But when a group of skinheads start causing problems, they are saved by Agent Rock Saddler. Paperbound. $5.95

**8847843** VAMPIRES LIKE IT HOT. By Lynsay Sands. When Rafaelle puts a barely dressed, disoriented woman from the ocean, the last thing he expects is for her to utter that word. The immortal has come to the island resort to help his cousin, but now, it seems, there are rogue vampires doing in unexpected tourism. And he realizes that not only is Jess a target, she’s also the life mate he’s been waiting for. 372 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**8879040** BAD SUMMER PEOPLE. By Emma Rosenblum. The Weinstens and the Parkers vacation on Fire Island every summer. Even though there is plenty to gossip about, this season starts out as quiet as any other. Until a body is discovered, facedown, off the side of the boardwalk. 261 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

**8873787** OVERKILL. By Ted Bell. FBI agents once went after Alex Hawke against Russian president Vladimir Putin in a daring, exhilarating mission to rescue Hawke’s kidnapped son, and prevent a Soviet invasion of Switzerland. 656 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**8870659** GRACE UNDER FIRE. By Julie Garwood. Grace checks into her hotel and decides to go for a walk, but after getting lost, she ends up with a wounded man stumbling into her arms—and his shooter coming after both. When she fires back in self-defense, she doesn’t expect him to drop dead. She is free to go, thanks to former Navy SEAL and now lawyer Michael. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**8875456** A PLACE TO LAND. By Lauren K. Hinkley. A boat rises on the surface of Little River, the present and the future becomes uncertain for Maya, Violet, and Thuy. As history creeps continuously closer to the present, the sisters must decide to face the truth of what happened that night forty years ago. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $10.95

**8871191** V2. By Robert Harris. Rudi Graf has dreamt since childhood of sending a rocket to the moon. Instead, along with his friend Wernher von Braun, he has helped create the world’s most sophisticated ballistic missile, capable of delivering a one-ton warhead that travels at three times the speed of sound. 312 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95

**8892010** A CLOCK STOPPED DEAD. By J.M. Hall. Reformed teachers Pat, Liz and Thelma are always on the lookout, but when they find six bodies in an old house determined to destroy her. 144 pages. Hermes Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $13.95

**8873046** DARK SHADOWS #1. By Marilyn Ross. Despite warnings from the townspeople, Victoria accepts the offer to come to the strange Collins House as governess and caretaker, not realizing that she becomes the target of someone in the house determined to destroy her. 144 pages. Hermes Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**8873422** JUST ONCE. By Karen Kingsbury. 1941. iselting Sam but is in love with his younger brother, Hank, her longtime best friend. She has no idea how to break the uninheritable sam of Pearl Harbor is attacked. 327 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**8849300** THE COWBOY’S MARRIAGE BARGAIN. By Deborah Clark. To pull his ranch out of a downward spiral, widowed cowboy Chase will do anything—even if it means making a deal with the woman he can’t stand. Because Levi’s about to inherit a fortune—if she marries in thirty days. A marriage of convenience is the answer to both their problems. But then their bargain begins to feel real. 204 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**887722X** DARK LEGEND. By Christine Feehan. Gabriel wakes up within the ground, and decides to go for a walk, but after getting lost, she ends up with a wounded man stumbling into her arms—and his shooter coming after both. When she fires back in self-defense, she doesn’t expect him to drop dead. She is free to go, thanks to former Navy SEAL and now lawyer Michael. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

**8873787** OVERKILL. By Ted Bell. FBI agents once went after Alex Hawke against Russian president Vladimir Putin in a daring, exhilarating mission to rescue Hawke’s kidnapped son, and prevent a Soviet invasion of Switzerland. 656 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
**NEW FICTION**

8877610 *LAST TO LEAVE THE ROOM*. By Catlin Stirling. As Dr. Tamsin Rivers becomes obsessed with the dark and mysterious dimensions of the basement, she finds a door that didn’t exist before—one night, it opens to reveal an exact physical copy of her. This doppelgänger is sweet and bidding, yet Tamsin is calculating and cruel. She must try to hold herself together long enough to figure out what her double wants from her. 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $5.99

8879486 *STAR WARS DARTH VADER*. By Kieron Gillen. The natuves of Shu-Torun are revolting, and there’s no way the Empire will stand for that. When Darth Vader is tasked with leading a military assault against the planet, he fears that his rise to glory has begun?Collects Darth Vader #16-19 and Annual #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

8888940 *HOW THE MURDER CRUMBLEs*. By Debra Sennenfelder Wingate. Connecticut, is famed as one of the top ten shopping destinations in the state and home to Mallory Monroe’s beloved Cookie Shop. Things aren’t going smoothly for her though. Her employees are a disaster, she is seeing a flying confuse with internet blog Beatrice and then Beatrice turns up dead. 295 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

8887048 *SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL, VOL. 4: Serious With A Mind To Kill*. By Anthony Horowitz. It is M’s funeral. One man is missing from the graveside: the traitor who pulled the trigger. When the truth behind her parents’ murder, revenge soon becomes her temptress. 248 pages. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

8884358 *BELLE*. By Treasure Hernandez. Away in college, Belle receives a call informing her that her parents have been murdered. Finding out that she’s broke, Belle becomes part of an underground world, one filled with bright lights, sexy clothing and shady people. When her life is under a false name: Madame Dupree. Although discontinued by her position as hired help, that’s nothing compared to her attraction to the Viscount himself. 375 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $6.99. $4.95

8887114 *THE BIG GUNDOWN*. By Jory Sherman. A new defender has arrived in the world to become a formidable and loving Lorna at his side, he will breathe life into his handsome stranger—a stranger who will change the course of Josie’s life. 406 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

8885985 *THE STARS NOW UNCLAIMED*. By Drew Williams. Jane Kamali is an agent for the Justified. Her mission: to recruit children with miraculous gifts in the hope that they might prevent the pulse from once again sending countless worlds back to the dark ages. 536 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95


8882363 *ALWAYS, IN DECEMBER*. By Emery Stone. Every December, Jossie posts a letter from her home in London to the parents she lost on Christmas night many years ago. But this year, her annual trip to the postbox is knocked off course by a bicycle collision with a handsome stranger—a stranger who will change the course of Jossie’s life. 406 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

8884999 *THE DANGERS OF DECEIVING A VISCOUNT*. By Grace Barrowes. Nathaniel, Duke of Rovathine, is well aware that society is appalled by the idea of a young lady of quality involved in a trade. She decides to start selling beautiful handcrafted vases. When her name is under a false name: Madame Dupree. Although discontinued by her position as hired help, that’s nothing compared to her attraction to the Viscount himself. 375 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $6.99. $4.95

8882655 *A DUKE BY ANY OTHER NAME*. By Grace Barrowes. Nathaniel, Duke of Rovathine, is well aware that society is appalled by the idea of a young lady of quality involved in a trade. She decides to start selling beautiful handcrafted vases. When her name is under a false name: Madame Dupree. Although discontinued by her position as hired help, that’s nothing compared to her attraction to the Viscount himself. 375 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $6.99. $4.95

8882668 *THE HUSBANDS*. By Juli a London. Lady Phoebe’s life: Agatha Christie meets Monty Python’s Flying Circus meets Shakespeare. Over the course of one summer, Flora and her fiancé Joel are planning the most extravagant wedding the same day their best friends are tying the knot. 382 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

8886245 *THE SCHOOL FOR GERMAN BRIDES*. By Aime K. Runyan. Germany, 1939. As the war begins, Hanna, a young German woman, finds herself unwillingly drafted into a brutal daily battle. Desideria serves as an official bodyguard for her queen. Born of questionable genetics, she does anything to prove herself. Caillen and Desideria now must learn to fight together or die alone. 440 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

8889181 *SUGARPLUM WAY*. By Debbie Mason. After a kiss under the mistletoe at a holiday party, romance writer Julia Landon thought she might have finally found her chance at true love. But her beautiful and enigmatic hero, Handsome has sworn off relationships. Well, if she can’t have him in real life, she knows just how to get the next best thing. 343 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

8891028 *THE PERFECT HOLIDAY*. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. That Wintry Feeling After watching the man she loves marry her sister, Cathy gets away to Alaska. A new life comes with challenges, namely Grady, a pilot, and single dad. Thanksgiving Prayer Seth becomes obsessed with the idea of seducing Donna Drusilla, is this woman he wants to marry. But she is torn between Seth and her life in Seattle. 366 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

8885868 *SNOW ANGEL SEASON*. By Emily March. COLLECTS CHRISTMAS WISHING TREE. 633 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

8889236 *THE HUSBANDS*. By Juli a London. Lady Phoebe’s life: Agatha Christie meets Monty Python’s Flying Circus meets Shakespeare. Over the course of one summer, Flora and her fiancé Joel are planning the most extravagant wedding the same day their best friends are tying the knot. 382 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

8885265 *THE HEIRESS SWAP*. By Maddi son Michaels. With no family to turn to, she was thinking by agreeing to switch places with her American heiress cousin. All he has to do is spend six weeks among London society, pretending to be an heiress and not accepting any proposals of marriage. Alexander is determined to prove that Evie is just another American “Dollor Princess” desperate for an English title. 385 pages. Entangled. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

8883688 *THIS CALDER RANGE*. By Janet Dailey. Chase Benteen Calder is bound to wrestle a fortune from Montana land, where the whisper of riches sweeps across a sea of buffalo grass. With the formidable and loving Loma at his side, he will breathe life into his dragons. 436 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

8886105 *THE HERON’S CRY*. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Matthew Venn is called out to investigate a murder at the rural home of a group of artists. What he discovers is an elaborate murder plot. Nigel Yeo has been fatally stabbled with a shard of one of his glassblower daughter’s vases. 382 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

8889120 *AN ISLAND WEDDING*. By Jenny Colgan. On the little Scottish island of Murl, Flora and her fiancé Joel are planning the smallest of “sweetheart weddings,” a high summer celebration surrounded only by those very dear to them: a breathtaking landscape ofuis Water’s, a onboard cat, Mathieson returns with her wealthy fiancé and plans the most extravagant wedding the same weekend and venue as Flora’s wedding. 388 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95
888954 NONNA MARIA AND THE CASE OF THE MISSING BRIDE. By Lorenzo Carratella. When a newly engaged local woman fearfully suggests that her fiancé, a stranger to Ischia with a murky past, might not be who he seems, Nonna Maria helps the side disappear while she investigates. 261 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

888146 SHILOH. By Phyllis Reynolds Naylor. Marty is exploring the hills behind his father’s home when he chances upon a beagle—and that’s when the trouble begins. The dog is thin and skittish, but comes right to Marty’s whistle. When Marty begins to suspect that Shiloh is being mistreated by his owner, he decides to keep Shiloh as a mission. Ages 8-12. 137 pages. Atheneum.

888679 TUMBLEWEEDS. By Leila Meacham. Rebecca Brecklund, 11, is pulled from her lonely life into a bizarre fairytale mirror begins to shine; with a touch, she is transported. Ages 12-18. 481 pages. William Collins. Paperbound.

889093 GALATEA. By Madeleine Miller. In ancient Greece, the marble sculpture of a beautiful woman, Galatea, is given the blessing of life. Her sculptor marries her, and they have a daughter together—but the sculptor is too young and jealous and doesn’t want her to know the world. However, years for independence. She has a daughter to rescue and is determined to break free. 56 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95

887114 TARASCON. By Ellen Alpren. St. Petersburg, 1725: Peter the Great lies dying in his magnificent Winter Palace. The weakness and treachery of his own son have driven his father to an appalling act of cruelty and left the empire without an heir. In the void steps his second wife, Catherine Alexeyevna, ruthless and passionate as Peter himself, 470 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $4.95

887647 THE DEVIL MAY DANCE. By Jake Tapper. At the center of Charlie and Margaret Marder’s investigation is Frank Sinatra, whom they must get to identify the scoop. Later, a letter from the Pontiff leads one to a body in the trunk of their car. Before they know it, they are being pursued by sinister forces and must confront the darkest and most secret side of Hollywood’s power. 328 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

887784 NECROSCOPE. By Brian Lumley. Harry can talk to dead people. But he is the only person who knows about Thibor Ferency, a vampire long buried in the mountains of Romania—still alive, in undeath—and Thibor’s insane “offspring,” Boris Draganosi, who rips information from the souls of the dead in a terrifying, ever-lasting torture of form. 389 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

887218 THE KILLING CODE. By Ennis Heep. Alayna Starbuck, a Virginia Beach firefighter desperate for cash, has to do is keep quiet about a scheme to lead her people to victory in a holy war. But Misery Nomaki (she)they know they are a fraud. 417 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

888366 BURNING SEASON. By Kiki Swinson. Alia Ayana Curry, a young woman who dreams of becoming a doctor to help people. In the end, she becomes a doctor to help people. But the money stops rolling in and one “client” after another pushes back against the deal. Alayna and the rest of the crew start fighting for their lives. 218 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95
NEW FICTION

8871922 POMPO, VOL. 1: The Cinephile. By Shiggo Sugitani. When Pomp’s work starts on a new project, he finds himself in the opportunity of a lifetime. Can he prove that his passion for watching movies is matched only by his talent for filming them? B&W. 170 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95


8876496 THE DEVIL’S TEACUP AND OTHER HORROR STORIES. By Bibhutibhushan Bandyopadhyay. A collection of horror stories that promises to be a rollicker ride of terror. Filled with the hair-raising thrill of the unknown and bone-chilling scares, this terrifying anthology emerges from the depths of Bengal literature. 183 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. $5.95

8884021 THE CHRISTMAS WAGERS. By Holly Cassidy. When L.A. based real estate developer Bella arrives in Maple Falls, she has one mission: to acquire the local failing Christmas shop, and turn it into her dream of her dream. Her way. Except the shop owner’s stubborn grandson, Jesse. 336 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

8889945 WRAPPED WITH A BEAU. By Lillie Vale. In her heyday, Piney Peaks and its beloved Christmas hockey team were made famous by Sleighhearts Under Starlight, a romantic holiday movie. Fifty years later, the small town is ready for a new love story. Yes, it’s undeniably tryst. Elisha is mesmerized by warmth. But as they get closer, they quickly realize that the growing spark may be just what the season calls for. 358 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

887653X FAKE MARRIAGE. By Kerry Winley. When Laurel’s boss, Gilbert, invites him to New York City for the holiday, he knows that’s a surefire way to have a fake chef. Laurel enlists her sister to help keep her precarious ruse afloat. At the farm, she convinces she can play the role of loving wife and mother to her sister’s family, until Holly reveals that Laurel will be married to her nemesis, Max Beckett. 273 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

8886326 LANDLINE. By Rainbow Rowell. Fifteen years ago, on Christmas Day, Georgie’s boyfriend drove halfway across the country to see her. Not for a reason she would tell anyone. Not for the opportunity of a lifetime. Can he prove that his passion for watching movies is matched only by his talent for filming them? B&W. 192 pages. JoJo Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

8887861 THE EX-MAS HOLIDAYS. By Zoe Allison. It’s hard to escape your ex when you’re working together over Christmas in the Scottish Highlands, but being together might be the best possible present. 390 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

8883548 A SEASON OF MONSTROUS CONCEPTIONS. By Lina Rather. In 17th century London, babies are being born with dark hair and dark skin. This is causing all sorts suited to the sea. Midwife Sarah Davis is all too familiar with the uncanny, and reluctantly finds herself drawn into a web of magic and intrigue with apocalyptic stakes. 100 pages. Bloom Doherty Assoc. Pub. at $20.99 $5.95

8883599 SILENT CITY. By Sarah Davis-Göf. Ireland is overrun by the flesh-eating, zombie-like skrake. The last safe bastion is the corrupt Phoenix City, where a young woman flees the zombie horde to tell her story. 245 pages. Flaiton. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

8883424 ON LIN LANE. By Brooke Lea Foster. Manhattan socialite Lee Farrows spends the summer of 1957 in Southampton, where she’s forced to grapple with romance, friendship, and the truth of who she’s meant to be. 370 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

8886504 THE PROFESSOR. By Lauren Nossett. When a promising student at the University of Georgia is found dead, a former detective searches the last book he wrote for answers: Do all the fingers point at his professor, the start of a witch hunt, or the path to the truth? 322 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

889953X SWEET THING. By David Swinson. DC homicide detective Alex Blum stumbles at the bullet-pocked body of Chris Doyle. As he roots around for evidence, he finds an old Polaroid: the decedent, arm in arm with Arthur Holland, Blum’s informant from five years ago when he worked for the Narcotics branch. 209 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

8889511 LOOKING GLASS SOUND. By Catriona Ward. In a cottage overlooking the Misty Coast, Wilder Harlow has begun the last book he will write. The story about a summer of her youth and the bloodstained path of the killer that stalked his vacation town. But the more he writes, the less he trusts himself and his memory. Who, or what, is haunting Wilder? 339 pages. Nightfile. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

8878587 DELICATE CONDITION. By Danielle Valentine. Anna is desperate to have a family, balancing a grueling IVF journey and working. She starts to suspect someone is trying to make sure that never happens. Her doctor claims that she’s had a miscarriage—except Anna’s convinced she’s still pregnant. She’s not flat out lying, just exactly she’s carrying inside of her. 347 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

8889910 WHAT’S DONE IN DARKNESS. By Laura McHugh. Sarahists has all but given up on the farming family’s stilted summer, but wedding season means just what the season calls for. 358 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95


887834X THE 12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS. By Greg Pizzoli. An elephant parent has to take responsibility for caring for all of the gifts that arrive in this newly booming. Falling face first into her newest client though is not exactly the best first impression. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

8887860 FALL IS FOR SCHOOL. By E. DeWitt. Farley Jones is a loud, chaotic, and irrepressible imagination. 272 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

889429X Wassim Rashid. The story about a summer of their act to bring all those other funny feelings into the open. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

889398X THE BEACON BREAKUP TOUR. By E. Wibberley & A. Siegemund-Broka. Riley went from a promising singer-songwriter to a superstar overnight, thanks to her breakup song concept and its unforgettably lead single. She asks her former boyfriend, Max, to go public as her muse, he agrees on one condition: he’ll join her band on tour. 338 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95


8889414 LETTER 44, VOLUME 1: Escape Velocity. By Charles Soule. On his first day in office, newly elected President Stephen Blakes was expecting the usual, typical Presidency. But by the end of the first day, Blakes has learned a single lesson that will change the course of history forever. NASA discovered a potentially aggressive alien presence in the asteroid belt, and his predecessor decided to keep it a secret from the public.


8884940 FANTASTIC FOUR: The Prodigal Sun. By Peter David. When a race of swamp-dwelling barbarians begin worshiping Prodigal, Ka-Zar and Shanna recruit the Fantastic Four to help them stop the barbarians from conquering the entirety of their savage world! Collects Fantastic Four: Prodigal Sun #1; Silver Surfer: Prodigal Sun #1; and Guardians of the Galaxy: Prodigal Sun #1-3. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

8889738 SUNNY. By Colin O’Sullivan. Follows a woman whose life is upended when her husband and son disappear in a mysterious plane crash and she is left alone with an unnerving machine of death. 224 pages. Algonquin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

8889759 SPIDER-MAN/DOCTOR OCTOPUS: Year One. By Zeb Wells. Once he was Otto Octavius, but a freak laboratory accident wiped out his mind. Now, he’s body and granted him complete telepathic control over the mechanical limbs. Collects Spider-Man/Doctor Octopus: Year One #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

888615 X-MEN GOLD, VOL. 3: Mojo Worldwide. By M. Guggenheim & C. Burin. Mojo, the demon-creature obsessed with melding deadly TV shows with reality, has made Earth his focus and it will take the combined might of two teams of X-Men to fight back! Collects X-Men Blue #13-15 and X-Men Gold #13-15. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

8884257 FUTURE FOUNDATION. By Jeremy Whiteley. When the Richards family was left behind the Future Foundation—a think tank called back to Earth to be the FF again, they were ready to take back the streets, they thought they hit the big time. Dealing with drug pushers and crooked cops, it is a name of justice sure felt good, but in a world where “kindness was the sweetest con of all” every bullet fired echoed with the sound of payback. 202 pages. Holloway House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

8885381 AGE OF X-MAN: The Amazing Nightcrawler. By Sebastian McGuire. From the Mutant March of Mayhem, the time has come when everyone loves Nightcrawler—the world’s biggest celebrity/super hero! And juggling Kurt’s responsibilities as one of the X-Men and his stint as king of the Shredders, it felt impossible without the best support staff. Collects Age of X-Man: The Amazing Nightcrawler #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95


8884233 G.I.L.T. By Jamie Brenner. An ill-fated publicity stunt pits the three Flynn sisters against another for a famous family jewel that leaves one unluckily in love, one escaping to the shores of Cape Cod, and the other dead. Now, more than a decade later, the only Flynn wearing a green bow is ready to reclaim what should have been hers: the Electric Rose. 374 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

8886318 A LAKESIDE REUNION. By C. Chilove. At 17, after her family squabbled a budding romance, Reese refused to return to the place where she lost her heart. Now, ten years later, she’s back and must come to terms with all she’s missed. But the biggest surprise of all is that Duncan and Reese still have a connection between them. 308 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

8889112 THE INGENUE. By Rachel Kapkei-Dale. When former piano prodigy Saskia Kreis returns home after the mother’s death, she expects to inherit the family estate. But when her mother’s will bequeathed the estate to a man with whom Saskia shares a troubled history, she’s forced to examine her past and the romantic relationship that changed the course of her life, for answers. 371 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

8883563 THE SUMMER OF SONGBIRDS. By Kristy Woodson Harvey. Love, heartbreak, and memories of summertime freedom reverberate when four women journey to the summer haven that shaped their lives, from closure. 359 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

888171 THE OPHELIA GIRLS. By Jane Healey. As the heat of summer bums, a budding romance, Reese refused to return to the grounds of their past, and the hidden present threaten to collide in this suspense filled exploration of mothers and daughters, illusion, desire, and the penalties of being a young woman. 361 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

8877799 MORBIUS: The Living Vampire–Blood Ties. By Brenda Deneen. Morbius is the cult’s trust to New York City, determined to stop Poison-Lark at any cost. But when they run afoul of an underground fight club that uses monsters as their pawns in the arena, Morbius becomes the star attraction, for ced to kill or be killed. 299 pages. Titan. Pub. at $24.95. $9.45

8878285 VILLETTE. By Charlotte Bronte. Desperate to escape her unhappy past, Lucy Snowe leaves England for the continent and takes up the post of English teacher at a girls’ boarding school in the town of Villette. She battles the jealousy of her employer Madame Beck who disturbs the growing affection between Lucy and Professor Hermann. 480 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $6.95

8879194 SINISTRO, VOLUME 1: The Demon Within. By C. Bunn & M. Kindt. It is Sinestro’s blackest day, his blackest night. But in the bleakest blaze of the night, friends, foes, and followers alike believe his is the Sinestro he used to be. Collects Sinestro #1-5; Green Lantern #234 and Sinestro Futures End #1. DC Comics. Paperback. $6.95

8883572 SHRIEK: An Afterword. By Jeffrey Deaver. A masterclass in worldbuilding, this work returns to the mysterious city of Ambergris through the narrative lens of Janice Shriek, whose brother becomes obsessed with a secret society of fungal beings hidden beneath the city. 455 pages. FS&G. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $9.95
NEW FICTION

888082x ULYSSES. BY James Joyce. Originally published in 1922. This critically acclaimed novel transforms a single day in Dublin into an experimental epic. Joyce’s psychological novel vividly recreates the sights, sounds, smells, and voices of a June day in 1904 with a structure loosely based on Homer’s Odyssey. 682 pages. Worthwood Editions. Paperbound. $6.95

8890544 THE KARAMAZOV BROTHERS. BY Fyodor Dostoevsky. As Fyodor Karamazov awakens an ominous encounter, he is violently done to death. The three sons of the old debaucheer are forced to confront their own guilt or complicity. The search reveals the divisions which racket the brothers, yet paradoxically unite them. 870 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperbound. $9.95

8870683 THE GULF. BY Rachel Cochran. Lou is diligently renovating a decaying old mansion for Miss Kate, the elderly neighbor who has always been like a mother to her. She dreams of enjoying a more peaceful future in Parson, Texas. But those hopes are crushed when Miss Kate turns up dead, and Lou finds herself at the center of a 292-page mystery. Harper. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

8891044 PUPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU! By Matt Huntley, illus. by F. Petrotis. It’s Chase’s birthday, and the pups are planning a surprise party—until a big wind gust damages a windmill, causing a blackout in Adventure Bay. Can the PAW Patrol get the power back in time to save the day? 2½- by 4½-inch board book. Golden. 8¼ x 10¼. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

8877629 A LINE IN THE SAND. BY Teri Wilson. Molly’s puppy digs up the beachfront aquarium, and maybe even fall in love. 332 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

888658X A SPOT OF TROUBLE. BY Teri Wilson. Violet and Sam are as different as night and day and have been enemies ever since Violet accused Sam of dog-napping her Dalmation. Sam knows that would never happen—his dog never steps out of line, whereas Violet’s poodle has never met a command she didn’t ignore completely. 247 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

886738X THE COVEN. BY Lizzie Fyrie. Imagine a world in which witchcraft is real. In this world, mothers pass on peaceful powers to their daughters, but the men in charge decide that this secret knowledge is dangerous. Not only dangerous, but illegal. One young woman discovers a power she did not know she had. 435 pages. Sphere. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

8891087 THE SWEETHEART LIST. BY Jill Shalvis. When Harper’s life falls apart, she knows it’s time for a change. She sets off to Lake Tahoe to fulfill her dream of opening her own bakery. With her Sugar Rush bakery, Harper at $32.00 $4.95

8893414 MOTHER’S LOVE. 388 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

8872317 ERUPTION. BY M. Crichton & James Patterson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A history-making eruption is about to destroy the Big Island of Hawaii. But even as the U.S. military is far more terrifying than any volcano. 522 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $24.95

887123X VORTEX. BY Catherine Coulter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Agents Sheridan and Savich find themselves dealing with very powerful figures from the past who wreak havoc in the present. 478 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99 $7.95

888486S IF SHE WAKES. BY Michael Koryla. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Tara, a senior at idyllic Hamlet College in Maine. Tara is visiting a professor to a conference on campus. But just after he makes a strange request, they’re the victims of a brutal accident, leaving the professor and Tara broken in a coma. Tara discovers that someone wants her dead—but why? 551 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

888479X AN AMISH COUNTRY REUNION. BY Patricia Johns. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Arriving at the State Police K9 Training Center, Trooper Genevieve learns that she’ll be reporting to her former partner, Sergeant Scott. Gen hasn’t seen Scott since he ghosted her to protect his job. When working together makes them wonder if they can start to: love and Scott choose their careers or each other? 332 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

8870608 THE FIVE-STAR WEEKEND. BY Erin Moltenbier. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After her best friend’s wedding, Alaska’s wealthiest daughter, Violet and Sam, attend the festivities. 301 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

888257X RESURRECTION. BY Danielle Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION. To celebrate 20 years of marriage. Darcy flies to Rome to surprise Christian, her husband. But when the signals don’t work there, instead, she gets the shock of her life, which upends he whole world. She flies to Paris to see her daughter Zoe, when a worldwide health crisis strikes and takes the Bloil and begins to see glimpses of new possibilities. 303 pages. Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

8885036 FLASHBACK. BY Iris & Roy Johansen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Kendra uses her heightened powers of deduction to draw out a serial killer who has not been seen or heard from in over 15 years. With help from government agent for hire Adam and private eye Charlie, Kendra must discover the identity of an infamous killer, not only to save the lives of the two sisters but also to unto others. 393 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

8886444 TOM LAKE. BY Ann Patchett. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Luna’s three daughters return to the family’s orchard, and while picking cherries, they beg their mother to tell them the story of Peter Duke, a famous actor with whom she shared both a stage and a romance years before at a theater company in Tom Lake. As Lara recalls the past, her daughters examine their own lives and their relationship with their mother. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $7.95

8870454 DOUBLE OR NOTHING. BY Kim Shirley. LARGE PRINT EDITION. has been captured—and perhaps killed—by a sinister private military company. Her whereabouts are unknown. Johanna Harwood, O.J.S. expert, is sent to find her. They represent the very best and brightest of M6. Skilled, ruthless, and licensed to kill, they will do anything to protect their country. 518 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $6.95

888142X MEET THE RANCHER. BY Trish Milburn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After a bad breakup, Ivy enters a draw for a historic property—and wins! Jade Valley, Wyoming, will be the perfect escape from heartache during the holidays. But Ivy agrees to hire a ranching Austin. He has his own problems and romance is not on his agenda, but working with Ivy falls under her spell. 353 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

888482X A COWGIRL NEVER FORGETS. BY Meinrad Curtis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Rodeo cowgirl Maggie doesn’t need her estranged family. She’s got Clem—her best friend, rodeo buddy and absolute rock. But when a rodeo accident leaves Clem with a tonic condition that leaves her people an item and proposes to her. Until his memory comes back. Maggie’s playing along. 335 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

888417X EVERY MAN A KING. BY Walter Van Tilburg Clark. When friend of the family and multi-millionaire Roger Ferris comes to King with an assignment, he’s got no choice but to accept, even if the case is a tough one. A Nationalist has been accused of murder and the sale of sensitive information to the Russians. Ferris has reason to believe Quiller’s been set up. 369 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

883336X A MERRY LITTLE MEET CUTE. BY Murphy & S. Simone. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When cast in a clean, wholesome Christmas movie, adult film star Bee must keep her resume under wraps. Then she meets her co-star, nội- Tāi-Pi, played by ALG. Bee’s childhood crush and, apparently, a fan of her work. 502 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $5.95

888661X ANY OTHER FAMILY. BY Eleanor Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Though they look like they aren’t one—not quite. They are three sets of parents who find themselves intertwined after adopting four biological siblings, having to keep their families connected as possible. 431 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

888389X BE MINE. BY Richard Ford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Bascombe finds himself as caretaker of a moderately accomplished novelist in a steady neighborhood as Sportcoats shuffles into the courtyard of the Causeway Housing Projects in south Boston, puzzles his pocket, and in front of everyone crosses the project’s drug dealer at point-blank range. 507 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

8886741 WHAT THE FIREFLIES KNEW. BY Kai Harris. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A coming-of-age novel told by almost 11-year-old Keri-Lyn (KB), as she and her sister try to make sense of their new life with their estranged grandfather in the wake of their father’s death and their mother’s disappearance. 370 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

8887079 VIGIL. BY Julia Glass. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When two unexpected visitors arrive in an isolated coastal village, they threaten the equilibrium of a community already confronting changing climate, economic, and domestic upheavals. 627 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $5.95

8884293 I’LL BE YOU. BY Janelle Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Two identical twin sisters, Sam and Ell, are former child actors who have both disappeared, and Sam is forced to confront the secrets they’ve kept from each other. 470 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

8886342 LESS IS LOST. BY Andrew Sean Greer. LARGE PRINT EDITION. For Arthur Less, life is going surprisingly well: he is a moderately accomplished novelist in a steady relationship with his partner, Fredy. But nothing lasts: the death of an old lover and a sudden financial crisis has Less running away from his problems yet again. 292 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $31.00 $5.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 8870438 VIKTOR. Widescreen.** Viktor Lambert (Gerard Depardieu) is serving a seven-year sentence for an art heist in his native France, leaving his teen son's welfare in the hands of a friend in Russia. When he learns that his son has been murdered, Viktor enlists the help of his longtime love and criminal partner (Elizabeth Hurley) to unravel the mystery and get revenge. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Inception Media Group. Pub. at $26.96. $4.95

**DVD 8870373 ELEVATOR. Widescreen.** In this Hitchcock-esque, white-knuckle thriller, nine strangers are stuck in an elevator on the 49th floor of an upscale Manhattan high-rise—and one of them has a ticking bomb! But who—and why? Stars Christopher Backus. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Inception Media Group. $4.95

**DVD 8874727 THE DOCTOR BLAKE MYSTERIES: Season Two.** Widescreen. After reuniting with his long-lost daughter in Singapore, Dr. Lucien Blake (Craig McLachlan) returns to Ballarat, Australia, where a new Senior Constable and old foe do their best to thwart his work as police surgeon. Collects all 10 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over Shours on three DVDs. BBC. $11.95

**DVD 8874735 THE DOCTOR BLAKE MYSTERIES: Season Four.** Widescreen. It’s 1960, and Doctor Lucien Black (Craig McLachlan) is back in Ballarat, ready to tackle a series of mysteries only he can solve. Collects all eight Season Four episodes. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $11.95

**DVD 8874018 GUNSMOKE, VOLUME TWO: 50th Anniversary.** The dangers and challenges of daily life in Dodge City continue in this collectible 50th Anniversary edition, with the best episodes of season 10 through 19. Collects 12 episodes. Stars James Arness, Amanda Blake and Burt Reynolds. In B&W and Color. Ten hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $11.95

**DVD 8874344 BEN HUR. Widescreen.** Adapting the colossal classic, this mini-series epic follows two friends who become bitter enemies, told through the eyes of Judah Ben-Hur. Born a wealthy Jewish merchant’s son, he is destined to live many lives: a business man, a dutiful Slaves, a free Roman nobleman, and a conqueror. Hero. Three hours. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**DVD 8874301 30 MINUTES OR LESS. Widescreen.** Two feuding criminals kidnap a pizza delivery guy, and inform him that he has three hours to rob a bank or else. Stars Rob and Danny McBride. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 887459X ROUGH NIGHT.** Five best friends from college reunite 10 years later for a wild weekend getaway in Miami. Their outrageous antics result in hilarious unfiltered conversations which land them in a seemingly impossible situation to escape. Stars Scarlett Johansson, Kate McKinnon, and Zoe Kravitz. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 8874837 CHARLIE’S ANGELS COLLECTION.** In Charlie’s Angels the Angels must track down a kidnapped billionaire-to-be. In Charlie’s Angels: Full Throttle the Angels are ready to go undercover to retrieve two missing silver wedding bands containing valuable encrypted information. Both stars Cameron Diaz, Drew Barrymore and Lucy Liu. Three DVDs. Features. $11.95

**DVD 8870888 THE EAGLE. Widescreen.** Roman soldier Marcus Aquila (Channing Tatum) embarks on a dangerous quest to restore the tarnished reputation of his father and find the golden emblem that disappeared with him 20 years earlier. Also stars Jamie Bell and Donald Sutherland. English SDH. 116 minutes. Focus Features. $5.95

**DVD 8874638 THE THROWAWAYS. Widescreen.** Given a choice between assisting the CIA or life in prison, a notorious hacker agrees to help the agency solve a cryptographic puzzle. Stars Sam Huntington and Katie McGrath. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 8874549 LONDON BOULEVARD. Widescreen.** Follows an ex-con trying to make a fresh start in a relationship with a reclusive actress. A sexy, stylish gangster thriller starring Colin Farrell and Keira Knightley as star-crossed lovers who run afoul of one of London’s most vicious crime bosses. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**DVD 8870928 WOMAN IN GOLD. Sixty years after she filed Viertel, a elderly Jewish woman, Maria Altmann (Helen Mirren), starts her journey to retrieve family possessions seized by the Nazis. Together with her inexperienced but plucky young lawyer Randy Schrezinger (Ryan Reynolds), she embarks on a battle with the darkness in her past. English SDH. 109 minutes. $1. E. $5.95

**DVD 8874564 WELCOME TO THE RILEYS. Widescreen.** Ever since the tragic death of his two children and daughter, a terminally ill James Gandolfini has led a life of quiet desolation. On a business trip he encounters Mallory (Kristen Stewart), a raw, angry runaway living in a Manhattan high-rise—and one of them has a ticking bomb! But who—and why? $5.95

**DVD 8874530 LEFT TO DIE. Widescreen.** A woman takes an innocent vacation in Ecuador but ends up being wrongfully imprisoned for drug trafficking. Stars Barbara Hershey and Rachael Leigh Cook. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 8874338 BEL AMI. Widescreen.** Chronicles Georges Duroy's (Robert Pattinson) rise to power from his beginnings as a writer, by wooing and using the city's most influential and wealthy women (Uma Thurman, Christina Ricci, Kristin Scott Thomas). Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**DVD 8874506 THE INFORMERS. Widescreen.** Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, this tale unfolds in 1980s L.A.: a city ruled Widescreen. These four thrillers, nine strangers are stuck in an elevator on the 49th floor of a upscale Manhattan high-rise—and one of them has a ticking bomb! But who—and why? Stars Christopher Backus. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Inception Media Group. $4.95

**DVD 8874441 FLATLINERS. Widescreen.** Five medical students, obsessed with what lies beyond life, embark on a daring experiment—by stopping their hearts for short periods to see firsthand what the afterlife feels like. Stars Nina Dobrev and Kiersey Clemons. English SDH. 110 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 8874468 FULLY LOADED SNIPER COLLECTION.** Widescreen. These four intense films tell the story of legendary Marine sniper Tom Beckett (Tom Berenger), including Sniper 2; Sniper 3; and Sniper: Reloaded. All Rated R. Over six hours on two DVDs. $5.95

**DVD 8874360 THE CALL. Widescreen.** Veteran 911 operator Jordan (Halle Berry) takes a life-altering call from a teenage girl (Abigail Breslin) who has been kidnapped and thrown into the trunk of a madman's car. With the hands of a friend in Russia. When he learns that his son has been murdered, Viktor enlists the help of his lifelong love and criminal partner (Elizabeth Hurley) to unravel the mystery and get revenge. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Inception Media Group. Pub. at $26.96. $4.95

**DVD 887445X FLYING MONKEYS. Widescreen.** When high school grad John Honeyman's (Benjamin Stone) daughter catches her parents hiding in an idea that when the sun goes down, her fuzzy friend turns into a giant, man-eating flying monster. It's a good thing her pet likes her but soon he's eating her enemies and local farmers alike. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 8874484 HANNAH’S LAW. Widescreen.** In Dodge City, Kansas, bounty hunter Hannah Beaumont (Sara Canning) takes on the ruthless McMurphy gang. But this bounty is a little more personal. Her road to vengeance is paved with western icons, from Stagecoach star Charles Starrett to Wyatt Earp to Doc Holliday. Also stars Billy Zane and Danny Glover. English SDH. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 8870614 THE GREATEST. Widescreen.** The incredible career of perhaps the greatest boxer of all time—Muhammad Ali—is dramatized in this exciting film starring Alfie Allen. Also stars Erin Brockm. CC. 101 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 8870179 THE ROAD TO HONG KONG.** Widescreen. Harry Turner (Bing Crosby) stumbles into a crossroads of an alluring molted woman (Barbara Haan). Not Rated. English SDH. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**DVD 8870039 THE FABULOUS BAKER BOYS. Widescreen.** The lives of two struggling musicians, who happen to be brothers, inevitably change when they team up with a beautiful, up and coming singer. Stars Jeff and Beau Bridges and Michelle Pfeiffer. Rated R. 113 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**DVD 8870276 THE SPIRIT IS WILLING. Widescreen.** William Castle directs this wacky horror comedy. A couple (Sid Caesar and Vera Miles) plan a quiet month in the country. But when they arrive, they are laughed at by a trio of crazy kids who want to show them a good time. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**DVD 887011X THE MOUNTAIN.** Widescreen. Retired mountain climber Zachary (Spencer Tracy) reluctantly helps his younger brother (Robert Wagner) scale a mountain slope to dig up his father’s bones. What starts as a morally bankrupt looking excursion soon becomes a rescue mission when they discover a love survivor, 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**DVD 8870012 THE BELIEVERS. Widescreen.** Cal Jamison, a police psychologist, is forced to deal with a series of ritualistic murders and a malevolent cult. Stars Martin Sheen and Helen Shaver. Rated R. 114 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

**DVD 8870063 THE LAST BEST YEAR. Widescreen.** In 1912 during a business trip, Jane Murray (Bernadette Peters) is diagnosed with a terminal illness. Enter Wendy Hailey (Mary Tyler Moore), a psychologist who will help the seinor fall out of her diagnosis. What begins as a professional relationship soon blossoms into a close friendship and an ever-deepening bond. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**DVD 8873930 WAKE OF THE RED WITCH.** Widescreen. The tough-minded Captain Ralls (John Wayne) is pitted against the treacherous Captain Sidney (Luther Adler) in a bitter rivalry on a mysterious island. He stumbles on a shipwreck hidden in an underground cave. At risk is the hand of the beautiful Angelique (Gail Russell), the daughter of the tyrant ruler of the island. 1949. In B&W. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95


**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 8870047 THE HOSPITAL.** Widescreen. Set inside a fictional Manhattan hospital, a series of mysterious deaths begin to look less like murder and more like malpractice. Stars George C. Scott and Dina Rigg. 103 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870025 SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR.** Fullscreen. Joan Fontaine plays a famous actress who descends into alcoholism in this classic. Ray Milland plays a reformed drunkard who comes to Fontaine’s rescue, encouraging her to join Alcoholics Anonymous. As the two lost souls fall in love, they grapple with an impossible obstacle: Ray is married. In B&W. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870241 SOLOMON AND SHEBA.** Widescreen. Yul Brynner stars as King Solomon alongside Gina Lollobrigida as the sultry Queen of Sheba and George Sanders as Solomon’s dislicious brother, Adojarah. Not Rated. 142 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870020 THE ENFORCER.** Fullscreen. Humphrey Bogart plays a crusading District Attorney out to convict the head of a murder for hire ring. But when his star witness is killed, he has little time to find the evidence he needs. Told in a series of flashbacks, this thriller is based on actual Murder, Inc. trials. In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870824 THE STRANGER.** Fullscreen. A faultily paced 1946 Noir that features Orson Welles as Franz Knder, a Nazi on the run, who, posing as Professor Charles Rankin, intends to kidnap the head of a murder for hire ring. But when his star witness is killed, he has little time to find the evidence he needs. Told in a series of flashbacks, this thriller is based on actual Murder, Inc. trials. In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870187 THE SAVAGE INNOCENTS.** Widescreen. Nicholas Ray brings Hans Ruthsch’s novel Top of the World to the screen. It’s the riveting story of Inuk (Anthony Quinn), an Eskimo on the run from the law, wanted for the murder of a local priest. Also stars Yoko Tani and Peter O’Toole. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870292 TALES THAT TELL MADNESS.** Widescreen. Stroll down the corridors of a mental asylum, where your mind won’t believe what your eyes see. This anthology of pulpy tales is powered by the ever-reliable horror master, Freddie Francis, features a quartet of eerie vignettes involving four patients in the care of a psychopath named in Pleasure. Rated X. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870004 THE BAMBOO SAUCER.** Widescreen. Lead by the U.S. military, a team of scientists travel into Red China to find a downed UFO. On the way, they meet a group of Russian scientists also searching for the spacecraft. Now, both teams are locked in a race for a fantastic leap ahead in technology. Stars Dan Duryea and Bob Hastings. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 8870128 MR. CAPRA GOES TO WAR.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Depicting the ravages of combat, the lives soldiers engaged in battle, as well as those left behind, this collection of five films directed by Frank Capra including Prelude to War; The Battle of Russia (Part 1 and 2); The Negro Soldier; Tunisian Victory; and Your Job and Your Gam. In B&W and Color. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Olive Films. **$9.95**

**DVD 8874220 TRAILER PARK BOYS: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. As Season Three begins, Julian and Ricky get out of jail as rich men—but wealth can be fleeting and a crazy crime vigilante pair to lose everything. Stars John Paul Tremblay and Rob Wells. Collects all eight episodes. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. E One. **$7.95**

**DVD 8873992 GOD’S NOT DEAD: 3 Movie Collection.** Collects the first three films based on the book of the same name. Includes God’s Not Dead (Shane Harper); God’s Not Dead 2 (Melissa Joan Hart); and God’s Not Dead: A Light in Darkness (David A.R. White). Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. **$7.95**

**DVD 887376X THE MUMMY RETURNS.** Widescreen. An ancient legacy of terror is unleashed when the awakened mummy, Imhotep, is resurrected along with a force even more powerful—the Scorpion King (Dwayne Johnson). Now, as the fate of all mankind hangs in the balance, Rick (Brendan Fraser) and his wife Evie (Rachel Weisz) embark on a desperate race to save their son and the world. CC. 130 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**DVD 8874069 JOHN WAYNE ACTION 3-PACK.** Collects three films starring John Wayne including Island in the Sky (James Arness and Harry Carey Jr.); McIntock! (Patrick Wayne and Maureen O’Hara); and The High and the Mighty (Diane Trevor and Philip Harris). Not Rated. CC. In B&W and Color. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$6.95**

**DVD 8872600 OZON’S TRANSGRESSIVE TRIPLE.** Kink, murder, incest, and cannibalism. These are just a few of Francois Ozon’s favorite things in his early features. This set rediscovers Ozon’s brash roots with a trilogy like no other. Collects In the穴 (In the穴), Under the Skin, and Water Drops on Burning Rocks. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Alltold. Sanatge. Pub. at $34.95. **$21.95**

**DVD 8874295 THE WITNESSING OF ANGELS.** Divine encounters with angels assure us God is at work in our lives. Angels serve as intermediaries between heaven and earth. 120 minutes. Questar. **$9.95**


**DVD 8874557 MILES AHEAD.** Widescreen. A wildly entertaining exploration of one of 20th century music’s creative geniuses, Miles Davis, featuring a career defining performance by Don Cheadle in the title role. Also stars Ewan McGregor. Rated R. CC. Nearly 9 hours on four DVDs. **$9.95**

**DVD 8873968 EDDIE MURPHY: 4-Movie Spotlight Series.** Widescreen. Collects four of Eddie Murphy movies including The Nutty Professor (Jada Pinkett); The Nutty Professor II: The Klumps (Janet Jackson); Bowfinger (Steve Martin); and Boogie Nights (Martin Lawrence). Rated R. 220 minutes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. **$9.95**

**DVD 8874657 BEN STILLER: 4-Movie Spotlight Series.** Widescreen. Stiller brings the laughs in four fan-favorite films: Meet the Parents; Along Came Polly; with Jennifer Aniston; and Reality Bites with Winona Ryder. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. **$9.95**

**DVD 8873909 BONES: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. FBI agent Seeley Booth teams up with forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance “Bones” Brennan to solve the most baffling and bizarre crimes. Stars David Boreanaz and Emily Deschanel. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. CC. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. **$9.95**

**DVD 8874700 THE BOONDOCK SAINTS.** Widescreen. When the sadistic Russian mob starts muscling in on their South Boston Irish Neighborhood, brothers Connie and Mo and their same vigilante friends wipe out Boston’s criminal underworld in the name of God. Stars Willem Dafoe and Sean Patrick Flanery. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox. **$9.95**
NEW DVDS

★ DVD 888109X THE LINGUINI INCIDENT. Widescreen. Lucy (Rosanna Arquette) is an understated waitress. "Dali" who seriously needs cash. Dali’s new mysterious, charming (and very in debt) bartender, Monte (David Bowie) needs to make enough money to bankroll the week—or else. Together, they join forces to rob the popular eatery and solve their financial woes. Rated R, 93 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8881063 THE CRIPPLED MASTERS. Widescreen. Directed by Joe Law, this film tells the story of two visionaries (one without arms and the other without legs) who overcame physical disabilities to become skilled fighters. They learn special techniques as they seek revenge against the villainous master who crippled them both. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Film Masters. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8880190 THE WHALE GOD. Widescreen. Released for the first time in North America, this small Japanese fishing village is terrorized by a giant whale, and the fishermen are determined to kill it. A Japanese variant of Herman Melville’s Moby Dick. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 100 minutes. SFS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ DVD 887294Z SMOKE SCREEN. Widescreen. A television reporter finds herself in the middle of a murder investigation when she wakes up next to a dead body, not remembering a thing about the night before. Stars Peter Weller and Currie Graham. English SDH. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

★ DVD 8880173 STRANGERS KISS. Widescreen. Faced with two inexperienced actors, the director (Peter Coyote) of Strange Kisses (the film within a film) encourages the leading lady (Victoria Tennant) and leads her to a ball less in “real life” as to provide the “heat” needed for the inner film’s storytelling. Over 4 hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $16.95 $16.95

★ DVD 8872548 COMMON LAW WIFE/JENNIE, WIFE/CHILD. Widescreen. In Common Law Wife wealthy old coot Shugfoot (George Edgley) aims to trade his current girlfriend for a newer model—just happens to be his niece. In Jennie, Wife/Child Albert (Jack Lester) and Currie Graham. English SDH. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

★ DVD 8882045 KIDNAPPED: THE ABDUCTION OF EDGARDO MORTARA. Widescreen. Edgardo Mortara was a young Jewish boy living in Bologna, Italy, when in 1858, he was secretly baptized and forcibly taken from his family to be raised Catholic. Based on a true story. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 134 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8871507 FINAL FIGHT. When the trauma of war comes home. Highlights lead actors of WDTS the main science, offering hope and answers to the struggling veterans profiled in this documentary and to the family and friends who love them. Soundview Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8880212 THE WORLD OF KANAKO. Widescreen. A nonstop visual and emotional assault to the senses follows ex-detective Aikazau on the hunt for his daughter, Kanako. What he discovers is a web of depravity surrounding both Kanako and theRat. Rare story told with English subtitles. 118 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8872437 AMSTERDAMNED. Widescreen. Down in the murky depths of Amsterdam’s famous canals lurks a murderous vampire (Michelle Rovic) as she strolls the streets leaving a trail of destruction in her wake. As bodies begin to pile up and mass hysteria envelops the city, Detective Eric Visser is assigned to head the investigation. Stars Huub Stapel. Rated R. Dubbed and in Dutch with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8872295 NUDE FOR SATAN. Widescreen. Italian Gothic horror that tells the tale of a man who stops at a remote castle hoping to get medical help for an injured woman, only to find the inhabitants mirror the darker sides of the woman and himself. Not Rated. English dubbing. 80 minutes. Salvation. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8882061 REVIVAL 69: THE CONCERT THAT ROCKED THE WORLD. Widescreen. The box set at the second most important event in rock and roll history” culminates in John Lennon’s first public performance with The Plastic Ono Band as terrorist Eddie and Roll Revival music festival, triggering his decision to leave the Beatles. Not Rated. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8881871 NOT OF THIS EARTH. When a mysterious stranger arrives in town, he hires Nialnae Power as his nurse. Although the pay is great, her suspicions are aroused when his blood transfusions become more frequent. After some creative detective work, our heroine boss is a space vampire. Stars Arthur Roberts and Traci Lords. Rated R, 81 minutes. Ti West. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ DVD 8879087 MY NAME IS NOBODY. Young, ambitious gunman Nobody (Terence Hill) sets his eye on his idol, gunman Jack Beauvegard (Henry Fonda), who’s intent on sailing off into the sunset. Nobody sets out with guns blazing. Nobody sets him up for a showdown with a pack of the deadliest bad guys in the West. 115 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 8879990 THE GUYSER. Widescreen. Young man merges with mechanical device, becoming cyborg superhero. Shown trying to find his creator and the one he is seeking to reclaim device. He uncovers plot to genetically engineer monstrous creatures. Stars Mark Hamill and David Gale. Dubbed. Unearthed Films. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

★ DVD 8880107 MOUNT HIDEAWAY MYSTERIES: EXES AND OH NO’S. Widescreen. As townspeople start getting murdered, Bethany, a government operative, is unofficially investigate. The closer she gets to the truth, the more the murders seem to be connected. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 8879998 THE CRIPPLED LINGUINI. Widescreen. Dante (William Kelly) studies the popular eatery and solves their financial woes. Rated R, 93 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 8880059 MEDICUS. Widescreen. During a torrid affair with the lusty Loretta, a brutal biker’s wife, local dine Lance discovers that Nob Hollow’s stranger, Stuckpole family, have been doing some hidden experiments in their basement. This full-moon freak–fuk will leave you squirming in your seat! Rated R, 82 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 888094X BIGFOOT EXORCIST. Widescreen. A demonic cult summons Bigfoot to kill. But Claude gets attacked, inheriting Bigfoot’s curse to turn into a bloodthirsty beast nightly. A nun exorcist tries to make the situation before it’s too late. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ DVD 8880840 END OF THE WORLD. Widescreen. When Andrew and his wife Sylvia tap into a series of strange signals from space that predict natural disasters, they track the signals to a mysterious, remote reservation. The further they discover that aliens have cloned the Priest and the nuns and are using the abbey as a base camp. Stars Christopher Lee and Sue Lyon. Rated R. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ DVD 8876665 DAY BY DAY: BATTLE–Battle–Battle World War II. With the Nazi Blitzkrieg in high gear, Denmark, Norway and Belgium fell heralding the collapse of Western Europe. Events were mounting to a crescendo. Meanwhile, the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor at the end of 1941 brings the U.S. fully into the fight. 50 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
NEW DVDS

★ DVD 8876711 UNSOLVED MYSTERIES OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR. Fullscreen. History has tried to comprehend the chaotic confusion of WWII, but there are still many important, unanswered questions. So, if you are into history, this Documentary will answer the questions, by looking at the unsolved mysteries of WWII. Over 5 hours. Total Content. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ DVD 8876622 HUMMINGBIRDS & BIRDS OF THE BACKYARD. Spring into summer, come along close up, and marvel at the drama and vibrant beauty of spring and summer song birds while learning the secrets of attracting birds to the yard in these two seasons. Includes Hummingbirds of the Backyard, and Birds of the Backyard. 170 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ DVD 8876568 COUNCITOWARD ARMAGEDDON. Includes five complete programs covering many aspects of Biblical prophecy. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse: Now, Later or Never; False Messiahs; Jezebel; At Peace or in Pieces; Biblical prophecy: on three DVDs. Total Content. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ DVD 8875166 LUST IN THE DUST/BENTHIO THERAPY. Widescreen. In Lust in the Dust, (take off Rob Hunter) learns that there’s treasure buried near sleepy Chili Verde, New Mexico and it’s a race to get the gold. (84 minutes). In Beyond Therapy, (Rob Hunter) is the judge (Julie Hagerty) go on a bizarre date with their lunatic therapists in tow (93 minutes). Both Rated R. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

★ DVD 8875075 QUEENS OF NASHVILLE. Taylor Swift, Faith Hill, Carrie Underwood, Miranda Lambert, Reba McEntire: they’ve got powerhouse voices, electrifying personalities and pop crossover appeal, and these women have become the standard by which country music is judged. Dive into each star’s upbringing, career and current personal topics with this film. 70 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ DVD 8875630 JOHN DENVER: GREATEST HITS. Widescreen. In 1981, this concert captures John Denver at the height of his commercial success. Collects 18 tracks including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Follow Me, Rocky Mountain High, Sunshine Is Free, My Shy Lady, Leaving on a Jet Plane; and more. 74 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


★ DVD 8871093 RETURN TO HELL. HIGH RETURN OF THE KILLER TOMATOES. Widescreen. After graduating from high school, Crippin Cripin is the set of a low-budget horror film based on a series of grisly, unsolved murders that took place there years ago. Soon members of the graduating class and her family are being killed one by one. Rated R. In Return of the Killer Tomatoes It’s been 25 years since the Great tomato war but suddenly the killer tomatoes are back. Both star George Clooney. Over 3 hours on one double-sided DVD. Total Content. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

★ DVD 8876584 ELVIS: Rare Home Movies. Hidden in a closet for decades, the discovery of this rare 8mm color home movie footage is akin to striking gold for every Elvis fan. Dating back to the summer of 1956, before Elvis became “The King,” this film features the earliest footage of Elvis in a private setting; 50 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ DVD 8876614 HOW THE BEATLES CHANGED THE WORLD. Traces the band’s path through the 1960s. It not only looks at the impact of their artistic evolution across this period but also at the wider revolution they instigated, from fashion, film, and art to the way we think of war, the peace movement, the counter-culture, and more. 109 minutes. Symmetria Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ DVD 8876606 THE GREAT CANADIAN TRAIN RIDE. Join travel expert Doug Jones for a breath-taking transcontinental rail journey across Canada—from Toronto to Vancouver—aboard the beautifully restored “Canadian.” Offers all the elegance from the classic age of trains replete with original stainless steel equipment including luxury cars, domed observation cars and sleeping cars. 80 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ DVD 8876703 THE GREAT TRANS-AMERICAN TRAIN RIDE. It’s all aboard for adventure as travel expert Doug Jones guides you on a spectacular coast to coast journey on three of America’s greatest trains. You’ll take the fabled Broadway Limited before transferring for the legendary California Zephyr; and end up aboard the Desert Wind. Total Content. Pub. at $8.95 $7.95

NEW BLURAYS

★ Blu-ray 8880956 MEMORIES OF ME. Widescreen. They say, like father, like son, but for Abe and Abbie Polin (Alan King and Billy Crystal), nothing could be further from the truth. When Abbie suffers a mild heart attack, he decides it’s time to mend family ties—or break them altogether. With his family heads out to visit his dad, where his efforts lead to hilarious consequences. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

★ Blu-ray 8884749 STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING. Widescreen. An ugly duckling tyke, “Lenny” leaves behind her tough Liverpool life and moves to swinging London to find her Prince Charming. But the big city holds some nasty surprises for the naive young woman when she becomes involved with a handsome gigolo who may be a depraved serial killer! Stars Rita Tushingham and Shane Briant. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Screem Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

★ Blu-ray 8880955 THE MANSFIELD. Widescreen. What surgeons thought to be a tumor growing on the neck of Karen Tandy (Susan Sarandon) is a fetus growing at an abnormally accelerated rate. But when she receives Elvis Presley’s anatomy poor body, she must destroy it immediately or the baby will continue to grow and become an abnormally accelerated monster! Rated R. 99 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $32.99 $4.95

★ Blu-ray 8884714 LUST FOR A VAMPIRE. Widescreen. A mysterious man named Milo (Vlad Tepes) comes to town, bringing the notorious female vampire Camilla Karnstein back to life. Looking to quench her bloodlust for the fairer sex, she enrolls at an exclusive girl’s school as the young debutante Mirka Kharakova. But when her fellow student falls for her affair, the vampire sets her sights on the undead! Rated R. 99 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $32.99 $4.95

★ Blu-ray 8884706 HORROR OF FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Young Frankenstein (Peter Scolari) leaves medical school with a depraved taste for beautiful women and fiendish experiments. When he runs out of fresh body parts for his research, he turns to the local village that defies his evil reign. The local women now have the curse of the mummy returned. 104 minutes. Screem Factory. Pub. at $32.99 $4.95

★ Blu-ray 8884625 BLOOD FROM THE MUMMY’S TOMB. Widescreen. A British expedition discovers the ancient sealed tomb of the evil Queen Tera. But when one of the archaeologists steals a mysterious ring from the corpse’s severed hand, he unleashes a timeless curse upon his daughter. Is the young woman now a reincarnation of the evil Queen Tera? Who knows, the ring could be a curse! Stars Ralph Bates. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screem Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ Blu-ray 8880905 ART SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL. Widescreen. Follows talented young artist Jerome Plazek as he leaves his small town and goes to art school. Here the boyish freshman’s ambition is to become the world’s greatest artist, like his hero Picasso. Stars Max Minghella and Sophia Myles. Rated R. 102 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

★ Blu-ray 8880794 ISLAND OF DEMENTIA. Widescreen. From cult director Nico Mastorakis comes a travelogue of atrocities so strong that the British government once banned it as a “video nasty.” Arriving on the Greek island of Mykonos, Pearl and Celia appear to be seemingly innocent visitors, but they are in fact murderous degenerates, determined to spread perversion and slaughter across the island. Not Rated. English/ Greek Blu-ray version and a Greek DVD version. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. $11.95

★ Blu-ray 8880894 OUT OF TIME. Widescreen. In Banyan Key, a small Florida town bordered by azure seas and salty secrets, Chief of Police Matt Whittlock (Denzel Washington) finds himself caught up in the web of a dangerous drug smuggling ring. Determined to unmask the mastermind and bring unspeakable horrors upon a small community, Matt sets out against his tormentors with his .44 Magnum. Rated R. 95 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ Blu-ray 8874190 STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION – 1.4. Fullscreen. These are the adventures of the Starship Enterprise-D. Captain Jean-Luc Picard leads his crew through the farthest reaches of space in these first four remarkable seasons. Stars Patrick Stewart and Brent Spiner. Collects 100 episodes. English SDH. Nearly 76 hours. Paramount. $39.95

★ Blu-ray 8884719 ISLAND OF DRACULA. Widescreen. The legendary Christopher Lee is back as Dracula, bringing unspeakable horrors upon a lonely inn. In the South of France, Prince of Darkness returns like never before, but his revenge may be too much for even his evil reign. Rated R. 102 minutes. Screem Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
NEW BLU-RAYS

**Blu-ray 8871620** THE VALIANT ONES. Widescreen. Perhaps the last true wuxia film directed by celebrated filmmaker King Hu, an undisputed master of the genre. The Jiajing Emperor dispatches a trusted general, Zhu Wan with a small band of skilled warriors to deal with pirates. Includes a collector’s booklet. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Eureka. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

**Blu-ray 8874751** LIVE DIE REPEAT: Edge of Tomorrow. Widescreen. An alien race has launched a relentless attack on Earth and Major William Cage (Tom Cruise) finds himself dropped into a suicide mission. Killed within minutes, Cage is thrown into a time loop forced to live out the same brutal combat. He trains with Rita Vrataski (Emily Blunt) to evolve Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. $24.95

**Blu-ray 887400X** GULLIVER’S TRAVELS. Widescreen. Travel writer Lemuel Gulliver takes an assignment in Bermuda but ends up on the island of Lilliput, where he towers over its tiny citizens. Includes Black and Emily Blunt. Collects the 3-D Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD versions and digital copy of the movie. English SDH. 85 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**Blu-ray 8874247 WAREHOUSE 13: Season Two. Widescreen.** Join Pete, Myka, Artie and their quirky crew on the case for fantastical new artifacts across the globe and through time. Stars Eddie McClintock and Joanne Kelly. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. Over 9 hours on three Blu-rays. Universal. $5.95

**Blu-ray 887417J** A DOG’S WAY HOME. Widescreen. A female dog travels four hundred miles in search of her owner throughout a Colorado wilderness. Stars Ashley Judd and Jonah Tatum O’Neal and Kristy McNichol. Packaged will be the first to lose their virginity. Stars 106 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**Blu-ray 887375J** LITTLE DARLINGS. Widescreen. In the fleeting summer of 1963, two fifteen-year-old girls from different sides of the tracks attend Camp Little Wolf. The two compete to see who will be the first to lose their virginity. Stars Tatum O’Neal and Kristy McNichol. Included in a Medibook. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Boxed. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 $27.95

**Blu-ray 887376J** NAVY SEALS. Widescreen. A lightly-handed SEAL team set off on a mission to destroy a shipment of U.S.-built Stinger missiles that have fallen into terrorist hands. Stars Charlie Sheen. English SDH. 113 minutes. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98 $27.95

**Blu-ray 888083X** BARBERSHOP 2. Widescreen. After finding his hair salon business threatened when a glitzy high-class hair salon opens across the street in this hilarious and heart-warming comic sequel. Also stars Sean Patrick Thomas. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8870195** THE SENDER. Widescreen. A disturbed telepathic man is unable to fully control his ability to transmit his dreams and visions into the minds of the people around him, or even influence reality. A female therapist tries to help him. Stars Henry Cavill and Kathryn Harrold. Rated R. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**Blu-ray 8871612** THE VALIANT ONES. Widescreen. Perhaps the last true wuxia film directed by celebrated filmmaker King Hu, an undisputed master of the genre. The Jiajing Emperor dispatches a trusted general, Zhu Wan with a small band of skilled warriors to deal with pirates. Includes a collector’s booklet. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Eureka. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**Blu-ray 8880085** THE MIRACLE FIGHTERS. Widescreen. Travel writer Lemuel Gulliver takes an assignment in Bermuda but ends up on the island of Lilliput, where he towers over its tiny citizens. Includes Black and Emily Blunt. Collects the 3-D Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD versions and digital copy of the movie. English SDH. 85 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**Blu-ray 8872627** SYMPATHY FOR THE UNDERDOG. Widescreen. Returning from a 10-year prison sentence, former gang leader Gungi finds that his turf has been taken over by his former enemy, now a large crime syndicate. Looking for new opportunities, he gathers his old crew and heads for the island of Okinawa. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Radiance. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**Blu-ray 8880050** THE INSPECTOR WEARS SKIRTS 4. Widescreen. To save the Hong Kong Police Force’s Banshee Squad from becoming defunct, the struggling new squad member seek the help of former officers Amy and May to help them with their task for the end of the line. Stars the voice talents of Norman Reedus and Andy Serkis. English SDH. 88 minutes. Eureka. Pub. at $39.95 $22.95

**Blu-ray 8880042** THE INSPECTOR WEARS SKIRTS 3. Widescreen. Inspector Kan, now married to Madame Wu, has been instructed to train the Banshee Squad from becoming defunct, the ruthless King Hyperion, who is on a rampaging across Greece to obtain a weapon that can destroy humanity. Stars Henry Cavill and Mickey Rourke. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**Blu-ray 8881103 THE LINGUIST INCIDENT. Widescreen.** The Linguist Incident comes from the mind of celebrated filmmaker King Hu, an undisputed master of the genre. The Jiajing Emperor dispatches a trusted general, Zhu Wan with a small band of skilled warriors to deal with pirates. Includes a collector’s booklet. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Eureka. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

**Blu-ray 8880024** HOMEWORK. Widescreen. The Linguist Incident follows Tomcat (Michael Morgan), a young “rock star” who is also a virgin. As he tries to lose his virginity to local high school girls, a childhood crush on schoolgirl Joan Goll, led by decides to make a man of him. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Unearthed Films. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**Blu-ray 8881111** SHERLOCK HOLMES. Widescreen. Having first portrayed the legendary detective for Hammer Films in 1959, Peter Cushing enthusiastically returned to the role of Sherlock Holmes for this 1968 BBC television series co-starring Nigel Stock as Dr. Watson. These are the only surviving six episodes not lost from the show. Over 5 hours on two Blu-rays. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 97 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

**Blu-ray 8873771** RIDDLE OF FIRE. Widescreen. Brothers Hazel and Jodie, along with their friend Alice, pull off a daring heist to steal the latest in video game technology. Upon arriving back at home, they plug in their newly-grifted gadget to discover a TV that has been password protected by their mother. Stars Charlie Stover. English SDH. 114 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.98 $21.95

**Blu-ray 8881839** DAS KOMBRATULKE DUELL. Widescreen. When a man is killed by a drunk driving, his son wants revenge, which starts a battle for years. This film pioneered the “party splatter” genre as dubbed by its director, German filmmaker Heiko Fipper (Ostermontag). Known for its extreme violence and gore and was banned in Germany. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 86 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**Blu-ray 8867560 CRIMINALLY INSANE.** Collects Rick Milliard’s two seminal works. In CRIMINALLY INSANE, an obese woman recently released from an asylum kills anyone who attempts to get her to stop eating. In Satan’s Black Water, a small town tries to find out why his sister killed herself and discovers the town itself is a cover of vampires. Not Rated. English SDH. 124 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $36.98 $21.95
NEW BLU-RAYS

**Blu-ray 888188X** OSTERMONTAG. Fullscreen. Heiko, consumed by him and unrequited love for one of his stepisters, is unknowingly entangled with her twin, Nicole, in a deadly game of deception. Years later Heiko learns he believes to be Nicole under false pretenses, igniting a chain of violent and grotesque events of staggering proportions. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 64 minutes. Massacre Video. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

**Blu-ray 888187Q** DEATH SQUAD. Widescreen. Dante, a young Italian noir detective, must solve a prostitute murder by the Paris police department deals, one cop will stop at nothing for revenge. One of the slicest and most violent crime films ever made in France, with a distinctly ’80s twist of gore, mayhem and relentless savagery. Not Rated. Dubbed and in French with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95 $18.95

**Blu-ray 8876541** THE RIPPER. Fullscreen. An old antique ring turns a college professor into a homicidal maniac when he puts it on. The ring originally belonged to Jack the Ripper, and the Ripper’s spirit possesses whoever wears it. Stars Tom Savini. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. Degasser. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95

**Blu-ray 8881855** DR. JEKYL AND THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES. This is the fifth film to feature Spanish actor Paul Naschy as Waldemar the Wolfman. Waldemar searches for a cure to his full moon madness by visiting the graveyard of the infamous Dr. Jekyll. What ensues next is a lover’s triangle, and a savage sadistic Mr. Hyde who roams London and transforms into a werewolf on the disco floor. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 66 minutes. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**Blu-ray 8874182** SPREE. Widescreen. Thrifty for a following, Kurt, rideshare driver for Spree, has figured out a way to pool profit to go viral. Stars Joe Keery and David Arquette. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. RLJE Entertainment.

**Blu-ray 8873925** CHATTAHOOCHEE. Widescreen. Emmett Foley (Gary Oldman), a Korean war hero institutionalized in the Florida State Hospital in Chattahoochee following an injury, becomes an unlikely crusader, fighting to change a system that allows doctors and staff to brutalize their patients. Also stars Frances McDormand and Jeff Bridges. Olive Films. 84 minutes. Pub. at $4.95

**Blu-ray 8874085** LONDON FIELDS. Widescreen. Clairvoyant female fatale Nicola Six (Amber Heard) has been living with a dark premonition of her impending death by murder. She begins a tangled love affair with three uniquely different men: one of whom she knows will be her murderer. Also stars Billy Bob Thornton. Rated R. 107 minutes. WS/Films.

**Blu-ray 8874204** THE STRANGERS: PREY AT NIGHT. Widescreen. An escaped child killer, Sam (Natalie Portman) sets the stage for a fateful, mind-blowing take on what his future might hold. Rated R. Dubbed and in English SDH. 86 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $17.95

**Blu-ray 8873631** ANNA BOLEYN. Fullscreen. Henry Portion gives a sensitive performance as the humble lady in waiting who ascends to the throne. But legendary actor Emil Jannings electrifies the film, depicting Henry’s decadent appetite for men and women, without reducing the larger than life historical figure. Not Rated. Color tinted. Silent with German intertitles and Optional English subtitles. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95


**Blu-ray 888112X** SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE DEADLY NECKLACE. Widescreen. Shortly after her first collaboration on The Hound of the Baskervilles, Charles “Lestrade” and the director, Terence Fisher returned to Holmesiana for Lee’s solo feature film portraying the world’s greatest detective. Not Rated. Dubbed and in German with English subtitles. 86 minutes on two Blu-rays. Film Masters. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 8882538** COMMON LAW WIFE/JENNIE, WIFE/CHILD. Widescreen. In Common Law Wife wealthy old coot Shugfoot (George Edgley) aims to marry his current girlfriend for a newer model–who just happens to be his niece. JENNIE (Beverly Lundsf ord) to be his wife, but Jennie has her eye on the young farm hand. Not Rated. In B&W. 164 minutes on two Blu-rays. Film Masters. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 888264X** WHITE ROOM. Widescreen. Norman, a gentle aspiring author, is a bloke who’s short of inspiration, but his neighbors for inspiration. When he witnesses the murder of famous singer Madeline X, he attends her memorial and encounters a mesmerizing woman who he follows home. Stars Malcolm Godin and Margot Kidder. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 888014X** STREET SCENE. Widescreen. One of the great stage to screen adaptations of the early sound film era, Street Scene presents a New York City tenement melting pot, boiling over with summer heat, resentment, and longing. Stars Sylvia Sidney, Nancy Carroll, and Gene Lockhart. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 8872481** AMSTERDAMNED. Widescreen. Down in the murky depths of Amsterdam’s famous canals lurks a murderous predator. Surfacing at night, he kills at random and disappears without a trace. As bodies begin to pile up and mass hysteria envelopes the city, Detective Emile Stien joins the investigation. Stars Huub Stapel. Rated R. Dubbed and in Dutch with English subtitles. 113 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 8878966** CROCODILE. Widescreen. When the crocodile demands against humankind for defying her laws, she strikes back with unbelievable fury creating the largest most savage crocodile on earth. The Crocodile is the only film that tried, in 1978 as Crocodile Fangs (Agowa gongga), is presented in its original U.S. release version. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 8873976** GARDEN OF EARTHLY DELIGHTS. Widescreen. Twenty-something emotionally detached Andrew (Zach Braff) returns home to New Jersey after nine long years. Now, as he tries to re-connect with his high school sweetheart, Sam (Natalie Portman) sets the stage for a fateful, mind-blowing take on what his future might hold. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

**Blu-ray 8873917** THE BREAKFAST CLUB. Widescreen. When Saturday detention starts, there were simply the Jock, the Princess, the Brain, the Criminal and the Basket Case, but by that afternoon they had become closer than any of them could ever have imagined. Starring Emilio Estevez and Molly Ringwald. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**Blu-ray 8874093** NO TEARS FOR THE DEAD. Widescreen. A hit man transforms after being murdered as a young girl during a job is given the mission to eliminate her mother, and begins the ultimate fight to save her life. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Korean with English subtitles. 116 minutes. CJ Entertainment.

**Blu-ray 8874239** A WALK AMONG THE TOMBSTONES. Widescreen. Private investigator Matthew Scudder is hired by a drug kingpin to find out who kidnapped and murdered his wife. Stars Liam Neeson and Dan Stevens. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 8874107** PLUS ONE. Widescreen. In order to survive a summer of wedding fever, longtime single friends, Ben and Alice, agree to be each other’s plus one’s for everything they’ve been invited to. Stars Jack Quaid and Maya Erskine. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. $5.95


**Blu-ray 8879958** DREAM TIME. Widescreen. A psychological thriller that will proxy you to the golden era of the 80s-90s Italian horror cinema with interviews with masters of that marvelous age like Lamberto Bava, Michele Soavi, Luigi Cozzi, Fabio Frizzi and others in more. Offers an authentic travel through the atmospheres of those years. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Rated R. 8874054 $15.95

**Blu-ray 8881073** THE CRIPPLED MASTERS. Widescreen. Directed by Joe Law, this film tells the story of two martial artists (one without arms and the other without legs) who overcame disabilities to become world-class fighters. They learn special self-defense techniques as they seek revenge against the villainous master who crippled them both. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Stars Li Chen and Dan Stevens. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 8881016** TITANIC: The Musical. The stunning and stirring production focusing on the hopes, dreams and aspirations of the passengers who sailed on the ill-fated vessel. They are ordinary people, with ambitions of their own, all innocently unaware of the fate awaiting them. Not Rated. 136 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 8871442** BLOOD AND SNOW. Two scientists uncover a meteorite impact site in the Arctic tundra, but it kills one scientist and infects the other. A nearby base takes in the lone survivor and they can’t understand what happened. The lone survivor may not be the person they think it is. Stars Simon Phillips and Anne-Carlyne Binet. Not Rated. 114 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
**NEW BLU-RAYS**

**Blu-ray 8874570**
**AMERICAN WEDDING.** Widescreen. The American Pie franchise goes out with a new rite of passage when Jim (Jason Biggs) and Michelle (Alyson Hannigan) decide to get married! Of course, Stifler (Seann William Scott) will be there to throw the ultimate bachelor party. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH, 97 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8874212**
**TAMMY.** Widescreen. After losing her job and learning her husband is unfaithful, Tammy (Melissa McCarthy) hits the road with her profligate, hard-drinking grandmother (Susan Sarandon) on the trip of a lifetime. Rated R. English SDH. Includes theatrical version (97 minutes) and extended cut (100 minutes). Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8873987**
**BLOOD DIAMOND.** Widescreen. A fisherman, a smuggling group of businesswomen, and a retired spy are thrown into the crosshairs of a dangerous drug lord who wants access to the world’s most expensive commodity. Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8880832**
**END OF THE WORLD.** Widescreen. When Andrey and his wife Sylvia tap into a series of strange signals from space that predict natural disasters, they track the signals to a mysterious, remote convent. There they discover that aliens have cloned the Priest and the nuns and are using the abbey as a base camp. Stars Christopher Walken, Lee and Sue Lyon. Rated R. 87 minutes. Full Moon. $12.95

**Blu-ray 8880867**
**SWEDISH BOARDING SCHOOL GIRLS.** Widescreen. Back with even more beautiful and tender scenes in their dirty dorm and you’ll learn lessons that no school dare teach! Erwin C. Dietrich casts French erotic superstars Brigitte Lahaie, France Loray, and Nadine Pascal as sexually inhibited stunners causing all manner of mayhem and a coxing all manor of women into his carnal web. Stars Georgina Spelvin. Not Rated. English SDH. 138 minutes. Adults only. Command Video. Pub. at $32.98

**Blu-ray 8880069**
**LOAD/LECHER.** Fullscreen. Two Chuck Vincent features. Heavy Load follows the exploits of delivery driver Gus (Jeffrey Hunter), who finds himself endlng off a rear constant barrage of over-sexed women. Also stars Kim Pope. Lecher introduces Ray, a man who in spite of his looks and demeanor, has no problem with cheating on his wife. stars Judy Garland. Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8872112**
**ROY BROWN: THERE’S A WINDIN’ DOWN THE ROAD.** This 78-track, three-CD collection comprises most of his A and B sides of his U.K. releases on the Jazz芳, Esquire, Paried, and Imperial labels from 1950-62. Songs include Lightly, Strike Up The Band, Memories of You; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**Blu-ray 8872554**
**JUNIOR WELLS & BOB WILLS: IDA RED.** This 78-track, two-CD collection comprises most of his releases from 1945-53 released under his own name and with the bands Jay McShann, Buddy Tate, Al Wilson and Lou Speingere on the Aladdin, Mercury, Swing, Modern and Swing Time labels. Songs include Confessin’ the Blues, Shywoman Blues; in the evening; Hard Worker Blues; and more. Not Rated. English SDH. 149 minutes. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**Blu-ray 8870545**
**JIMMY DAILY: DANCE WITH YOU; CAN’T BUY ME LOVE; I WANT TO HAVEN’T GOT A CLUE.** This collection of live FM broadcasts includes many of his biggest hits recorded from a live FM broadcast in Boston, Massachusetts. Songs include Look Over Yonder’s Wall; Chicken Heads; Everything’s Gonna Be Alright; Trouble No More; and more. Includes a DVD of the performance with a backstage interview. Cleopatra Blues. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**Blu-ray 8880068**
**JOHNNY DANKWORTH: AFRICAN WALTZ.** This 75-track, three-CD collection comprises most of the A and B sides of his U.K. releases on the Jazz芳, Esquire, Paried, and Imperial labels from 1950-62. Songs include Lightly, Strike Up The Band, Memories of You; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**Blu-ray 8880072**
**WITHERSPIN: Ain’t Nobody in Business.** This 78-track, three-CD collection comprises most of his releases from 1945-53 released under his own name and with the bands Jay McShann, Buddy Tate, Al Wilson and Lou Speingere on the Aladdin, Mercury, Swing, Modern and Swing Time labels. Songs include Confessin’ the Blues, Shywoman Blues; in the evening; Hard Worker Blues; and more. Not Rated. English SDH. 149 minutes. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**NEW MUSIC CDs**

**CD 8875960**
**THE BEATLES: 1962-1966.** This collection begins in late 1962 with the album version of the first Beatles single, Love Me Do and concludes in the second half of 1966. Other songs include Two of Us, In My Life, Help!, Paperback Writer, All My Loving and more. EMI Records Limited. $14.95

**CD 8875979**

**CD 8876045**
**THE VERY BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS: Sounds of Summer.** This 80-track, three-CD set includes the following albums: Surfin’ Safari; All Summer Long; Barbara Ann; Add Some Music to Your Day; It’s OK; You Need a Mess of Help to Stand Alone; The Night Was So Young; and more. Universal Music. $24.95

**CD 8876037**
**JUMP BACK: The Best of the Rolling Stones.** Collects 18 tracks including Start Me Up; Harlem Shuffle; It’s Only Rock ‘n Roll; Mixed Emotions; Rock and a Hard Place; Waiting on a Friend; Undercover of the Night; Emotional Rescue; and more. EMI Records Limited. $14.95

**CD 8876100**
**THE BEATLES: ON AIR.** Live at the BBC, Volume 2. This 63-track, two-CD set includes I Saw Her Standing There, I’m Talking About You; Please Mister; Please God; What I Want); Please Me; Please Me; Honey Don’t; That’s What We’re Here For; Twist and Shout; and more. Universal Music. $14.95

**CD 8876002**
**THE BEATLES: Live at the BBC.** Between March 1962 and June 1963, no less than 275 musical performances by The Beatles were broadcast by the BBC. This 71-track, two-CD set includes Riding On A Bus; A Hard Day’s Night; Sweet Little Sixteen; Lonesome Tears In My Eyes; Baby It’s You; I Saw Her Standing There; and more. Universal Music. $14.95

**CD 8876029**
**The Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.** This iconic album was released on June 1st, 1967. Thirteen tracks, including Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, With a Little Help from My Friends; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; A Day In the Life; and more. EMI Records Limited. $4.95

**CD 8875867**
**THE BEATLES: 1.** Collects 13 tracks including A Hard Day’s Night; I Should Have Known Better; I’m Happy Just to Dance; I Should Have Known Better; and more. EMI Records Limited. $4.95

**CD 8875995**
**THE BEATLES: A Hard Day’s Night.** Collects 13 tracks including A Hard Day’s Night; I Should Have Known Better; I’m Happy Just to Dance; I Should Have Known Better; and more. EMI Records Limited. $4.95

**CD 8874446**
**COUNTRY’S #1 HITS OF THE 60’S: 20 SONGS.** Collects 20 tracks including Wings of a Dove; Felin Husky; Please Help Me I’m Falling by Hank Locklin; Heartbreak U.S.A. by Kitty Wells; I Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline; Tender Years by Jimmy Don Lee; My Misery Loves Company; by Porter Wagoner; and more. Imperitone. $4.95

**CD 8870751**
**DOLLY PARTON: Live from London.** Collects 15 tracks including Two Doors Down; Jolene; Backwoods Barbie; Better Get to Livin’; Little Sparrow; 9 to 5; I Will Always Love You; and more. Includes a DVD of the performance. Artists2Markat. $5.95

**CD 8875826**
**RUBY NEWMAN & HIS ORCHESTRA: Sing, Baby, Sing.** This 48-track, two-CD collection comprises selected releases on the Victor, Associated, Brunswick and Decca labels from 1932-40, featuring the various incarnations of his orchestra. Songs include Can We Talk It Over; My Silent Love; Just Let Me Look at You; Moonlight Waltz; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 8872843**
**TRUE BLUE BROTHER: The Legacy of Matt Guitar Murphy.** Collects 20 tracks including Angel, Better Get To Livin’, Her Eyes, I’ll Always Love You. Includes a bonus DVD of a performance recorded June 11th, 1989 at the Channel in Boston, Massachusetts. $14.95

**CD 8872838**
**WHITESNAKE: Transmission Impossible.** Collects 37-tracks on three-CDs of multiple performances recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include Sweet Talker; Come Together; Burn; Love; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 8872163**
**SOFT CELL: Mutants in Hollywood.** On November 19th, 1983, Soft Cell performed at The Palace in Los Angeles. This recording was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Mr. Self Destroy; Soul Inside; Forever the Same; Baby Doll; Purple Haze; Ghost Rider; and more. Yard Stick. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
CD 887149 CURLEY WEAVER: The Georgia Guitar Wizard 1920-50. This 48-track, two-CD collection comprises recordings under his own name for the Columbia, QRS, Okeh, Banner, Vocalion, Decca, Sittin' in With, and Regal labels. Songs include "Jelly Belly; No No Blues; Tricks Ain't Walkin' No More; Fried Pie Blues; and more. Acrobat.Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 887258 MITCH MILLER: The Yellow Rose of Texas. This 36-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides of his releases on the Miller label from 1952-62. Songs include "In My Arms; Song of Delfith; Autumn Leaves; Keep Me In Mind, President on the Dollar; Songs for a Summer Night; Whistle Stop; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 887104 ELVIS COSTELLO: Nashville & Back. Collects 22 tracks including "Cry, Cry; Honky Tonk Girl; Tears Before Bedtime; My Shoes Keep Walking; Knocking on Heaven's Door; Stranger in the House; Really Really Madly; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 8872139 RADIOHEAD: Unplugged & Unloved. Recorded during various sessions during 1994-1996. Collects 19 tracks including "You; Lucky; Subterranean Homesick Alien; Fake Plastic Trees; Stupid Car; No; Surprises; Paranoid Android; and more. $19.95

CD 8872074 BLACK SABBATH: Copenhagen 1971. Compiles two performances by Black Sabbath recorded from live FM broadcasts in 1971. Collects 12 tracks including "Iron Man; Into the Void; Paranoid; Wicked World; War Pigs; and more. Includes two Unicomic. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 8871590 SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE McGHEE: Live from the Ash Grove. Collects 11 tracks including "Trouble in Mind; Hoodoo the Blues; Blown in the Fuses; Life's a Gamble; Pickin' Up Grass; Ready to Go; Baby; I Got My Mind off You; and more. $19.95

CD 8871558 MEET ME AT THE COFFEE SHOP. Collects 25 tracks including "Coffee Break by The Rock 'n' Rollers; Collector Doll by Lisa Morse; Coffee Sippin' Blues by Billy Briggs; Forty Cups of Coffee by Billy Haley and His Comets; Keep that Coffee Hot by Ray Ellington; and more. $19.95

CD 8872104 MITCH MILLER: Staterboro Blues. Collects 32 tracks including "Jelly Belly; No No Blues; Tricks Ain't Walkin' No More; Fried Pie Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 8872136 RICHARD HAMBER: The Himber Magic. This 76-track, three-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Vocalion, Bluebird, Victor, Royale and Decca labels during 1933-41. Songs include "It Ain't That Far; Dawn; Tell It Like It Is; Book of the Blues; Vol. 1; Song of the Street; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 8871506 RICHARD ‘GROOVE’ HOLMES: The Classics Collection. Includes eight albums including "Groove; Groove with Jus Somethin' Special; After Hours; Tell It Like It Is; Book of the Blues; Vol. 1; Song of the Street; and Living Soul (Recorded Live at the Museum of Modern Art). Collects 58 tracks on three CDs. Liberator Hall. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 8871477 DEEP PURPLE: In the Beginning. Collects 17 tracks including "Mandrake Root; Strange Kind of Woman; Into the Fire; Gush; Fireball; Pictures of Home; Woman from Tokyo; and more. Includes multiple versions of "Black Night and Speed King. Two CDs. Top Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 8871426 BING CROSBY: Rarities from the Hollywood Studios 1933-1956. This 30-track, two-CD set includes previously unavailable tracks from Crosby's albums and more. Includes two disc or alternative versions. Songs include "I'm Hummin'; I'm Whistlin'; I'm Singin'; Blue Hawaii; By the Light of the Silvery Moon; Blue Moon; Old Folks at Home; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 8871523 JERRY WALLACE: How the Time Flies. This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises most of his A and B sides from 1952-62 on the Allied, Mercury, Wing and Challenge labels, plus the sides from his albums "Jewel and There She Goes. Songs other than "I'm Gonna Rockin' Got Me Rockin'; I Got the Blues; Symphony for the Devil; Midnight Ramblers; Route 66; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

CD 8871493 DORSEY BURNETTE: The Rockabilly Years. This 63-track, two-CD collection features the A and B sides of singles on the Von, Coral Abbott, Surf, Imperial Era, Dot, Loma and Reprise labels from 1952-62, plus selected titles from his albums Dorsey Burnette's Tall Oak Tree and Dorsey Burnette Sings. Songs include "You're Uncutted; Tear It Up; (There Was a) Tall Oak Tree; Great Shakin' Fever; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 8872511 BLIND WILLIE MCCLELLAN: Statesboro Blues. This 48-track, two-CD collection comprises a significant portion of his releases from 1927-1935. Songs include "Statesboro Blues; It Could've Been Me; Follow the Leader; The Teens in Jeans from New Orleans; I've Got Your Heart; Hooray for the Rock; Blues in the Night; My Baby; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD 8881138 SISTER ROSETTA THARPE: The Singles Collection 1939-1950. This 76-track, three-CD collection comprises a significant portion of the A and B sides of her releases on the Decca label during this era. Songs include "The Louisiana Blues; Rock Me; What He Done; All These World; Precious Memories; Everybody's Gonna Have a Wonderful Time; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 8872619 RICHARD HAMBER: The Himber Magic. This 76-track, three-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Vocalion, Bluebird, Victor, Royale and Decca labels during 1933-41. Songs include "It Ain't That Far; Dawn; Tell It Like It Is; Book of the Blues; Vol. 1; Song of the Street; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
VINYL 8880766  HARRY CONNICK, JR.—TRUE LOVE: A Celebration of Cole Porter. This two vinyl set (one double-sided) collects 13 tracks including Anything Goes; I Love Paris; Just One of Those Things; In the Still of the Night; All of You; True Love; You're Sensational; and more. Verve Records. 12¾x12¼. $14.95
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.